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The National and University Colors
The Candidates for Advanced Degrees, including the Candidates for Degrees from
The Graduate School, College of Law, College of Medicine, and College of Dentistry
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Arts and Sciences
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Agriculture
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Engineering
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Education
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Business and Economics
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Pharmacy
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Nursing
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Architecture
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Allied Health Professions
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Home Economics
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Library and Information Science
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Social Work
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Communications
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Fine Arts
The Faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences
The Faculty of the College of Agriculture
The Faculty of the College of Engineering
The Faculty of the College of Law
The Faculty of the College of Education
The Faculty of the College of Business and Economics
The Faculty of the College of Pharmacy
The Faculty of the College of Medicine
The Faculty of the College of Nursing
The Faculty of the College of Dentistry
The Faculty of the College of Architecture
The Faculty of the College of Allied Health Professions
The Faculty of the College of Home Economics
The Faculty of the College of Library and Information Science
The Faculty of the College of Social Work
The Faculty of the College of Communicatons
The Faculty of the College of Fine Arts
The Directors and Faculty of the Community Colleges
The Faculty and Staff of Other University Units
The Deans of the Colleges and Administrative Officials
The Vice Presidents
The Chancellors and Vice Chancellors
The Official Guests
The Board of Trustees
The President of the University of Kentucky
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COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
The exercises of the one hundred and seventeenth annual commencement are enacted today
at the University of Kentucky. The counterpart of the pageantry is enacted each year on cam.
puses all over the world. It is the solemn climax and recognition of the graduates' years of
study and preparation for responsibility.
The following description of the Academic pageantry is provided for your interest.
PROCESSION
The procession, which forms on the Avenue of Champions, will enter the Coliseum through
the south entrance. It is led by the University Marshal and followed by the Color Guard carry-
ing the National and State flags and the University banner. The University Marshal bears the
ceremonial mace, emblematic of the endorsement of the State and the University. Led by Assis-
tant Marshals, the candidates march behind the identification banner of the respective col-
leges which recommended them for their degrees.
The order of march is as follows:





The candidates for degrees:








College of Allied Health Professions
College of Home Economics
College of Library and Information Science
College of Social Work
College of Communications
College of Fine Arts
As the candidates reach their seats, the members of the faculty of the University of Kentucky
march into the Coliseum wearing the colorful hoods of the colleges and universities from which
they were graduated. The climax of the procession brings to the platform the Trustees of the
University, the Deans of the various colleges, honorary degree recipients, alumni award reci-
pients, The William B. Sturgill award recipient, Sullivan award recipients, the Chancellors,
the Vice Presidents, and other University officials, guests, state officials, and finally, the Presi-
dent of the University. The Trustees of the University can be identified by their blue gowns
with white panels. They wear blue caps with blue tassels.
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ACADEMIC ATTIRE
All candidates for degrees and those who hold these degrees, including University officials,
faculty, and visiting dignitaries, are attired in traditional cap and gown. The basic color for
most caps and gowns is formal black. However, recipients of different degrees wear distinc-
tive tassels on their caps (called mortarboards) and hoods of various hues draped down the
backs of the gowns.
CAPS
Candidates for Bachelor's and Master's degrees wear the regulation cap with the tassel ap-
propriate to the school or division from which they are being graduated, with the exception
of those who already hold Doctor's degrees and are privileged to wear gold tassels. Except
during the positioning of the Colors, the playing of the National Anthem, and prayers, men












Allied Health Professions-Light Green
Home Economics-Maroon





The gown for the Bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves. It is designed to be worn closed.
The gown for the Master's degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist, like the others.
The sleeve base hangs down in the traditional manner. The rear part of its oblong shape is
square cut and the front part has an arc cut away. The gown is designed and supplied with
fasteners so that it may be worn open or closed. The gown for the Doctor's degree has a bell-
shaped sleeve on which are three velvet bars (usually black but sometimes other colors, depen-
ding on the degree).
HOODS
The Bachelor's hood is rather short with a narrow velvet edging of the appropriate color
(see list under tassels) and a lining in the color or colors of the institution-blue and white
at Kentucky.
The Master's hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging, and exposes more of
the lining. The outside velvet trim color designates the degree which the person is receiving.
The Doctor's hood is easily recognized by the width of the velvet edging, the wide panels
at either side, the greater length, and the full exposure of the lining. The colors of the edging
most frequently seen are blue for philosophy, green for medicine, and purple for laws; the
colors for the honorary Doctor's degrees are purple for laws, white for letters, and golden
yellow for science.
Candidates for honorary degrees do not wear the hood until after the degree has been con-
ferred; part of the ceremony of admitting a candidate to his or her honorary degree consists
in the candidate being formally invested with the hood.
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ALMA MATER'
Hail Kentucky, Alma Mater!
Loyal sons and daughters sing;
Sound her praise with voice united;
To the breeze her colors fling.
To the blue and white be true;
Badge triumphant age on age;
Blue, the sky that o'er us bends;
White, Kentucky's stainless page.
Hail thee ever. old Kentucky!
Glorious is thy heritage;
Proud thy name and thy traditions;
Proud thy place on history's page!
May we ne'er forget thy fame
Mother of the great and free;
May we'er uphold thy name,
Old Kentucky, hail to thee!
"Words by Josephine Funkhouser
Music by Carl A. Lampert
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Oh Say! can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that Star-spangled Banner yet wave




Otis A. Singletary. President
PROCESSIONAL
STAR SPANGLED BANNER (Francis Scott Key)
INVOCATION The Reverend Lawrence W. Hehman
Newman Center
INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS President Singletary
GREETINGS-ALUMNI ASSOCIATION William G. Francis
REMARKS F. Story Musgrave
PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES AND CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Dean Michael A. Baer
College of Arts and Sciences
Acting Dean M. O'Neal Weeks
College of Home Economics
Associate Dean John C. Robertson
College of Agriculture
Dean Timothy W. Sineath
College of Library and Information Science
Dean Ray M. Bowen
College of Engineering
Dean S. Zafar Hasan
College of Social work
Dean Edgar L. Sagan
College of Education
Acting Dean Herbert N. Drennon
College of Communications
Dean Richard W. Furst
College of Business and Economics
Dean Richard C. Domek, Jr.
College of Fine Arts
Dean Joseph V. Swintosky
College of Pharmacy








David L. Cowen, Interim Dean
College of Medicine
Dean Joseph Hamburg
College of Allied Health Professions
Dean Merrill W. Packer
College of Dentistry
RECOGNITION OF RECIPIENTS OF ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
GREAT TEACHER AWARDS President Singletary
PRESENTATION OF
WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD President Singletary
PRESENTATION OF SULLIVAN AWARDS President Singletary
Vice President Raymond R. Hornback, University Orator
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES President Singletary
ALMA MATER (Carl A. Lampert)
BENEDICTION The Reverend Mark A. Cerniglia
Faith Lutheran Church
RECESSIONAL
Music by the University Commencement Band, Professor Phillip Miller, Conductor











• Degree awarded August 4, 1983
•• Degree awarded December 16, 1983
(No asterisks) Degree will be conferred May 6, 1984
if candidates have met all degree requirements
The Graduate School
Dean: Wimberly C. Royster
Doctor of Philosophy
Abudawood, Abdulrazak S., Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Political Boundaries of Saudi Arabia: Their Evolution
and Functions"
Ali, Mahfuza Begum, Dacca, Bangladesh
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Cooperativity in Asymmetric Induction as a Guide to
Mechanism"
Aoun, Abdessalem*, Tunis, Tunisia
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "An Econometric Analysis of Factor Substitution in U.S.
Agriculture, 1950-1980"
Aponte, Ruth Idalmit", Cayey, Puerto Rico
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "EI Ciclo Vital En La Poesia De Juana De Ibarbourou"
Arcury, Thomas Anthony", Easton, PA
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "Household Structure and Economic Change in a Rural
Community: 1900 to 1980"
Aritan, Mehmet Tiirkefe*"', Istanbul, Turkey
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Distribution and Characteristics of In-Migrant
Neighborhoods Within Selected Gecekondu Areas in Instanbul,
Turkey"
Baldridge, Hildegard Anna Althoff", Altenberge, German
Democratic Republic
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "The Effect of Endurance-Training on Functional
Capillary Surface Area During Blood Flow Elevation in Rat
Skeletal Muscle"
Baldwin, Beverly Ann, Port Saint Joe, FL
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Psychosocially Oriented Behavior of Gerontological
Nurses in a Long-Term Care Facility"
Barr, Kathleen, Silver Spring, MD
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "The Purification and Characterization of Unique An-
tigenic Phosphoinositolsphingolipids from the Pathogenic Yeast
Histoplasma capsulatum"
Benedek, Irma Helene, Savona, NY
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Influence of Obesity and Uremia on Drug-Serum Pro-
tein Binding"
Benson, Margaret Ella, Okabena, MN
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Quality Implications of Forage Compositional Changes
During Spring Growth of Unfertilized Tall Fescue, Nitrogen Fer-
tilized Tall Fescue and Alfalfa"
Benson, William H., Philadelphia, PA
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Heavy Metal Tolerance and Metallothionein Induction
in Fathead Minnows: Results from Field and Laboratory
Investigations"
Bertsch, Paul M. *"', Wilton, CT
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "The Behavior of Aluminum in Complex Solutions and
Its Role in the Exchange Equilibria of Soils"
Bowley, Stephen Rae", Fergus, Ontario, Canada
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Phenotypic Recurrent Selection for Stem Length in Red
Clover (Trifolium pratense: L.)"
Brislin, Virginia High, Lewisburg, WV
Major: Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "The Effect of Immediate vs. Delayed Separation from
Infants on Several Dimensions of Inmate Mothers' Perception and
Enactment of the Maternal Role"
Burke, Betsy Ann, Lexington
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Principled Moral Reasoning by First Year Nursing
Students"
Burns, Patrick J., Clark Lake, MI
Major: Veterinary Science
Dissertation: "Factors Affecting Reproductive Hormone Concentra-
tions in Stallions"
Burton, David Goodrich*"', Marlin, TX
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Juan De La Cueva's Dramatization of the Spanish
Legend of Bernardo Del Carpio"
Chambers, Donald Mark", Miami, OK
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Extractive Derivatization of Primary Amines and Beta-
Aminoalcohols with Aromatic Aldehydes to Form Schiff Base or
Oxazolidine Products for Analysis by Electron-Capture Gas
Chromatography"
Chapman, Ann Daniel", Lexington
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Influence of Interpersonal and Managerial Styles on
Quality of Dental Care: A Comparison of Male and Female
Dentists"
Charles, John Bauner", Pittsburgh, PA
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "Cardiovascular Responses of Untrained and Endurance
Trained Dogs to Oscillatory Blood Volume Shifts"
Chau, Lee-Young, Taipei, Taiwan
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Phosphatidylinositol-turnover and Arachidonate Release
in Thrombin-stimulated Human Platelets"
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Chowdhury, Abdur Rahims "
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "The Sectoral Impact of Monetary and Fiscal Policy"
Coskren, Thomas Dennis", Lawrence
Major: Geology
Dissertation: "Mathematical Analysis of Distribution Curves in High-
Grade Metamorphic Carbonates -- A New Approach to Time in
Metamorphism' ,
Cromley, Ellen Louise Krajcovic, Lexington
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Activity Space as a Basis for Locating Health Care
Facilities for the Elderly"
Cummings, Sheila Jan-
Major: Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Some Effects of Gender and Sex Role Orientation on
Levels of Self-Disclosure and Interpersonal Perceptions in Mixed
Sex Dyads"
Dale, Christopher D., Dover, DE
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Class Struggle and the Transformation of Farming in
Vermont's Northern Piedmont Region, 1780-1930"
Dennison, Kenneth Scott**, Cuyahoga Falls, OH
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Analysis of a Monolithic, Catalytic, Crossflow Reactor
for Three Phase Hydrogenation and Oxidation Reactions"
Dupre, Randall Keith··, Birmingham, AL
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "The Influence of Hydration State on the Thermal Rela-
tions of the Desert Iguana, Dipsosaurus Dorsalis"
Edwards, Charles Andersone-, Lexington
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Outcome-Specific Prospective Processes in Working
Memory: Implications for Animal Cognition"
Enoch, Iman E., Bandung, Indonesia
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Heat Transfer in Fibrous Media with External Short-
wave Radiation"
Fakes, Michael G.**, Ramallah, Jordan
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Synthesis and In Vitro Studies of Bromperidol Esters
with Prodrug Potential "
Fay, Jeffrey E.**, Pelham, MA
Major: Veterinary Science
Dissertation: "The Presumptive Ovulatory Follicle in Horse Mares:
Changes in Thecal and Granulosa Cell LH and FSH ReceptorCon.
tent Associated with Follicular Fluid and Peripheral Plasma Hor-
mone Concentrations"
Fiala, Joseph Francisw , Frankfort
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Reactance Effects in Individual Decision Making"
Fiske, William David III, Norwood, MA
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Evaluation of Renal Function in a Genetically Obese
Rodent Model"
Fraas, Elizabeth Michele Duffy, Richmond
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Keen Johnson: Newspaperman and Governor"
Freeman, James W., London
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Purification of a Fetal Meconium Antigen (MA) and
Its Immunochemical Relationship to Tumor Carcinoembryonic
Antigen (CEA)"
Fuell, Lawrence David", Cincinnati, OH
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Food Aid Decision Making: A Test of the Bureaucratic
Politics Approach in the Context of the U.S.P.L. 480 Program"
Furnish, Shearle Lee, Lexington
Major: English
Dissertation: "The Reflexivity of the Wakefield Mystery Plays"
Gallagher, Carol T., Lexington
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Scottish Contributions to American Higher Education:
The Saint Andrew's Society of New York, 1744-1806"
Garand, James Christopher, Florence. SC
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Incremental Budgeting in the American States: The Im-
pact of Partisan Factors"
Gardner, Paul John", Davenport, IA
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Interest Group Membership: Incentives and Dynamics"
Ghaffar, Roslan Bin A.·. Malaysia
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "An Econometric Analysis of the Markets for U.S. Soy-
beans and Soybean Oil Incorporating Palm Oil Imports"
Gibbs, Earl Michael', Oak Ridge, TN
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "The Use of Phlorizin Azide Derivatives as Photoaffini-
ty Probes of the Renal and Intestinal Brush Border Membrane
D-Glucose Transporter"
Glick, Rochelle C. **, Pittsburgh, PA
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Children's Concept of Pain"
Godfrey, Larry Don, Salem, IN
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Effects and Interactions of the Clover Root Curculio,
Sitona hispidulus (Fab.), Alfalfa Weevil, Hypera postica
(Gyllenhal) and Root Rot Fungi in the Alfalfa Agroecosystem"
Greer, Lillian Sue, San Mateo, CA
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "The U.S. Forest Service in Conflict, Mount Rogers Na-
tional Recreation Areal Virginia: The Changing Role of the State,
Rationalization, Power, and Property Rights"
Gyawu, Emmanuel Agyeman, Ghana
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "An Econometric Model of the U.S. Fertilizer Industry"
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Hamann, Scott Rolland, Lansing. IL
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Toxicology of Calcium Antagonists: Drug Interactions"
Hanna, David Eugene, Charleston, WV
Major: Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "The Relationship of Family Environment and Life Stress
to the Control of Diabetes in Adolescents"
Hannaford, Renee Suzanne Ramsey**, Lexington
Major: English
Dissertation: "Fashion and Fashionable Selves in the Dramatic Love
Lyrics of Donne, Carew and Marvell"
Hartung, Richard Charles. Humboldt, NE
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Divergent Phenotypic Recurrent Selection for Effective
Filling Period Duration and Dry Matter Accumulation Rate in
Maize"
Hile, Matthew G., Saint Louis, MO
Major: Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Paradoxical Intention: An Experimental Analysis of
Necessary Components"
Hodgkins, Thomas Gibson, Willimantic, CT
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Studies on Pyrazaboles"
Hoehn, John Phillip**, Lexington
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "The Benefit Cost Evaluation of Multi-Part Public Policy:
A Theoretical Framework and Critique of Estimation Methods"
Hogge, David Ashe**, Newport News, VA
Major: English
Dissertation: "Male-Male Bonding: A Study of Adam Bede, The Mayor
of Casterbridge, and Sons and Lovers"
Holt, Elvin', Bay City, TX
Major: English
Dissertation: "Zora Neale Hurston and the Politics of Race: A Study
of Selected Nonfictional Works"
Hosmane, Balakrishna S.", Gokarn, India
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Bias Reduction in the Estimation of a Log-Linear Con-
trast and for Related Chi-Square Test Criteria"
Huang, Edward Chong-Heng**
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Enhancement of the Delivery of Peptides by the Ad-
ministration of their Prodrugs via the Nasal Route"
Hullur, Ishappa S.**, Dharwad, India
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: ..A Macroeconometric and Simulation Analysis of Increas-
ing Energy Prices on U.S. Agriculture"
Hussain, Munir A. **, Baghdad, Iraq
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Development of Methodology for Preparation of IIC_
Labeled Phenethylamine-Type Compounds and Studies on the Ef-
fect of Amphetamine on Brain Efflux of Radiolabeled
Phenethylamine"
Iovannisci, David Mark. Syracuse, NY
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Biochemical-Genetic Studies of Purine Metabolism in
the Protozoan Parasite Leishmania Donovani"
Jackson, Jacquelyn Verdelle Logan**, Lexington
Major: English
Dissertation: "The Black Novelist and the Expatriate Experience:
Richard Wright, James Baldwin, Chester Himes"
Johnson, Helen Arleen Johnson, Lexington
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "The Effects of Informal Decision-Making on the Pro-
vision of Adult Protective Services"
Kageff, Linda Gibbard, Richmond
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Level of Abstraction Necessary for Recognition of
Melodies and the Effects on Learning and Memory"
Kelley, Benjamin Southerland**, Troy, AL
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Changes in Peak Left Ventricular Wall Stress in Nor-
mal and Cardiac Denervated Canines during Sinusoidal
Acceleration' •
King, Stephen Clarke, Logansport, IN
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Community Transition: A Study of Community
Organization, Power, Action, and Viability"
Klepper, Gernotv", Weinheim, Federal Republic of Germany
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "Incentives for Allocating Public Goods Under Incomplete
Information"
Kleppinger. Elizabeth Wollenweber. Lexington
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Investigation of Supersymmetry in Shape-Transitional
Nuclei: A Study of 190, 1920S and 191, 193Irby the (n, n' "y)
Reaction"
Konda, Thomas Milane'", Albuquerque, NM
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Political Advertising and Public Relations by Business
in the United States"
Lawson, Mildred S., Fort Thomas
Major: English
Dissertation: "Elizabeth Tanfield Cary's The tragedie of Mariam"
Lee, King Charm", Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation; "The Hepatic Vagus Nerve and the Control of Pancreatic
Insulin Secretion"
Leitnaker, Mary Grace**, Lexington
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Delayed and Non-Linear Stochastic Compartmental
Systems"
Liu, Jen-Pei'", Taiwan, Taiwan
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "On Evaluation of the Predictive Ability of an Estimated
Response Surface"
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Maczulak, Anne Elizabeth, Lexington
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Nitrogen Requirements in Continuous Cultures of
Cellulose Degrading Microbial Populations from the Cecum of
the Horse"
Malpass, Peter Gordon". Alexandria, VA
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "A Queueing Analysis of a Telecommunications Node
and Related Models"
Mansourighiassi, Seied Hossein", Bandar Pahlavi, Iran
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Asymptotically Distribution-Free Inference in Analysis
of Variance"
Mattas, Konstadinos Andreas, Thessaloniki, Greece
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "Modeling and Analyzing a State Economy: A Nonsurvey
Input/Output Model for the State of Kentucky"
Mitra, Rana, Calcutta, India
Major: Metallurgical Engineering and Materials Science
Dissertation: "Effect of Material Parameters on Plastic Instability in
an Interstitial-Free Steel Tested in Uniaxial Tension"
Modjo, Hakam Sumadi", Yogyakarta, Indonesia
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Relationship Between Glomus Macrocarpus Var.
Macrocarpus Tul. & Tul., an EndomycorrhizaI Fungus, and Burley
Tobacco Stunt Disease in Kentucky"
Moeschl, Mary Jov", Falls Church, VA
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "The Effects of Gender and Sex Role on the Concep-
tualization and Expression of Nurturance"
Morrow, Jennifer Lee Kennedy, Richmond
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Functional and Structural Studies of Isolates of Vesicular
Stomatitis virus, New Jersey Serotype: Assignment of the
Temperature-Sensitive Lesions of Complementation Groups C and
A of the Hazelhurst Subtype and Preliminary Investigation of the
Concan Subtype"
Mui, Hak Wan", Hong Kong
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "The U.S. Demand for New Farm Wheel Tractors: A
Mixed Multiple Time Series Analysis-Econometrics Approach"
Oldham, Cheyenne Beverly Jean, Lexington
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "A Description of the Construction of News by Reporters
Covering a Gubernatorial Campaign"
Pao, Hung-Vi, Taiwan
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "Bifurcation and Geometrically Nonlinear Analysis of
Locally Buckled Structural Elements and Frameworks"
Pearson, Patricia Annette Bradley", Nashville, TN
Major: History
Dissertation: "The Evolution and Growth of Lemoyne-Owen College,
1871-1974"
Perrine, Kenneth Ray"", Montclair, NJ
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Concept Formation in the Halstead Category Test and
Wisconsin Card Sorting Test"
Perritt, Lea Jean Cramblette", Lexington
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Job Satisfaction as a Function of Worker and Super-
visor Characteristics"
Phifer, Curtis Blair, Jr. "", Newton, NC
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Dehydration-Induced and Osmotically-Mediated
Modification of Feeding Behavior and its Neural Correlate in the
Slug Limax Maximus"
Presler, Elizabeth Pettit, Princeton
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "The Meaning of 'Competence' in the Education of the
Helping Professions"
Radcliffe, David E., Burkesville
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Model for Soil Water Content with a Growing Soybean
Crop"
Reaves, Florence Ann", Gainesville, FL
Major: Music
Dissertation: "Bartok's Approach to Consonance and Dissonance in
Selected Late Instrumental Works"
Rice, Charles William", Lexington
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Microbial Nitrogen Transformations in No-Till Soils"
Rieke, Alison Rae
Major: English
Dissertation: "Sense. Nonsense, and the Invention of Languages: James
Joyce, Gertrude Stein, and Louis Zukofsk"
Roberts, Brian Lindsey, Lexington
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "An Assessment of the Potential Hazards of Pesticides
and Other Chemicals to the Earthworm, Eisenia Foetida"
Ross, Robert Daniel", Shreveport, LA
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "The Biological Availability of Calcium and Phosphorus
in Selected Feedstuffs for the Pig"
Rothke, Steven Elliot", Morton Grove, IL
Major: Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "The Role of Set Shifting Cues on the Wisconsin Card
Sorting Test and Halstead Category Test"
Rowell, Charles Emmett, Lexington
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Spoil Quality Assessment and Evaluation Associated with
Black Locust Biomass Development on Eastern Kentucky Surface
Mines"
Rowse, Kim Larenev", Portland, OR
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Alterations in Phenobarbital Pharmacokinetics and En-
zyme Induction in a Genetically Obese Rodent Model"
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Samarasinghe, Ananda Mahinda*, Sri Lanka, Sri Lanka
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "Consolidation of Soils Predicted by Finite and Small
Strain Theories"
Schutz, Larry", Mountain View, CA
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "A Clinical Validation of the Personality ResearchForm"
Searle, Donald Bruce**, Australia, Australia
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "The Effect of Medium of Transmission, Notetaking, Sex,
Ability, and Activation Level on Comprehension and Retention
of Information"
Seegert, Carole Ruth, Paris
Major: Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Stress Management Groups and the Relationships be-
tween Anxiety, Coping Styles, and Ego Defense Mechanisms in
a Military Setting"
Sharma, Subhash Chander*, India
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "On the Rates of Convergence to Asymptotic Normality
of Least Squares Estimators in Linear Regression Model with
Autocorrelated Errors"
Sherratt, Timothy R.", Somerton, United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Towards a Theory of Political Reform: The Function
and Nature of Ideology in Debates on Reform, 1890-1917"
Siaw, Martin F. E.·, Malaysia
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Biochemical Studies of 2'-Deoxycoformycin"
Sims, Richard Glenn", Murray
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "The Fiscal Impact of the Coal Industry on Kentucky"
Soenarko, Benjamin", Indonesia
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "An Advanced Element Formulation for Acoustic Radia-
tion and Scattering in Three Dimensions"
Southard, David Reid", Logan, UT
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Author, Text and Reader in Modern Experimental
Hispanic Narrative"
Southerland, Mittie Davis, Paducah
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "The Active Valuing of Education by Police
Organizations"
Stalker, Dennis James*, South Bend, IN
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Enhancement of Ocular Drug Bioavailability Through
the Use of Micronized, Functionalized Polymers as Carriers of
Therapeutic Agents"
Staten, Frances Ann, Monroe, LA
Major: Sociology
Dissertation:"The Effects of Maternal Anomie on Youth's Educational
Aspirations: A Longitudinal Analysis"
Szarek, John L., Chicago, IL
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Neural Nonadrenergic Inhibitory Regulation of Feline
Airway Smooth Muscle Tone: Pharmacologic and Physiologic
Aspects"
Taylor, Robert Francis, Worcester, MA
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "The Effect of Nicotine Aerosol on Slowly Adapting
Respiratory Stretch Receptors"
Thomson, John Michael, Philadelphia, PA
Major: Political Science
Dissertation' 'The Nature and Importance of Caseload Pressure in State
Felony Case Processing"
Tranjan, Farid Michel, Lexington
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Effects of Various Chemical Substitutions on Physical
Properties of Sodalite"
Turner, David R., New Bern, NC
Major: History
Dissertation: "Mike Mansfield and the Vietnam War"
Valentovic, Monica Ann**, Brecksville, OH
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Modulation of Prostaglandin Generation by Strep-
tozotocin Induced Diabetes, Glucose and Dietary Vitamin E"
van, Richard Charles, Cumberland
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "Mechanism of Contrast Media Induced Acute Renal
Failure in the Rabbit"
Vicedomini, John Peter", New York City, NY
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Neonatal GlucocorticoidAdministration: Behavioraland
Electrophysiological Consequences"
Wanchik, Mohamed Ghouse*, Malaysia
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation: "Transport of Indoleacetic Acid, Sorbitol and Sucrose
and the Effects of Phenols on Their Transport in Size-Controlling
Clonal Apple Rootstocks"
Watson, Kenneth Wayne**, Miami, FL
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Stochastic Modeling of the Initial Distribution of Sur-
face Applied Water and Dissolved Solutes"
Welch, William Joe*, Jenkins
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "The Effect of Adrenalectomy on Remin Release in the
Rat"
Westerman, Albert Gene, Muldraugh
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Chronic Effects of Sublethal Mercury and Cadmium
Concentrations to Goldfish (Crossius auratus)"
Wetter, Martha Welling, Versailles
Major: Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "A Comparison of Theories of Complementary Interper-
sonal Behavior"
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Wettstein, Joseph Giocondo, Monte Sereno. CA
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "Comparison of the Pharmacological Properties of
Naltrexone with Opioid Agonists and Antagonists in the Con-
scious, Intact Dog"
Wieber-Edwards, Donna Christine", Portland. OR
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "The Relationship Between the Therapist's Level of Ex-




Dissertation: "Modeling Sediment Deposition, Resuspension, Mixing,
and Bed Degradation in Detention Ponds"
Wu, Kuei-Meng*, Lexington
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "The Effects of Fentanyl, Ethylketazocine, N-
Allylnormetazocine and Naloxone in Acutely Decerebrated Dogs"
Doctor of Business Administration
Alsup, Rodney Glen, Milton
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Kentucky Commercial Bank Directors-Their Liability
and Information Requirements"
Bayes. Paul Eugene", Ashland
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Empirical Investigation of the Effects of Human Resource
Accounting Information on Decision-Making: Results of a Mail
Survey"
Bokemeier, Lynn Charles", Freeport, IL
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Investigation of the Criteria for the Recognition of
Selected Revenues and Expenditures/Expenses in State Govern-
ment Accounting"
Chen. Dee-Fu'<", Pingtung, Taiwan
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Empirical Test of Weak-Form Market Efficiency for
the Post World War II Period, 1947-1981"
Cornwall. Jeffrey Russell". Green Lake. WI
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Cosmopolitan-Local: An Empirical Investigation of
the Development of Professional Role Orientations in an Academic
Organization' ,
Harris. Frederick Warren. Grand Forks, ND
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "'A Linear Programming Based Process Model of a Coal
Liquefaction Plant"
Kim. Kun Jang*, Richmond. VA
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Empirical Study of the Behavior of the Market and
the Individual Investor in Response to Differing Signals and Traits
Evolving from Management's EPS Forecasts"
Levitan. Alan Stuart", Louisville
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Predicting Failure: The Going Concern Assumption"
Mattson, Lucretia Sue Wtlsonw, Eau Claire, WI
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Federal and State Individual Income Tax Provisions:
A Comparative Analysis of the Treatment of the Two-Income
Couples with Respect to the 'Marriage Penalty' "
Schmutte, James Leonard, Jr.", Muncie, IN
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Empirical Investigation of the Fidelity of Account-
ing Communication"
Skinner, Steven Joseph", Streator, IL
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Power in Marketing Channels: A Resource Dependence
Perspective"
Slaymake, Adrianne Lee Einfeldt, Georgetown
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Lease: A Deductive Analysis of the Accounting Re-
quirements of SFAS No. 13as Amended Using a Normative Model
of the Economic Substance"
Stokes, Carolyn Renvie, Columbia, SC
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Reaction of Individual Investors to the Footnote
Disclosures of Certain Contracts as Required by FASB Statement
No. 47: An Empirical Study"
Wrege, William Thomas, Jeffersonville, IN
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Accounting Information Needed by Selected State
Legislators and Fiscal Officers"
Doctor of Educotion
Adams, Paulette Freeman, Louisville
Major: Higher Education
Dissertation: "Holland's Theory Applied to Nursing Faculty Teaching
in Community Colleges and Universities in Kentucky"
Anderson. Earlcv", Grambling, LA
Major: Higher Education
Dissertation: "Satisfaction and University Involvement among Black
Undergraduate Students"
Banks. Ivan Winslowv'", Washington. DC
Major: Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: "The Beginning Teacher Evaluation Instrument and its
Relationship to the National Teacher Examination"
Beard, William Allen, Bowling Green
Major: Higher Education
Dissertation: "'A Study of Attitudes Between Graduates of Baccalaureate
Degree Programs in Engineering and Engineering Technology"
Brautigam, Anne Hall, Lexington
Major: Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: ''The Task of the Day Care Center as Seen by Directors.
Teachers, and Parents"
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Cleveland, Mary Eve Proffitt, Paint Lick
Major: Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: "A Study of the Relationship of Mandated Parent Par-
ticipation, Voluntary Parent Participation, and No Parent Par-
ticipation in School Activities in Terms of Opportunities to Par-
ticipate, Actual Participation and Alienation"
Coffey, Betsy Bramlett", Frankfort
Major: Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: "The Effectiveness of Vocational Education in Kentucky's
Correctional Institutions as Measured by Employment Status and
Recidivism"
Crume, Charles T., Jr.", Shepherdsville
Major: Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: "A Study of the Effect of Group Outdoor Activities on
the Self-Concept of Physical Education and Recreation Majors"
Deen, Carol Chambers, Lexington
Major: Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: "Compatibility of Vocational Preferences and Volunteer
Placement as a Factor in Volunteer Job Satisfaction"
Floyd, Leo", South Shore
Major: Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: "The Impact of Busing on Student Achievement"
Forman, David William, Covington
Major: Higher Education
Dissertation: "The Kentucky Grant Study: The Effects of State Grants
on Access and Choice in Higher Education"
Jackson, Terry Wayne**, Taylor, LA
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: .,An Assessment of the Opportunity for Free Enterprise
Education in the Public Secondary Schools of Louisiana"
Lee, Paul Edward, Tazewell, VA
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "The Perceived Level of Difficulty and Reasons for the
Level of Difficulty of Selected Topical Areas in Principles of
Microeconomics by Students in the University of Kentucky Com-
munity College System"
Milman, Jacquelyn Kapanka, Lexington
Major: Social and Philosophical Studies
Dissertation: "A Case Study of an American Bilingual School in
Mexico"
Moon, Nak Jin, Republic of Korea
Major: Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: "The Construction of a Conceptual Framework for
Teacher Participation in School Decision-Making"
Mussnug, Kenneth Joseph", Bowling Green
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: .,A Comparison of Student Achievement in Competency
Based Vocational Education and Traditionally Instructed Voca-
tional Drafting Programs"
Nevels, Ralph W., Whitley City
Major: Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: "A Study of the Relationship Between Teachers' Attitudes
Toward Professionalism and Teachers' Satisfaction/Dissatisfac-
tion with Their Job"
Pendarvis, Edwina Dawn Burgess", Weeksbury
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "A Comparison of Gifted Students' Written Language
with the Written Language of Average Students"
Porter, Betty Melissa Griffith, Morehead
Major: Higher Education
Dissertation: "The Relationship of Specific Components of Bac-
calaureate Nursing Curriculum, Entrance Requirements, Attrition
Rates, and Passage Rates of Programs on State Board
Examinations"
Posluszny, Mark Paul, Buffalo, NY
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "The Effects of Choice Situations on the Learning of Han-
dicapped Adolescents"
Price, Rita Carole", Cynthiana
Major: Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: "The Relationship between the Educational Level of
School Superintendents and their Leadership Behavior"
Reeves, Barbara Ann whitev", Athens, OH
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "The Differential Effects of Field and Clinical Practica
on Student Knowledge of and Attitudes Toward Handicapped
Individuals"
Reeves, William W., Central City
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "Perception Differentiation between Ohio's Secondary
School Industrial Arts Teachers and Principals Concerning the Role
of Industrial Arts Teachers"
Ries, Joanne B.", Lexington
Major: Higher Education
Dissertation: "Sources of Faculty Power and Decision Outcomes"
Riffle, Christy Ann", Lexington
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "Referral Patterns of Elementary Teachers"
Robeson, Thomas H.·, Frankfort
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "Identification of In-Service Needs of Local Ad-
ministrators of Special Education in Kentucky"
Scott, Brett Dorse", Frankfort
Major: Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: "The Education of Females in Kentucky Prisons"
Smith, William Glenn, Cincinnati, OH
Major: Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: "Kentucky School Board Members' Perceived Involve-
ment in Policy-Determination and Policy-Execution Relative to
Selected Tasks"
Smoot, Ruby Kathy Catron, Hazard
Major: Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: "A Study of the Leadership Behavior of Florida Exten-
sion Administrators"
Snavely, Ronald John, Elizabethtown, PA
Major: Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: "Performance Appraisal of Public School Superintendents:
A Survey of Current Evaluation Practices in the United States"
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Taylor, Carol Ann. Lexington
Major: Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: "The Relative Effects of Reading or Writing a Prose or
Diagrammatic Summary upon the Comprehension of Expository
Prose"
Williams, Karen Ann Nicholson. Lexington
Major: Higher Education
Dissertation: "Attitude Study of Faculty Members Toward Women as
Faculty Members"
Specialist in Education
Sturgill, Ramona C. Brumfield, Louisa
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Master of Arts
Abukhater, Lesley Cissell", Lexington
Abukhater, Maher". Lexington
Adkins, Barry Benny'. Prestonsburg
Albritton, Sam Jones, Ill, Florence. AL
Atkins, Cathy Marie, Louisville
Bagby, Jane Elden wltsonv", Lexington
Baker, Paul Alan, Lexington
Beavers, Lynnda Sue, Roanoke, VA
Bernier. Martha Elin", Massillon, OH
Blake, Thomas James, Lexington
Bland, Leroy Vincent. Chesapeake. VA
Blustain, Malinda Stafford, Lexington
Bolanos, Alvaro Felix, Cali, Colombia
Booker. Thomas Lindsey. Lexington
Boyd, Marjorie Kim, Louisville
Brashear. Blanca Irene Alejandro'. Hazard
Brinegar, Pamela Lyons, Lexington
Browning, Mark William, Lexington
Bruce, Deborah Sue, Hopkinsville
Buda, Scheryl Reinhardt, Louisville
Cagey, James Patrick", Lexington
Castle, Ben Edward, Louisville, MS
Clark, Kim J" Danville
Combs, Vicki Elizabeth Lyle, Owensboro
Conley, Sandra Lee, Paintsville
Cook, Patsy Lawrence", Lexington
Coplin, Cheryl Ann, Trenton, TN
Corcoran, Thomas G., Lexington
Cornell, Brian Douglas, Houston, TX
Costino, Martina Carolv", Annandale, VA
Catherman, Steven Robert, Cheyenne, WY
Crinean, James Colin, Seattle, WA
D'Angelo, Sandra Louise Ford, Akron,
OH
Donohew, Susan Hodgetts, Lexington
Dubick, Susan Harriet Werner, Lexington
Elliott, Otis Phillip, Lexington
Epling, Diana Lynn, Williamson, WV
Ford, Maureen Rose", Louisville
Fordham, Miriam Andretta, Tampa, FL
Frank, Vivian Patino", Cali, Colombia
Freed, Stacy Lynrr", Clarksburg, MD
Fuller, Paul Eugene, Jr,", Chattanooga,
TN
Galloway, Lynn Ann, Ashland
Goodell, Thomas Eric, Dutton, MT
Goodman, Dorris Clifton, Fort Knox
Gray, Gary Michael, Lexington
Gregory, Elizabeth Lee", Philadelphia, PA
Haas, John William, Louisville
Hackworth, Mary Theresa", Lexington
Hamburg, Jay Williamv", Lexington
Hamilton, Kathy Louise'?", Hendersonville,
NC
Hammond, Martha Gail", Ashland
Hanke, Raymond C., Wilmore
Hannaford, James Michael, Folkston, GA
Harris, Barbara Ann Duncan", Port-
smouth,OH
Harrod, Carolyn Elaine Fawbush",
Lexington
Hart, Joy Lynn, Sharpsburg
Haydon, Diane Carrick, Lexington
Haydon, Nell Robertson?", Springfield
Hilgeman, Sherri Lynn, Jasper, IN
Himelein, Melissa Jayne", Gowanda, NY
Hockensmith, Charles Douglas'", Stamping
Ground
Hodges, Madison Lee
Holbrook, Paul Evans, Jr,"
Holman, Gaye D. Duncan", Lexington
Holtz, Greta Christine, Birmingham, MI
Howe, Carla Jean, Hendersonville, TN
Hull, Ruth Fister, Lexington
Ille, Maureen Lilian Westmoreland, Man-
chester, United Kingdom of Great Bri-
tain and Northern Ireland
Isaac, Walter L. •• , Athens, GA
Jackson-Smith, Pamela Ann", Bristol, TN
Jagielo, Joyce Anne", Dayton, OH
Jaworowski, Stanley Steven?", Newington,
CT
Jevtitch, Bonnie Campbell, Lexington
Jones, Barbara Kemper's", Cadiz
Jones, John Richard, Jr., Lexington
Jubwe, Stephen Mosie", Liberia
Kasmer, Joy L., Bristol, CT
Keefe, Jack Elden, Jr., Wilmore
Kellogg, Elizabeth Palmer'?", Simsbury, CT
Kenyon, Murray Wayne, Lexington
Kirk, Kathleen Louise", Lexington
Kleinlein, Mary Jeanette, Columbus, OH
Kyllo, Eric Andre, Albert Lea, MN
Lackey, Jeffrey wayne", Radcliff
Lagos, Ramses Radhames?", Tegucigalpa,
Honduras
Last, Cheryl Ann, Chicago, IL
Lauer, Donna Leighs ", Ridgefield, CT
Lay, Russell C., Stanford
Lee, Perry H,·, Jamestown, NY
Leedham, Cynthia Ann, Lexington
Leibovitch, Howard Gordon, New York
City, NY
Leichty, Gregory Brent", Lexington
Leonard, Cynthia Wodetski, Lexington
Lowry, David Meyer", Prospect
Mackett, Robert I" Toronto
Makowiecki, Janusz", Wroclaw
Marksbury, Thomas Allen, Shelbyville
McCain, Cindy Laddv", Hopkinsville
McClure, Catherine, Arlington, VA
McLain, Gary Alan", Wilmore
McLaughlin, Mary Colleen, Lexington
Meredith, Barbara Jean Miller, Leitchfield
Miller, David W" Bethlehem, PA
Mitchell, Martha Lynn, Lynnfield, MA
Mitchell, Sharon Scott", Costa Mesa, CA
Morris, Diana Glynn, Lexington
Moses, Millicent Adelev", Louisville
Mazur, Gerald Edward"", Calhoun, GA
Mozur, Tiina Teraslinna, Lexington
Myers, Peter Dunham, Durham, NC
Nair, Murali"", India
Nickell, Thomas Henry", Lexington
Norris, Keith Allen", Fentress, TX
Norton, James Harris, III··, Wilmore
Norton, William J .•• , Lexington
Norville, Charles Robert, Baltimore, MD
Nuckols, Virginia Anne Moffatt, Gallatin,
TN
Otter, Virginia Bosomworth, Lexington
Parker, Randall Erickson, Lansing, IL
Pico, Dana Reed, Mount Sterling
Pierson, Mark Edward, Harlan
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Pinsky, Marianne Rutz, Lexington
Prather, Paul David, Mount Sterling
Rajagopal, Arvind, Madras, India
Ream, Kimberly Ann, Fairfield, OH
Reynolds, Lisa A., Carlisle
Rhorer, Courtney Anne Miller", Lexington
Rice, Michael Stewart", Lexington
Richard, Beverly L.*, Lexington
Riehemann, Robert M., Lexington
Riley, Susannah E.·, Hopkinsville
Rivera-Benitez, Jorge, Mexico City, Mexico
Robinson, Jeffrey Charles'", Pell City, AL
Robinson, Kenneth Wayne, Greensboro,
NC
Rolph, Daniel Nelson, Maysville
Rommel, Lylas Dayton
Rossen, Jonathan Mark, Boston, MA
Ryan, Diana Beatrice Faulkner, Lexington
Sanders, Thomas Nolan", Winchester
Sanderson, Cynthia Jean", Lexington
Schoninger, Paul Ames, Lexington
Scott, Kathryn Eugenia", Lexington
Segnitz, Mary Ann, Lexington
Shelby, Richard Lawrence, Jenkins
Shirley, Renee Anne, Kingston, Jamaica
Silvanik, Robert Andrew", Lexington
Sipe, Gary Wayne*, Washington, DC
Smith, Steven Donald", Shelby, OH
Smith, William M., Versailles
Stearns, Ann Yvonne Morris, Muncie
Stearns, Gary Morris, In
Strange, Jean Perry, Berea
Subramanian, Seethalakshmi Rao, London,
United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland
Thompson, Jeanne Suzanne", Atlanta,
GA
Thompson, Karen S... , Dallas, TX
Thompson, Melinda Jane Dailey,
Lexington
Tucker, Connie Lane, Russell, CO
Underwood, Sarah Kimball, Paducah
Van Schaik, Eileen Ann", Dayton, OH
Vasquez, Maria Cecilia", Barranguilla,
Colombia
Waltman, Michael Scott", Fayetteville, AR
Ward, Thomas Leslie", Fontana, WI
Watts, Joseph Michael, Bridgeville, PA
Weikel, Kathleen Mary, Cincinnati, OH
Williamson, Nanci Lynn", Ashland
Wilsey, Gregory Stephen, Nicholasville
Wilson, David J., Springfield, MO
Witt, Donald E., II, Lexington
Wood, Howard Blaine, Springfield, VT
Wujcik, Beverly A, Focht, West Point, PA
Wyatt, Clarence Ray, Danville
Zazueta, Sherri Pinza Raymond, Tucson,
AZ
Master of Arts in Education
Akins, Cheryl Ann, Taylorsville
Allen, Virginia Catherin Horine",
Lexington
Angel, Lorrain W. ", Nancy
Asher, Bonita Faye woods", Viper
Banker, Susan Mae Fanning, Winchester
Bates, Jody Jean, Lexington
Beavers, Pamela Jean Allene", Hodgenville
Blakeman, Judith Shearer, Louisville
Blakney, Melisa Jane", Louisville
Blythe, Lisa Ann J. -, Lexington
Brackett, Terry Lynn True", Liberty
Campbell, Rose Lynn Mountjoy",
Bradfordsville
Carmichael, Steven G. ", Lexington
Carson, Jennifer Kaye Lykins, Louisville
Catron, Shirley Fink", Lexington
Caudill, Brenda Kay", Flemingsburg
Chittenden, Jane Laughon", Lexington
Dean, Anna Ange'", Danville
Dean, Charles P., Lexington
Denham, Sharon Mae, Florence
Dennison, Darryl Kevin", Louisville
Droege, Mary Margaret", Covington
English, Martha Lynn Coleman"
Esham, Jo Ellen white", Lexington
Fannin, Robin Lynn", West Liberty
Forst, Anne Ewing, Louisville
Fox, Kathy Lynn Taber"', Wilmore
Gillis, Maureen Ann-, Lexington
Goldstein, Doris Davis, Frankfort
Goodman, Helene Robinson", Harrodsburg
Goodman, Herbert Wayne, Hodgenville
Hall, Mary Lynn, Lexington
Hancock, Deborah Ann Rockstroh",
Midway
Hennemann, Aladya Yvette, Saint Croix,
United States Virgin Islands
Jackson, Gary Wayne, Lake Charles, LA
Jennings, Kim Leslie Waterbury",
Beattyville
Jennings, Lynda K. "', Lexington
Jones, Linda Gail Degerman, International
Falls, MN
Kelley, Julie Marie Clarke", Lexington
Kennard, Jennifer Jordan, Ashland
Kutzlo, John Steven", Nicholasville
Ledford, Carol Ann", Lexington
Lennart, Denise Marie", Louisville
Little, Ruth Ann Reichert", Fort Thomas
Madden, Annbruce King", Lexington
Martin, Susan Berry, Cynthiana
Mauldin, Virginia Sue Speer, Lexington
Mayes, Diane williams", Sadieville
McGaughey, Anita Lynn Sowders",
Lexington
Montgomery, Kathy Annette Kersey,
Leitchfield
Myers, Philip Lee", Winchester
Oldham, Jody Kay Skipworth", Frankfort
Pepper, Donna Carol McFadin, Lexington
Reed, Debra VanArsdall", Burgin
Reed, Jacqueline Matherly". Springfield
Riddle, Ann Clemmons, Lexington
Royse, Carol Stevens, Lexington
Sargent, Darlene Appleman", Germantown
Sawyer, Catherine Charis Christensen".
Lexington
Shy, Patricia Anne", Frankfort
Sither, Susan Carrico", Lexington
Smith, Sue Fuller", Harlingen, TX
Tolson, Marceita Pearl Thomas, Lexington
Walker, Robert Allen", Hillsboro, OH
Whalen, Kathleen Marie", Lexington
Williams, Ronald L., Louisville
Wright, Nelda Louise", Bloomfield
Young, Nancy Sue Roe", Lexington
Young, Sheila Littrell, Lexington
Master of Arts in
Interior Design
Poer, Carolyn Darlene", Rushville, IN
Master of Arts in Teaching
Barnes, John Wayne", Lexington
Hays, Ellen Gordon, Lexington
Kaiser, Jennifer Anne, Aurora, IN
Master of Arts in Textiles
and Clothing
Jensen, Kristin Ann", Urbana, lL




Austin, Brian Connely", Franklin
Bagby, Michael Dale", Cincinnati, OH
Bay, Laura Beth, Burlington
Bhagat, Ashok Kumar", Ramchi, India
Buehner, Richard Steven", Louisville
Burke, John R., Carlisle
Burton, Gregory Artbur'", Charleston, WV
Chowdhury, Md. Shamsud-Duha, Sylhet,
Bangladesh
Clark, Valerie Louise Speedy", Eldon,
MO
Clinton, Robert Thomas", Lexington
Cook, John Richard, Lexington
Culver, Robert Lee", Lexington
Davis, Patricia Ann", Louisville
Dawson, Letha Mae", Berea
des Cogmets, Julia Crouchs ", Lexington
Dobson, Arvil, Jr.", Radcliff
Ford, Richard Allen, Lexington
Funkhouser, Anita Carol Largent",
Paducah
Garrison, Darryl Todd", Palenville, NY
Garvey, Brett Steven", Louisville
Gearheart, Lori Ann", Russell
Gibson, James Edwin", Jenkins
Gray, Sandra C., Lexington
Gullett, Craig Emerson, Lexington
Hickerson, Duane Ual, Louisville
Holbrook, Harriet Thacher, Lexington
Holler, Lura Margaret", Rock Hill, SC
Hurst, Margaret Ann Bishop, Waddy
Jacobs, Gregory Eubanks", Lexington
Johnson, Susan M. McConnell",
Lexington
Kaninberg, John William, Louisville
Kaplan, Steven Jarson->. Cincinnati, OH
Kelly, Bradford Stephen", Lexington
Knight, Erin Kathleen", Louisville
Lassiter, Franklin Thomas", Calvert City
Lassiter, Mary Emily Steck", Sikeston,
MO
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Leigh, Katherine Anne", Lexington
Leinenbach, Joseph Edwin, Jr.",
Henderson
Maggard, Sarah H. Howard"", Salyersville
Master, Randal Jay, Fort Wayne, IN
Matz, Timothy Richard, Lexington
Maupin, Donna J., Lexington
McCoy, Hal Howards?", Hopkinsville
Mielcarek, Laura Tannov", Lexington
Mills, Cary M. ", Owensboro
Mullinax, Rachel Donahue, Pippa Passes
Mullins, Alan R., Pikeville
Nichols, Sandra K. Durham", Lexington
Nicolay, Mark Charles", Fairport, NY
Olson, Donald Fermi", Louisville
O'Mara, William Thomas, Lexington
Parekh, Rajesh V ... , India
Pepper, Edward Carl", Hebron
Potter, Donna Sue", Lexington, VA
Prewitt, Nelson Lewis, Midway
Price, Michael Wynn", Lexington
Ratermann, P. Lynn", Taylor Mill
Ray, Edward Oren, II"', Ashland
Reno, Edward Scott", Lexington
Reynolds, Patricia Ruth", Danville
Rhodes, Anne K. "", Owensboro
Robinson, Mark Jackson, Frankfort
Rountree, Robert Paul, Lexington
Ruggles, Janet Kay", Millersburg
Sawyer, Wendy Dianne", Norfolk, VA
Smith, James Alan", Middlesboro
Staudte, Vicki Ellice, Saint Louis, MO
Stevens, William Darrell, Jr., Lexington
Stibbe, Julie Ann", Cleveland
Swank, Charles Michael, Lexington
Swoyer, Robert L., Freehold, NJ
Taylor, John Thomas", Kankakee, IL
Tobin, Marysia .. , Lexington
Toll, Michael Gene, Butler
Underwood, John Thomas, IV",
Crestwood
VanMeter, George Minister, Jr.,
Winchester
Vaughan, John D., Nashville, TN
Vowell, Gerald Shelby", Hopkinsville
Wahl, Daniel Jerome", Lexington
Walker, Gregg Wallace", Louisville
Walter, David Anthony", Lexington
Willcutt, Katherine Hudson", Clayhole
Williams, Mark Steven", Indianapolis, IN
Wojcik, Casimir Michael, Lexington
Won, Suk Hee, Seoul, Republic of Korea
Wong, Julie Tze-Lea Chiang, Taiwan
Yancey, Paul Lyddan", Frankfort
Youmans, Beverly Jeanv'", Lexington
Zanni, Mark Anthony", Louisville
Master of Fine Arts
Ettensohn, Beth Mosher, Lexington
Girard, Charlotte Brummal Belote, Dunn,
NC
Lutz, Terry Wayne, Louisville
MacKellar, Linda Jean Esterline, Lexington
Price, Audie wade-, Lexington
Wells, Brian Dean, Middletown, OH
Wesley, Greta, Richmond
Zwierlein, Thomas Phillip, Geneva, OH
Master of Music
Bell, Vicki Peavler. Harrodsburg
Black, Kimberly Burklow", Harrisburg, IL
Boyko, Rebecca, Rochester, NY
Burks, Beverly Cecile'?", Hendersonville.
TN
Coffey, Walter o-rxu-, Pensacola, FL
Fisher, Robyn Lesleyv", Lexington
Franklin, Huston Dale, Ludlow
Heard, Monica Gale, Lexington
Henderson, David Brooks. Lexington
Peebles, Paula D.·. Norfolk, VA
Stoner, Nancy Jean Float, Lexington
Wagoner, Carl Michael", Lexington
Wallhausser, John Christian, Berea
Wilson, Laura Anrr", Lexington
Master of Nutritional
Sciences
Anderson, Willa Catherine Beck",
Versailles
Bastin, Sandra Sue Packett, Lexington
Burnett, Mary Lynne Hepner", Louisville
Caplin, Donna Dale. Somerset
Cesar, Emily Ann Russell, Lexington
Chappell, Carol Jean Haag, Louisville
Dixon, Jerome Anthony, Tipp City, OH
Hatch, Joi Cecile, Louisville
McKeever, Richard Clovis", Warwick, RI
McKenzie, Lora Ellen, Paintsville




Packard, Kelly Anne, Orchard Lake, MI
Poynter, Julia Ann Truitt", Calhoun
Master of Public
Administration
Brooker, Timothy Douglas". Siloam
Springs, AR
Clark, Lynda Denise", Woodbury, NJ
Clark, Robert Gene, Lexington
Foley, June Marie", New Orleans
Followell, Wendell Anthony", Lebanon
Franey, Brenda Noreen Lucas, Lexington
Gooding, Irene Gail'?", Flemingsburg
Hughes, Michael Anthony", Alexandria,
VA
Hume, Ellen Jane Braun":", Lexington
Keach, Donald Genes", Baskett
Mattingly, Ruth Ellen", Clay
Murphy, Dennis Brian", Lexington
Petrilli, Cynthia Lynn Reed, Jeffersonville,
IN
Pippen, Susan Amato, Lexington
Reynolds, Janinne Morris, Lexington
Roberts, Randall L., Pikeville
Tindle, Gregory Harris", Lexington
Whitler, Elmer Thomas'", Climax
Master of Rehabilitation
Counseling
Anton, Claire E.··, South Orange, NJ
Brady, Sharon Joyce", Gastonia, NC
Burke, Pamela Susan, Frankfort
Crouse, Christine Ellen Cole, Williamsport,
PA
Farris, Hosea", Richmond
Hanson, Connie Lee, Lexington
Kaplin, Cary A.·
Leet, Hope Elaine?", Prospect
Murphy, Peter Fitzgerald":", Newport
Beach, CA
Murphy, Stacy Irenev", Hudson, OH
Siler, Sharol Antoinette, Siler City, NC
Tangora, Anne Marie?", Farmington, MI
Walk, Thomas Edward", Radcliff




Akaydin, Mehmet S., Jr., Lexington
Akaydin, Susan Alvey, Louisville
Alba, Franklin Polibio?", Pasaje, Ecuador
Alcala, Ramona Marie, Nicholasville
Anderson, Mark David, Rockford, IL
Arnold, Terry Susan Baia, Lexington
Arvin, Timothy Dale, Mount Vernon
Atas, Jenny Gay'?", Annapolis, MD
Atta Mohammad, Abdul Aziz, Malaysia
Ballard, Ellen Margaret", Lexington
Barnett, Dale Truman, Lexington
Baruc, Carol Joyce"", New Rochelle, NY
Bauer, Lambert Lewis, Hiseville
Baynard, David Nicoll··, Greensboro, NC
Beheler, Carol Anne, Frederick, MD
Berghorn, Kathie A., Cary, IL
Bigelow, Ann Charity, Littleton, NH
Blackwell, Melanie Ann, Houston, TX
Blaine, Thomas Woodrow'?", Russell
Bloch, Camila B.·, Madison, WI
Bloomquist, Charles Robert"",
Baldwinsville, NY
Borchelt, David Ralph, Lexington
Bowen, Hoyt Edwin, Bowling Green
Boyle, Patrick Lee, Lexington
Bristol, Keith Giles, Morganton, NC
Brock, Martha Morgan, Harlan
Brockinton, William Joseph", Clewiston,
FL
Brown, Linda Gayle'", Paducah
Brumfield, Kevin E., Louisville
Bruno, Anthony Christopher, Lexington
Buck, James Samuel"", Louisville
Byrd, Alfred Deanv'", Ashland
Cain, Wanda Sue, Berea
Campbell, Craig Elvin, Louisville
Carone, Timothy Edward, Ventnor, NJ
Carter, William Edwin"". Glasgow
Chang, Yujane'", Chia Taiwan
Chay, Sylvia H., Laurinburg, NC
Cheng, George Lihyuan, Taiwan
Cheng, Meng-Sheng, Taiwan
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Cheraskin, Jeri Lyn'", New York, NY
Cho, Byung wockv, Seoul, Republic of
Korea
Clatterbuck, Jeffrey Scott", Lexington
Coale, Frank Jay'", Severna Park, MD
Cockfield, Stephen David"", Norristown,
PA
Coffey, Kenneth Paul", Lawrenceburg, TN
Coley, Richard Wayne, Greenville, SC
Colley, Eddie Leroy, Paducah
Coogle, Linda Diane, Louisville
Cooke, Brent Alan, Eubank
Douglass, Elizabeth Ann, Beaver Falls
Dulka, Joseph G.··, Mentor, OH
Elkin, Rebecca Lynn, Berea
Elmore, Howard Ezra, Campbellsville
Elser, Andrew H., West Chester, PA
Faries, Olive Paige", Lexington
Farrell, John Paul, Paducah
Felton, Gary W.··, Davis, LA
Feuerbacher, Thomas Arthur, San An-
tonio, TX
Forrester, Tina Marie'?", Lexington
Frankie, Kathleen Adams, Lexington
Frick, Christine Mary, Lebanon, OH
Garnaat, Peggy Ann, Wilmore
Gearheart, Wayne, Allen
George, John Samuel, Lexington
Glatthaar, Cynthia Lew, Fort Thomas
Graese, Anne Marie, Glenwood, IL
Green, Jonathan David'", Richmond
Gregory, James Carlin", Utica
Grossnickle, Effie Ann
Gruner, Elda Ruth", Crestwood
Gyawu, Dawn Allison Thomas, New York
Hagemann, Juergen Werner
Hahn, Jung-Tai, Republic of Korea
Haley, Kevin Tbomas'", Lakewood, NJ
Hall, David Doit, Arthur, IL
Hamilton, Robert Leo, Springfield
Hanafiah, Abdul Rasjid, Indonesia
Harr, Kathleen Sues ", South Portsmouth
Hayden, Thomas Gerard, Lebanon
Haydon, Sally Ann, Versailles
Herman, John Andrew, Lexington
Hicks, Steven Earl··, Lexington
Hoffman, Janice Anne Cole. Louisville
Hogan, Joseph Scott", Jonesboro, LA
Holland, Elizabeth May, Benton
Hollingsworth, Paula Terese Weeks",
Lexington
Hollis, James Harvey, New Albany, IN
Hsu, Chieh Chun, Taiwan
Huggins, Edwin Bright, Darlington, SC
Hughes. Charlie G.·, Nicholasville
Hull, Curtis George, Paducah
Ichsan, Chairulv'", Indonesia
Indiveri, Renee Marles ", Basking Ridge,
NJ
lsinika, Aida Cuthbert, Makambako
Jaafar, Jafariah", Malaysia
Jacobs, Gary Wayne"", Lexington
Jaehnig, Mary Piser, Ridgefield, CT
Jaehnig, Paul Joseph, Lexington
Jeganathan, Vijaya Luckshimi, Sri Lanka
Jermolowicz, Andrew A., Lake Villa, IL
Johnson, Glenn Davisv'", Paris
Joyce, Peter McCoart, Providence, RI
Kaufmann, Gary Bryan, Greenville, IL
Khan, Mohamed Azeem, Guyana
Kiernan, Aidine Biyal, Lexington
Kiernan, Jennifer Beard-v, Lexington
Kiman, Zainul Bahri, Padang, Indonesia
Kimmel, David Aaron, Lexington
Kimmel, Edgar Clayton, Albuquerque, NM
King, Brian Charles, Hamilton Sq, NJ
Kosovsky, Jane Ellen, New York City, NY
Kotmel, John William, Lansing, NY
Kusuma, Theresia Sita, Padang, Indonesia
Lally, Eleanore Coomes, Mount Olivet
LaMere, Thomas John, Lodi, WI
Lea, Jimmy Ross'", Pine Bluff, AR
Lee, Hsiao-Hwa C., Taipei, Taiwan
Lee, Teh-Hslu, Taipei, Taiwan
Lenz, Cynthia Jean", Amherst, MA
Limbach, Keithv", Bellevue
Lin, Shih-Ing Tien, Taiwan
Liu, Cho-Jih George, Taipei, Taiwan
Liu, Huey-Ing, Taipei, Taiwan
Lively, Richard Thaddeus, Danville
Luzar, James Charles, Cloverdale, IN
Maddox, Eric, Louisville
Mamadou, Mahamane'?", Mali, Mali
Mann, Dennis Michael, Wallingford, PA
Manning, James Orae ", Corbin
Markey, Timothy Francisw, Manchester,
VT
Martin, Melanie Ann, Lexington
Marzin, Sylvie", Deauville, France
Masbar, Raja, Banda Aceh, Indonesia
Mathis, Harry Leon-e, Florence, SC
Matthews, Neffra Alice, Fordsville
Maynor, Gregory Keith, Louisville
McDaniel, Danny Neal, Mount Sterling
McKay, Peter Zachary", Lexington
McKenzie, Barry Alan, Paintsville
Meier, Lisa Marie, Millersville, PA
Melograna, John Michael··, Beverly, NJ
Metcalf, Rodney Virgil, Paducah
Metzner, David Craig'", Green Bay, WI
Miah, Mohammad Solaiman, Bangladesh
Miller, Bryan Oene-», Ames, IA
Miller, James S.··, Huron, KS
Miller, Timothy Robert, Morgantown, WV
Miracle, Gary Lynn, Pineville
Mook, Richard Gatewood, Lexington
Moriarty, Jo Anne Lynn Wetherell", Put-
nam, CT
Moyer, Jennifer Eastham, Ashland
Mulvey, James P., Lexington
Mundy, William Raymonds ", Reston, VA
Needham- vanpevamer, Donald Robert'",
Seattle, WA
Netzband, Michael K., Rome. NY
Neuder, Gary Leslie, Johnstown, PA
Nguyen, Hoainhon This ". lexington
Nicholas, Maren Manette. Amesville, OH
Nicholson, Toni Felizitas Jostv'", Cham-
paign, IL
Norenberg, lynn Ann". Saint Petersburg,
FL
Oesterle, Mary Ellen", West Lafayette, IN
Okoth, Simon H. R., Kisumu, Kenya
Olk, Charles Howard, Georgetown
Owens, Mark Stephen, Henderson
Palermo, Michael T., Lexington
Pan, Ming-Shan, Taiwan, Taiwan
Parker, Sharon Berger, Dry Ridge
Patel, Suketu Kaushiks ", Bombay
Pattabhiraman, Thiyagarajasarma, Than-
javur, India
Pell, John Kalman, Kenner, LA
Pendlum, David Wayne", Olive Hill
Preziosi, Gregory Joseph, Freeport, NY
Price, David Bryanv'", Lexington
Price, Richard Danfet-«, Greenhills, OH
Pulung, Mamat Anwar, Indonesia
Purba, Asmins ". Medan, Indonesia
Rahimi-Nia, Ali G., TN
Raione, Richard Paul", Winter Haven, FL
Rajkovic, Milan Radisav", Beograd,
Yugoslavia
Ramsay, David Howell, Naperville, IL
Ravichandran, S., Madras, India
Resnick, Ross Jeffrey, Manhattan, KS
Ritonga, Muhammad Djamil, Indonesia
Roberts, William H., Midway
Rogers, Lisa Gail", Murray
Roulston, Johnv'", Ma
Sampson, Madeline Parker, Wallkill, NY
Santiago, Armando, San Juan, Puerto Rico
Sauer, Charles John, Versailles
Schaub, William Jeromev", Lexington
Schmidt, Beth Anne, Midland, MI
Schreiber, Anne Marie, Dearborn, MI
Schultz, Charles E., Madison, IN
Selby, Christopher Paul, Wilmington, DE
Shah, Yogesh Rameshchandra, Lexington
Shannon, Christine Ann Dombrowski,
Lexington
Sharangpani, Shirish Chintaman", Poona,
India
Sharma, Subhash C., Indonesia
Shellow, Jacqueline Sue-, Miami, FL
Shibata, Aiko Nagato, Lexington
Shields, Gregory Cleveland, Lexington
Shrestha, Chandra M., Gitanagar, Nepal
Shuster, Dale Edward, Saint Johnsville
Smerz, Paul Marlin", Lexington
Smith, Timothy James, Independence
Smith, William Lanas, Lexington
Stansbury, Kevin H., Bartlesville, OK
Stanton, Timothy James":", Johnstown, PA
Stephenson, Diane, Westminster, CA
Stidham, Mary Lee, Lexington
Stoll, Walter wtutam->. Lexington
Stone, Robert Mac, Nashville, TN
Szeinbach, Sheryl Lynns ", Bay City, TX
Taneja, Nishis ", India
Taylor, Frances Finch, Lexington
Thomas, Deborah Ann, Lexington
Thompson, Celeste Marie, Fisherville
Tboppae, Premkumar G., Indonesia
Toha, Mohammad, Indonesia
Tondiglia, Vincent P., Ravenna, OH
Tsai, Chunglis ", Taiwan
Vance, Robert Kelly, Hodgenville
Waldner, Werner Klauss ", Teisendorf Frg,
Federal Republic of Germany
Walker, David Thomas, Lexington
Walker, Jon David, Hartford, ME
Waymire, Kelly Sue, Anderson, IN
Webb, Bruce Allene", Falls Church
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Webb, James Sutton, Lexington
Weinberger, Glen Allen", Versailles
Wells, Rickey J., Owensboro
Wietor, Elizabeth Ann, East Lansing, MI
Wilkins, Jerry Ivor", Monrovia
Yang, Angela Hui-O'?", Taipei, Taiwan
Yang, Jsein-Ning
Yeh, Vincent, Lexington
Yunus, Yuni Asli, Pkn BaTU, Indonesia
Yusof, Mahzan, Taiping, Malaysia
Zartoshty, Bahram, Tehran, Iran




Achilike, Gregory Anuforoh", Nigeria
Amburgey, Jeffery Scott, Mount Sterling
Apisaksirikul, Sanchai, Thailand
Baridwan, Zaki, Yogya, Indonesia
Finley, Henry Wilson, Jr., Georgetown
Lawson, Lisa Ann, Greenup
McLean, Shirley Lynnes ", Knoxville, TN
Rigdon, Frederick rames-«, Lexington
Master of Science in
Agricultural Engineering
Biggerstaff, Sherman Dean, Louisville
Bingner, Ronald Lee, Freeport, IL
Bottom, John D., Lexington
Breeden, Thomas E., Stanardsville, VA
Eigel, Joseph Davldv", Louisville
Griffin, Mitchell Lee'", Lexington
Moore, Dwight Willis··, Bremen
Sands, Gary Robert, Wilmington, DE
Sloan, Patrick Gerard", Washburn, IL
Wieman, Don Michael, Lexington
Wilhoit, John Hiramv'", Houston, TX
Master of Science
in Agriculture
Adrian, Scott Jay, Oak Park, IL
Boggs, Bruce Stewartv'", Lexington
Cotter, Elizabeth wedswonh-«, Lexington
Deroes, Kartini'?", Palerabang, Indonesia
Gambino, Frances Louise Garbarino,
Rochester, MI
Gerrish, Dawn Larson, Rockford, IL
Kruzich, Rosanne
Lee, Hung-Chong, Hong Kong
Mahmud, Teuku, Indonesia
Moreman, Martin Robert, Valley Station
Puckett, Debby Ann-e, Mount Sterling
Reffett, Judith Kay", Winchester
Schwartz, Robert F., Brattleboro, VT
Siregar, Chairarus ", Indonesia
Sunar, Saleh Tien Kartini'?", Indonesia
Tomes, Letha Jane, Brownsville
Utomo, Muhajir, Indonesia
Wahab, Suharni D. Abdi A., Indonesia
Wickham, Dennis A., Coldwater, MI
Wolfson, Roy M., Grahamsville, NY
Master of Science in
Chemical Engineering
Azam, s. Nusayr"", Hyderabad, India
Calderon, Rafael, San Juan, Puerto Rico
Chang, Pao-Tsung, Taichung, Taiwan
Chen, Lih Fen, Taiwan
Cheng, Chunyuen Raymond, Hong Kong
Das, Nobel V", Lexington
Dronamraju, Mohanv", Indonesia
Glynn, William Kevin, Abington, MA
Hohman, Stephen Conrad, Louisville
Hung, Kent Tseng, Taipei, Taiwan
Kasibhatla, Prasad S., Bombay, India
Kelkar, Chandrashekhar Pandurang, Bom-
bay, India
Kirkland. Ned Matthews, Tuscumbia, AL
Leung, Karen Kam-Kuen"", Hong Kong
Mensah, Yaw Mensah. Lexington
Nair, Shyam Kunjuraman"", Bombay,
India
Schillinger, Robert E.··. Georgetown
Wimpsett, William Gary, New Haven
Master of Science in
Civil Engineering
Azadani, Gholamhossein Nasr, Iran
Caudill, Pamela Jean", Louisville
Creasey, Tom, Frankfort
Dhawan, Deepak, New Delhi, India
Fadavi, Mohammad Ali, Lexington
Fardi, Behnam", Iran
Glass, Gordon Clark, Georgetown
Gonwa, William 5., Marinette, WI
Hendry, Lloyd Raymond, Ill, Lexington
Herd, Kenneth Ray, London
Little, Alan L.·, McDowell
Pashanasangi, Sasan, Tehran, Iran
Peters, Nathaniel, II·, Louisville
Rogers, Ronald Bdwinv", Princeton
Schaefer, John Louis, Lexington




Binkley, Dave E., Jr. •• , Canton, OH
Bryant, Carol Anne, Miami, FL
Das, Samia Maabadi
Dylewski, Diane Fedorchak, Warren, MI
Lambert, Charles Edward, Erlanger
Sames, Edward Lewis?", Lexington
Sandrock, Maura Jeanne'?", Chicago, IL
Stidam, Mary Susan Mark", Mount
Sterling
Szost, Marilyn Ann"""
Vaughn, Catherine Marie, Winchester




Arkle, Thomas", Charlotte, NC
Dozier, John Simmons", Tallahassee, FL
Durbin, Douglas Drymonv", Lexington
Parsons, Ronald O'Neal", Lilburn, GA
Zeh, James Steven, Louisville
Master of Science
in Education
Bader, Julie Ann, Lexington
Bennett, Diana Lynn, Elizabethtown
Bennett, Greg Malcom
Betts, Gordon Randall, Somerset
Bryan, Ann Jay, Lexington
Christie, Christine Ann"", Lexington
Cooper, Pauline Anne, Lexington
Cox, Mary Eugenia, Lexington
Davis-Karlosky, Peggy Louann", Lexington
Deines, Judith Ann Harris, Louisville
Della, Porta Veronica Marie", Atlantic
Beach, FL
Dravage, Kathryn Ann", Moab, UT
Fannin, Virginia Leslie Ford, Prestonsburg
Fleming, Lucy Ann'?", Chicago, IL
Gabbert, Dianne Kay, Campbellsville
Gates, Sally Lee'?", Cincinnati, OH
Godby, Stephanie Michou Simpsonv",
Lexington
Greenwell, Susan Carol", Huntington,
WV
Harris, Tempa Leigh, Lexington
Hatchett, Susan Gail"", Lexington
Hay, Belinda Wilson'", Lexington
Henderson, Peggy Leigh Hawkins,
Louisville
Hernandez, Maria Eugenia, Cumana,
Venezuela
Hoskins, Tammy Ann?", Salyersville
Hughes, Philip Reed, Carmel, CA
Jones, Ricky Dallasv", Corbin
Jordan, Connie Frances, Lexington
Kennoy, Robert Alan, Lexington
Kim, Yun-Kyung" ", Seoul, Republic of
Korea
Kirk, Karen Sue, Wilmington, NC
Klyap, John Mlchaelv", Loyalhanna, PA
Knudsen, Susan Kay··, Grosse Pointe
Woods, MI
LaCasse-Griffin, Joyce A. Zebuda,
Schenectady, NY
Langer, Patricia Kaye Little, Nicholasville
Larson, Elaine M. Early**, Lexington
Lastrapes, Meribeth Amy", Louisville
LeMaster, Sherry R., Lexington
Leslie, Harold Russel", Huntsville Ont
Lewis, Diane C. Wolter, Frankfort
Litsey, Lisa Ann Bverbard, Lexington
Lobb, William Franklin", Greensburg
Mattingly, Barbara Lynn, Louisville
MaulI, Tresea Ann Burruss", Lexington
Maye, James John, Rahway, NJ
McCaslin, Anita Jo··, Princeton
McCleese, Ruth Ann, Vanceburg
Melcher, Charlotte Rae Almguist,
Lexington
Moore, Lynne Haudenschild, Lexington
Mowbray, John Mathew, Florence
Murray, Mary Gregory Coffin", Lexington
Newberry, Linda Thompson, Bulls Gap,
TN
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Newsome, Teresa Irene, Selma, NC
Nielsen, Mary Jo Kuperus, Lexington
Owens, Carol Fasteen, Louisville
Perry, Debra Batts'", Carrollton
Ratliff, Michael Dale", Nancy
Reid, Michael Talbot, Lexington
Richardson, Anita Kay Johnston,
Morehead
Ritchie, Julie Ann Marsh, Cynthiana
Roberts, Joy Sue Clark", Worthville
Robertson, Patricia Diane", Stanford
Rockensies, Ken John, Lexington
Rowe, Philip Dean", Lexington
Sambor, Jean Marie", Abington, PA
Sandidge, Rosetta Kay Freeman", Irvine
Scarlett, Sylvia Ann, Newark, OH
Sears, John Chapman, Lexington
Smith, Cynthia Ann, Louisville
Snide, Terri Ann, Dayton, OH
Sopah, Djamaah, Indonesia
Stephens, Leslie Ann'?", Lexington
Stevens, Kitty Jane Royalty", Willisburg
Tankersley, Debra Renee Greer",
Taylorsville
Tarter, Susan Shakib, Lexington
Wagner, Jennifer Lynne", Louisville
Wilmes, Mary Victoria, Lexington
Wilson, Kathy Annv", Dixon
Winjum, James Marlow, Lexington
Wonderley, Linda Ann, Lexington
Zollicoffer, Alice Mountcastle, Henderson,
NC
Master of Science in
Electrical Engineering
Beech, Wayne Edward, Owensboro
Bidarian, Akbar, Lexington
Bolen, William Thomas?", Somerset
Burkhart, Enos Stanley, Danville
Etemadian, Ali Asghar, Iran
Everett, Woodrow W., Il l'", Chittenango,
NY
Family, Nader, Tehran, Iran
Fong, Sin Min", Sandakan
Gay, Christopher James, Lexington
Ghia, Atul vithaldas'", India
Hardin, David 5."', London
Harms, Thomas Michael
Harrell, William Rodney'?", Bloomfield
Hoque, Enamul"
Hurd, Jonathan J., Lexington
Jackson, Mary V., Morning View
Koopman, Dawn A. "', Fort Mitchell
Krimm, Tim Wilson, Lexington
Le, Khuong Q., Saigon, Vietnam
Le, Liem Quang, Lexington
Lewis, Charles OUen, Grayson
Lewis, James Dwight, Greenville
Luxemburg, Leon Alexander"?", Moscow
Maturi, Suryanarayana Rao" ", Hyderabad,
India
Minhas, Tariq Mehmud**, Sialkot,
Pakistan
Mitchell, Kendall":", Lexington
Nyandwi, Salvator, Bujumbura, Rwanda
Pai, Ramdas M.·, Mangalore, India
Rabiee, Massoud, Lexington
Reesor, Kenneth Eugene, Elizabethtown
Rickly, Lawrence Davids>, Paris
Riley, Stephen, Berea
Smith, Samuel Andrew", Prospect
Steele, David Weidley", Lexington
Swamynath, Venkatraman, India
Williams, Jeff Trent, Lexington
Master of Science in
Engineering Mechanics
Osborne, John williamw, Lexington
Yegnanarayanan, K. G.·, India
Master of Science
in Family Studies
Baldwin, Donna Faye Johnson, Frankfort
Combs, Eric A., Hazard
Duncan, Cynthia Lynn, Cecilia
Goble, John F.··, Miami, FL
Gray, vonda Jane, Gracey
Hatton, Sandra Kay Yocum, Georgetown
Jordan, Rebecca Marie, Montgomery, OH
McCabe, Allison Anns ", Lexington
Moore, Mary Louise Zeigler, Maysville
Quinn, Betty Elaine Fleck, Nicholasville
Renfro, Dona May Hayes
Scott, Matilda Joanne Hale, Springfield
Sebesta, Kathy Ann, Winchester
Sherrill, Rebecca Rose, Lexington
Smith, Cherry Kayv'", Glasgow
Strangis, Diane Elizabeth Huass, Lexington
Stull, Bettye Encil Deenv", Lexington
Wallace, Mary Margaret Gjermo, La
Crosse, WI
White, Vicki Gulletts ", Cave City
Master of Science
in Forestry
Chambers, Carol Louise, Williamsburg,
VA
Creighton, Jerre Lee, Imler, PA
Metcalfe, Carl S.··. New Haven
Robertson, Sandra Dale, Fayetteville, TN
Wehner, Rita Renee, Madison, IN
Master of Science
in Library Science
Aken, Robert Allen", Nicholasville
Albert, Stephen George", Covington
Anderson, Paul Merrick", Cincinnati, OH
Annett, Lawrence Palmer?", Cincinnati,
OH
Autry, Thelma Lynn Mclvlurtry'",
Elizabethtown
Barrett, John Anthonys ", Cincinnati, OH
Bertram, Carla E., Barboursville, WV
Blevins, Robin Lynn", Lexington
Bratcher, Perry Ray", Owensboro
Brestel, Mary Beth Seay, Cincinnati, OH
Bryant, Jane Leslie Boldrick, Lexington
Cammarata, Paul Joseph", Massapequa,
NY
Campbell, Sharon Leigh", Lynchburg, VA
Combs, Hyla Kay", Crofton
Foote, Pamela Kaye", Elizabethtown
Fountain, Edwin Byrd, Lexington
Godbehere, Nancy Burke", Lexington
Hatfield, Deborah Sharps", Berea
Hawkins, Terry L.., Saint Marys, WV
Horacek, Marilyn Wendt", Moundsville,
WV
Humphreys, Shannon Lynn", Norfolk, VA
Kesse, Erich John", Cincinnati, OH
Knarzer, Arlene
Luger, Carol Ann, Lexington
Magee, Douglas Stephenson, Cincinnati,
OH
McCormick, Lisa Lee-v, Cincinnati, OH
Noe, Kenneth William·, Elliston, VA
Oberc, Lawrence Walter George
O'Malley, Gail Anne, Springfield, MA
Palmgreen, Carolyn Denton, Lexington
Pasterczyk, Catherine Ellen", Rocky River,
OH
Peterson, Barbara Jean Wagoner, Cincin-
nati,OH
Pfotenhauer, George L., Richmond
Popovich, Emily, Crestline, CA
Price, Betty Jean Burchett, Bardstown
Reynolds, Kathryn Hamlett", Buena Vista,
VA
Richardson, William Curtis?", Lexington
Rinehart, Vicki Lynn McCormack
Selmer, Sylvia Ann Flight", Louisville
Shrewsbury, Lynn D.·, Lexington
Stout, Mary Anne
Wahlbrink, Nancy Jean", Louisville
Master of Science in
Mechanical Engineering
Balakrishnan, Nagraj'", India
Ballinger, Robert Stafford, Lexington
Bhavsar, Dhiren Ishwarlalv", India
Brady, Timothy Kevin, Dallas, TX
Casey, David Kenton, Lexington
Chowdhury, Akm A., Dacca, Bangladesh
Curless, Peter A.·, Lexington
Faigen, George S.·, Pittsburgh, PA
Faruque, Mohammad Ali, Chittagong,
Bangladesh
Huellemeier, John Michael, Covington
Lawless, Jeffrey Bryan, Hustonville
Liu, Wei-Liang, Taipei
Louzao, Javier Alberto, Costa Rica
Mackowski, Daniel William", Lexington
Pais, Martinho Rabindra", New Delhi,
India
Paranjape, Rajesh Manohar, Poona, India
Reichenbach, Thomas George, Bay City,
MI
Roberts, Sheldon Dale, Versailles
Sliski, Catherine Elizabeth Cobb", Clinton,
TN
Stager, Keith Leonard", Lexington





Yu, George C., Lexington
Master of Science in
Metallurgical Engineering
and Materials Science
Joseph, Abner David, India
Lewis, James David, Paducah
Pendse, Vidyadhar Vasudeo, Bombay,
India
Saigal, Dinesh
Shah, Naresh Hiralal, Ahmedabad, India
Swintosky, Michael David, Nicholasville
Tilak, Ravindra Vithal, Bombay, India
Vadjikar, Rajeev M.·, India
Master of Science in
Mining Engineering
Duncan, Gary wallace", Kuttawa
Evans, Joseph Grant, Middlesboro
Sherkat, Fazlollah, Isfahan, Iran




Baker, Barbara Ann Sizemore", Busy
Beavers, LuAnn'", Wauseon, OH
Binggeli, Sandra Louise Smith", Erie, PA
Black, Barbara Peeno'", Covington
Boulton, Cynthia Marie?", Mayfield
Bowling, Janet Susan'", Lexington
Brewer, Patricia Kay Hill" ", Dallas, TX
Burgett, Anthony W.·, Great Bend, KS
Cherrett, Janet Marie, Montreal
Ciocci, Gilbert Holmesv", Versailles
Clark, Patricia Coleman", Daphne, AL
Cowley, Alice Shanklin", Lexington
Davis, Laurie J. weecr-»
Dunn, Colleen Mary", Nicholasville
Farley, Pamela Billings", Smithville, TN
Flnkelmeier, Nancy Ellen", Cincinnati, OH
Fitzgerald, Linda Carol Thomson",
Louisville
Gee, Adrianne Jean Jarviss ". Aurora, IN
Gibbons, Cynthia Louise", Gahanna, OH
Gordon, Julia Marie Kehling, Cincinnati,
OH
Gray, Yolanda Alisav", Richmond, VA
Hillenbrand, Catherine Marie Hogan":",
Louisville
Hollenkamp, Mary Francesv'", Carlyle, IL
Holscher, Phyllis Marie Bischoff>, Florence
House, Martha Kurre", Owensboro
Kinnaird, Sally ward", Midway
Kyle, Shelia Marie Manis", Huntington,
WV
Lear, Pamela Kaye Knighte ", Greenville
Lee, Patricia Ann Mcl.aughlin". Louisville
Mahaffey, Sue Ellene, Danville
Mathis, Alberta Charlene", Florence
McGinnis, Leslie Owen-e. San Luis
Obispo, CA
Mosser, Frances Tbompson'", Fort Thomas
Norris, Barbara Ellen Rush", Indianapolis,
IN
Ooten, Sandra Kay Messer", Lenore, WV
Patros, Sheila Penick", Ashland
Paxson, Rita Marie Harmon", Lexington
Peugh, JoAnne White", Catlettsburg
Phillips, Glenda Anns ", Sarasota, FL
Rachael, Karen Marie, Cleveland, OH
Rado, Mary L..
Reffitt, Patricia Ellen Singler", Ashland
Roller, Peggy Tucker", Lexington
Sawyer, Brenda Luecke", Lexington
Schaffter, Caryl Joycev'", Homossa, FL
Sexton, Karen Lynn Hall", McDowell
Shank, Margaret Dotchengall", Cincinnati,
OH
Swango, Amy Lou", Ironton, OH
WaItenbaugh, Mary Ann Thompson", Park
Hills
Weiskittel, Patricia Diane", Bellevue
White, Judy Carol Ellis", Crestwood
Wolfe, Mary Kathleen":", Ashland
Master of Science
in Operations Research
Graf, Stewart William, Baltimore, MD
Penney, James Walter, Lexington
Master of Science
in Radiological Health
Chandler, Larry D.·, Lexington
Master of Science in
Radiological Medical Physics
Hazle, John D.·, Leitchfield
Upton, John Cowherd, Greensburg
Master of Social Work
Allegrini, Lisa Karen", Covington
Allen, Margaret Lee, Mount Vernon
Alley, Neil", Cincinnati, OH
Ball, Mary Elizabeth", Cincinnati, OH
Bardo, Rita Kinsella", Fort Thomas
Beer, Ardale L.., Bremen, IN
Beer, John Leman", Cincinnati, OH
Billow, Elizabeth Anne Lenz", Harrison,
OH
Bobb, Lenard Adolphus?", Ludlow
Bonem, Patricia Ann Baum'", South
Euclid,OH
Briggs, Ellen Taylor Bloch", Cincinnati,
OH
Byerly, Debra A.·, Cincinnati, OH
Carrier, Alice Ann", Cincinnati, OH
Davis, Olivia Penelope, San Antonio, TX
Denman, Rose Mary Schmelz, Lexington
Donato, Janet Levy, Lima, OH
Dubose, Marjorie H., Louisville
Duenne, Diana Lynn", Cincinnati, OH
Duorak, Joseph William, ll l", Cincinnati,
OH
Eldridge, Gregory Allen"", Georgetown
Elliott, Beth Ann, Charleston, IL
Eubank, Judith Anne", Erlanger
Fiorito, Michael David", Covington
Fleeman, Dee Cole, Covington
Frazier, Marjorie Lynne", Newark, OH
Fugitt, Julie A., Louisa
Giurgevich, Wilhelmina M., Lexington
Goldberg, Betty Rlnsky", Cincinnati, OH
Good, Carol Rodgers··, Richmond
Greene, Stacy Scott"", East Brunswick, NJ
Guarini, Terry·, Brooklyn, NY
Haverkamp, Anna Marie", Bellevue
Huesman, Mary Catherine, Cincinnati, OH
James, Phillip Ray, Burlington
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Johnson, Stephen W.··, Lexington
Kasson, Mary Ann Coleman"", Erlanger
Kelley, Kaye Blainev", Ironton, OH
Lambers, Linda L. Geldreicb", Cincinnati,
OH
Levin, John R.·, Cincinnati, OH
Merritt, Linda Cappel'", Cincinnati, OH
Mills, Teresa Lynnv", Lexington
Moskowitz, Regina A. Levin", Cincinnati,
OH
Muldoon, Sean Patrick", Cincinnati, OH
Mullins, Glenna M.·, Fort Wright
Pelk, James B.·, Cincinnati, OH
Perry, Margaret Van Meter", Bagdad
Pierce, Altha Dell, Muldraugh
Powell, Jane Elizabeth", Cincinnati, OH
Price, Mary Diane", Covington
Reed, Cheryl Sue Jones", Florence
Saylors, Kristina M. Bgbers", Cincinnati,
OH
Schiller, Geoffrey Coleman, Chicago, IL
Shearer, Jean Crosby, Waterbury, CT
Shrock-Jones, Karen Margaret, Lexington
Stinnett, Cynthia Lynne", Newport
Strauss, Jane Leslie", Hamilton, OH
Sutphin, Sandra Fay'?", Ewing, VA
Taylor, Beverly Justice":", Lexington
Tongate, Rita Marilyn, Lexington
Truitt, Kenneth", Freeport, NY
Turpin, Hugh Michael", Covington
Vance, Barbara Lois, Lexington
vick, Frances Annette", Greenville
Walker, Richard Marshall, Lexington
White, Brenda Kaye, Somerset
Withrow, Donna Marie, Owingsville





Dean: Robert G. Lawson
C.LI1SS
Juris Doctor
Adams. Pamela J., Morehead
Alexander, JoAnn, Lexington
Amini, J. Christine. Lexington
Atkins, Frank Allen, Harlan
Baker, Paul, Artemus
Baldani, Russell James, Corning, NY
Ball, Kenton Lee, Somerset
Bedarff, Dirk M., Baldwin, NY
Bensenhaver, Amye Lynne, Louisville
Bentley, Perry Mack, Louisville
Boone, Ward Bradford, Murray
Booth, Barbara Gene, Louisville
Bottoms, Richard Lenn, Perryville
Bowles, Claude Ray, Jr., Campbellsville
Boyd, Carl B., Jr., Mount Sterling
Brammer, Margaret Cooney, Maysville
Browning, Mark William, Lexington
Bunch, Gail Beauregard Mislow, Lexington
Callis, John Harlan, III, Pendleton
Canary, Thomas Lynch, Jr., Louisville
Carnes, Barbara Carr, Corbin
Carpenter, James Robert, Medina, OH
Carson, Martha Del Guillotte, Richmond
Caudill, Lawrence Micheal, Jeremiah
Cessna, Stephen W., Lexington
Chaney, Ralph Phillip, Jr., Pine Knot
Chesnut, Mark Cameron, Bowling Green
Church, Sarah Jo Lockwood", Paintsville
Clark, Terry Lynn, Murray
Colley, Donna Sue, Grayson
Coplin, Susan Jean, Lexington
Crawford, Timothy, Melvin
Crocker, Timothy John, Franklin
Curtis, Nancy Margaret Ellis, Lexington
Delaplane, Wanda R., Champaign, IL
Eilers, David Edward, Louisville
Faulconer, Thomas Jordan, Danville
Field, William Overstreetv", Lexington
Fletcher, Jennifer Lee, Lexington
Fried, Andrea J., Flemingsburg
Gallagher, JeARRe, YettngiJte R, QII '
Gallaher, Erin Brynn, Lexington
Gardner, Brian Collis, Lexington
Gibson, Ralph Douglas, Monticello
Gill, Tyler Landthrip, Elkton
Golden, Virginia Elizabeth", Earlysville, VA
Grayson, Connie Gullettev", Nicholasville
Green, William Crawford, Lexington
Griffith, Mary Beth Harville, Lexington
Haggard, Ken Ray, Wickliffe
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Hardesty, Randall L., Owensboro
Hart, Marvin Eugene, Lebanon
Haynes, Brian Lars, Owensboro
Heaberlin, Paul Franklin, Wurtland
Hils, Mary Gabrielle, Crescent Springs
Hoffmann, Susan Jayne, Lexington
Hoffmann, Warren John, Lexington
Honchul, Delores Kay, Murray
Hood, Wayne Darby, Ashland
Hopkins, Mary Holliday, Frankfort
Howard, John W.··, Prestonsburg
Hughes, Matthew Wayne, Fort Wright
Hutchens, Randall A., Murray
Irwin, Peter R.··, Lexington
Irwin, Thomas Henry", Louisville
Jackson, Margaret Michelle, Maysville
Johnson, Bryce Michael, Lexington
Jones, Mark Montgomery, Louisville
Keller, John Clarke, Harrodsburg
Kinkead, Alice Carneal, Lexington
Kiser-Simms, Roberta Kaye, Somerset
Kommor, Maury David, Louisville
Kriz, Barbara Ann, Danville
Lambert, Marsha Jenkins>, Louisville
Lane, Joseph Raymond, Richmond
Langdon, Dean Allan, Louisville
Ledgewood, Pamela S., Lexington
Leonard, Eleanor Hammer, Lexington
Liles, Anne, Greenup
Lockridge, Thomas Louis, Nicholasville
Lovan, Barbara Dahlenburg, Park Hills
Luckett, Joseph Buford, Lebanon
Mabry, Billy Jack, Olive Hill
Maclin, Robert E., III, Lexington
Malone, Denise Ann, Louisville
Marshall, David Rollins, Lexington
Martin, Daryll Wendall, Baltimore, MD
McClanahan, Marcia Lee, Pikeville
McGuire, Kevin Michael, Danville
Mcguire, Catherine M., Louisville
Merchant, Debra Spotts, Lexington
Merrill, Leesa Baggett, Lexington
Miller, George John, Bloomsburg, PA
Miller, Jean Owen, Owensboro
Myers, Larry Wayne, Louisville
Nagle, Dennis Louise>, Middlesboro
Nagle, Keith Alan, Middlesboro
})oriel.!II, c. Shea, PaEltteah
O'Connor, Karen Joanne, Lexington
Oliver, Nand david, Lexington
Osborne, James Jesse, Prestonsburg
Plllerlii8, Miehael T., QraElell, })oIl
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Pate, Sherri Morgan Durrett, Danville
Paxton, James Frederick, Jr., Paducah
Pearson, George Orville, Greenville
Perdue, David Gary, Winchester
Pettus, William B.··, Manassas, VA
Pruitt, Gregory Don", Clinton
Quillen, Stephen Douglas, Millstone
Quinn, Jeffry Neal, Sturgis
Ramey, Douglas Alan, Coal Valley, IL
Rand, Susan Frances, Lexington
Ratliff, James Brian":", Pikeville
Red Corn, Lou Anna, Louisville
Reed, Ralph Shannon Lee", Mayfield
Rickman, Scott Thomas, Fulton
Robinson, Robert M., Danville
Rose, Dan Martin, Lexington
Rouse, Elizabeth Kennedy, Midway
Schriefer, Carole Carter, Evans City
Schroering, Virginia Lynne, Louisville
Shanahan, Daniel E., Northboro, MA
Shaw, Randy Donald, Lexington.
Shuffett, Laura", Lexington
Sieber, Michael Kip, Greenville, SC
Siler, William Kenneth, Beaver Dam
Smith, Janet Rae, London
Stilger, Dennis James" ", Louisville
Storr, Clifford Allen, Midland, MI
Sullivan, Connie Sue'?", Campbellsville
Talbott, John S., Winchester
Taylor, Anita Esham, Vanceburg
Theodoli, Lavinia, Rome, Italy
True, Julian Guthrie, Frankfort
Tucker, Steve Alan, Decatur, AL
Ullerich, Carol Christine, Paducah
Underwood, Lisa Elaine, Lexington
Vance, David Holland, Paducah
Vance, Richard Allen, Louisville
Vincent, John Fredrick, Ashland
Vinson, Tracey Garland, Cadiz
Voss, Greg Dewey, Lexington
Wallace, Jerome Edward", Louisville
Ward, Ashley Willis, Fort Thomas
Ward, Gregory", Grapevine
Wardman, William E., III, Ashland
Westover, Christine Neal, Lexington
Whalen, Terry Lois, Cynthiana
Wheatley, Mary Monica, Louisville
Whitaker, David Taylor, Bowling Green
Wilson, Vickie Luann, Hyden
Wolford, Roger Jackson, Louisville
Wood, Walter Samuel, Louisville
College of Medicine
Interim Dean: David L. Cowen
Doctor of Medicine
Allen, George Sea, III, Glasgow
Applegate, Keith Thomas. Louisville
Barcelo, Jeanne Abbott, Lexington
Beale, Gregory Scott, Mayfield
Bell, Kendall Fortune, Lexington
Blackwell, Patricia Ann, Irvine
Blake. David M., Maysville
Boyd, Shawn Kathleen, Earlington
Brennan, James Edward, Kalamazoo, MI
Browning, Gary Micheal, Shepherdsville
Bruenderman, David Martin, Louisville
Bruenderman, Patricia Ann, Louisville
Buckmaster, James Edward, Henderson
Bui, Tam Minh, Louisville
Burnett. Henry Wayne, Mayfield
Burress, Susan Meek, Campbellsville
Campbell, M. Lisa, Bellevue
Canida. Barbara Joanne, Shelbyville
Cardosi, Richard Timothy, Jr., Fort Mitchell
Chisholm, Roy Davies, III, Louisville
Clark, John Robert, Harrodsburg
Coughlin, Kathryn Ann, Lexington
Crispen, Melvin F., Lexington
Crump, Chester Lewis, Cadiz
Daugherty, Melba Daune, Elizabethtown
Davis, Jay Sherry Tomes, Bowling Green
DeLuca, Paul Phillip, Lexington
Doyle, Leslie Carole Huff, Ashland
Eaton, Coy Lynn, Pembroke
Emerine, Richard Wayne, Elizabethtown
Enlow, Anthony Craig, Hodgenville
Fletcher, Ernest L., Lexington
Floyd, Randall Calvin, Clinton
Frazier, Ellis, Guthrie
George, James David Buckman, Lebanon
Gerhardstein, Joseph Edward, Fort Thomas
Gevedcn, M. Lawrence, Richmond
Gilbert, James Driskell, Lawrenceburg
Gilbert, John Webster, Lawrenceburg
Gilson, Ian Scott, Eddyville
Gonsalves, Wanda Clark, Versailles
Guiglia, Mary Clare, Lexington
Hagan, William Lawrence, New Haven
Hall, Danny, Fleming Neon
Harding, David E., Flemingsburg
Harrell, Marian Elizabeth Wallace, Boston
Hayes, Steven Raleigh, Fayetteville, AR
Head, Hugh Latimer, Ill, Fort Thomas
Hinton, Jeffrey T., Georgetown
Hooley, Ronald Lee, West Liberty, OH
Hornung, William Keith, Louisville
Janszen, James Norbert, Fort Thomas
Johnson, Kim Edward, Glasgow
Johnson, Pamela Gail, Hartford
Jones, Debra Ann, Georgetown
Jones, Kent Edward, Benton
Jones, Sanford Logan, Jr., Richmond
Kavolus, Christopher H., Owensboro
Kogut, Amy Boyarsky, Lexington
Leung, Patrick Kwck-Him, Hong Kong
Little, Barry Louis, South Point, OH
Littrell, David Scott, Science Hill
Lovely, Perry L., Jackson
Marcus, Franklin Jeffrey, Louisville
Mayleben, Daniel Charles, Fort Wright
Mays, Richard H., London
McDonald, Richard Keith, Lexington
McLaughlin, Paul E., Eminence
Meece, David Rodney, Somerset
Mehrotra, Pravina Somani, Frankfort
Melin, Thomas Eric, Ludlow




Moore, Edward Nathaniel, Madisonville
Moore, Ted Holman, Frankfort
Munn, Rita Kay, Maloneton
Neely, Thomas Scott, Franklin
Nunnelly, Jane Frazier, Lexington
Olash, Felix Albert, Jr., Louisville
Osborne, Michael Roy, Morehead
Owens, Julie Lynne, Portsmouth, OH
Passarello, Michael Joseph, Tullahoma, TN
Peter, Kathleen Susan, Lexington
Pirtle, Sarah Leah, Lexington
Pitman, William Judson, II, Murray
Ramsey-Morford, Linda M., Elizabethtown
Reesor, Kenneth Eugene, Elizabethtown
Richardson, Joseph Wayne, Fern Creek
Robbins, Gregory LaDon, Calvin
Roberts, Vicki Lynn, Murray
Ross, Charles Brien, Paducah
Ross, Robert Ficklin, Fort Thomas
Saltz, James Bryan, Ashland
Scholl, Gerald Stephen, Dayton, OH
Smith, Carl Edwin, r-., Harlan
Smith, Karen Sue, Cynthiana
Snodgrass, Steven Lloyd, Bowling Green
Spurlin, Mark Alan, Crab Orchard
Stokes, Joseph David, Jr., Greenville
Storey, David Wayne, Louisville
Sutter, Michael John, Fort Mitchell
Vogelsang, Stephen Thomas, Latonia
Weeks, Jonathan William, Roosevelt, NY
White, Connie Gayle, Campbellsville
White, John E., Jr., Fort Mitchell
White, William Allen, Morganfield
Wilkson, Thomas Glennon, Crystal City, MO
Winchester, Timothy Allen, Whitley City
Zoller, Mark Alan, Willoughby Hills, OH
College of Dentistry
Dean: Merrill W. Packer
Doctor of Dental Medicine
Arnold, J. Fred, III, Lexington
Bailey, George Harold, II, Hellier
Barker. William Jason, Lexington
Brown, Gary D., Prestonsburg
Cash, Susan Elayne, Albany
Cavanah, Cynthia Dawn, Henderson
Christian, Wayne John, Lexington
Chumbler, Richard Allen, Paducah
Courtney. Allan Lee, Lexington
Cureton. Steven Lee, Lexington
Daugherty, Larry Douglas, Grethel
Dixon, Kathryn Louise, Hazard
Elvidge, Kevin Lyman, Lexington
Eschelbach, Amanada Kay M., Grass Lake,
MI
Frazier. Sandra L.. Lexington
Fulkerson, Michael Steven, Louisville
Gardner. William Bryant, Burkesville
Glockner, Mark Joseph, Crestview Hills
Godby, Marilynn Jane, Bowling Green
Guarnieri, Lynn M., Frankfort
Guyette, Robert Francis, Ottawa, IL
Hall, Burnetta Lynn, Pikeville
Head, James Wadsworth, Fort Thomas
Howard, Chris Thomas, Benton
Huffman, Eric Fletcher, Lexington
Ison, Jenny Lou, Flemingsburg
Jordan, Bruce Scot, Ashland
Kobitter, Brian John, Lexington
Kopczyk, Lawrence Raymond, Georgetown
Kronn, Douglas M., Lexington
Lasheen, David A., Lexington
Lasheen, Joseph A., Lexington
Lay, Wayne Deaton
Lewis, Duane Edgar, Cynthiana
McCauley, Mark Cannon, Lexington
Meader, Stephanie Michelle, Hyden
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Meeks, Darrell Alan, Ashland
Miller, Kathy Jean, East Bernstadt
Morgan, Jeffrey Thomas, Bowling Green
Riggs, Bruce, Russell
Shay, Karen Engels, Florence
Smith, George Scott, Pikeville
Southwood, David Prentice, Cincinnati, OH
Stahr, Andrew Thomas, Fulton
Stigers, Stephen Winston, Lexington
Storie, David John, Lexington
Thompson, Thomas Mark, Owensboro
Virag, John Gyula Jr , Lexington
Walden, Brenda Carter, Tompkinsville
Willhite, Charles Clark, Lexington
Wilson, Bruce Taylor, Sharpsburg
Wolery, Janet, Delphos, OH
Woodward, Ellen Dey, Pineville
Wright, Franklin Donald, Jr., Cincinnati, OH
Ziegler, Michael Lawrence
College of Arts and Sciences
Dean: Michael A. Baer
Bachelor of Arts
Abell, Melissa Diane Lewis, Lexington
Abell, Robert Leev", Walton
Adams, David Sherman", Alexandria
Armstrong, Catherine Anne"", Frankfort
Arney. Casey Clark, Russellville
Asher, Jeffrey Ray'?", Lexington
Baker. Alisa Caroline", Knoxville, TN
Baker, Sheri LaYonne, Cinda
Barton. Michael John", Fort Knox
Bassett, William Earl, Saint Louis, MO
Baxley, Milton Rlckane'?", Lexington
Bayse, Donna Mae, Lancaster
Bechanan, Patricia Lynn, Elizabethtown
Becker, Eileen Elizabeth, Lexington
Begley, Jim C.··. Blackey
Bennett, Julester Joy, Prospect
Berrye, Jeannye'?", Lexington
Bertrand, Johnny Vaughn, Lexington
Biddle. Renee Elaine". Butler
Birndorf, Richard Alan, Wilmette, IL
Blacker, Nancy Ellen"", Lexington
Blake, Richard Alan, Maysville
Boggess, Eric D., Louisville
Boudinot, Jeanne Marie, Radcliff
Bowen, Carolyn Lynn
Bradford, Annie Stewart, Paducah
Bradford, Benjamin Todd, Paducah
Branson, Kim Rivest?", Fort Knox
Breeden, Lenore Dougherty", Lexington
Brewer, Joyce Meadows, Maysville
Brosick, Terri Suzanne"", Shepherdsville
Brown, Anthony wayne", Keene
Brown, Frank, Hl'", Lebanon
Brown, Jeffrey Lynn, Liberty
Brown, Leslie Dean, Whitley City
Brown, Susan Elizabeth", Hazard
Brummett, Tony L., Jamestown
Bsharah, Ernest Alan, Charleston, WV
Buckley, Samuel S. W., Flanders, NJ
Burton, Lisa Ann, Springfield, OH
Burzynski, Joseph Norbert, Louisville
Cable, Jennifer Ann, Campton
Campbell, Tracy Alan, Lexington
Carroll, Wm Douglas, Paducah
Carter, Charles, Owenton
Carter, Leonard Franklin, Ill··, Russell
Caulder, Tanya Jo, Lexington
Chandler, Rebecca Lynn, Lexington
Chaney, James Victor, Jr., Marion
Chauvin, Leonard Stanley. l ll'", Louisville
Childress, Michael Ted"", Brownsville
Christian. Robert Graham", Simpsonville
Christopher, Sonja Colleen", Lexington
Clarke, Hui Su, Louisville
Cole, Anna Kathleen, Frankfort
Cole, Catherine Ann", Henderson
Cole, Edward wavne-. Lexington
Collins, Myra Lynn, Prestonsburg
Collins, Patrick Glenn". Louisville
Collins, Stephanie Suzanne
Combs, Steven Daniel", Pikeville
Conway, Charles David", Lexington
Cooper, James Thomas, Monticello
Corby, Gregory Northway, Louisville
Coyle, Bob wayde", Radcliff
Coyle, Stephen Kelly"", Park Hills
Craig, Karen'?", Lexington
Craig, Penryn Lee, Louisville
Cramer, Ronald S.
Crawley, Laura Lee, Lexington
Critchfield, Patricia A., Danville
Crouch, Alexander Sinclair, Lexington
Curry, Laura Anne, Louisville
Dale, Ann-Jeanette Fowler, Louisville
Daley, Virginia L.., Lexington
Damron, Jeffrey Dale, Weeksbury
Dapson, Jeffrey Alan, Lexington
Davidson, Gary Dwane, Flatwoods
Davis, Cara Holly", Lexington
Day, James Albro, Jr., Versailles
Day, Jennifer Ellenv'", Hebron
DeChurch, Julie Lynn, Louisville
Delaney, Teresa Ann", Ashland
Dempsey, Deborah Ann", Lexington
Denning, Laura Marie", Louisville
Dickey, Kyle Stephan, Lexington
Dolan, Debra Lynn, Frankfort
Donaher, Kim Carol Kaminski, Fort Knox
Dorzback, Robert Samuel, Louisville
Douglass, Charles Knapp, Lexington
Dowell, Ida Lu Anne, Ashland
Durbin, Teresa Ann··, Winchester
Eagleson, Hilary Baas Shaw, Cincinnati, OH
Echsner, Vicki Ann", Louisville
Elkins, Renee Patrice, Pikeville
Elliott, Suellen, Hartford
England, Lisa Agnes, Richwood
Ernst, Eileen Margaret, Frankfort
Espinoza, Carmen Lidia, La Paz, Bolivia
Estrada, MaryAnn
Felty, William Howard, Ashland
Fernandez, Yazmin Elizabeth", Harlan
Ferrer, Katia E., Panama
Figueroa, Salvador A., New Orleans
Firkins, Marva Jan, Shepherdsville
Fitzgerald, Patrick William, Lexington
Fleming, Cynthia F.·, Tampa, FL
Frederick, Angela Tierney", Charleston, WV
Friley, Christopher Charles, Catlettsburg
Fugazzi, Dana Carol, Lexington
Gallagher, Christopher Winter··, Lexington
Gardner, John Lowrey", Lexington
Garlough, Carlton Elias, Jr.", Fort Thomas
Geran, Jennifer M., Lexington
Gibbs. Lisa Michele, Louisville
Giles, Karen Sue Davis, Pensacola, FL
Gilliam, Dotty J .•• , Louisville
Gilliland, Charles Samuel->, Stanford
Gilmore, Sandra Louise"", Perry Park
Girdler, Joseph Steven, London
Glunk, Ulrike, Singen, Germany
Edward Thomas, Harrodsburg
Grant, Thomas Wayne, Lexington
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Gray, Leslie Byrons ", Louisa
Gray, Susan Louise?", Nicholasville
Grice, Douglas Lynn, Vine Grove
Grimes, Diane Susan, Lexington
Grohmann, John Gregory"", Louisville
Grunelsen, Karen
Gurley, Jeffrey Wayne"", Independence
Haffner, George Anne Pellettieri, Lexington
Hamilton, Lisa Marlev", Elizabethtown
Hammack, Susan Lynne", Winchester
Hanna, Thomas Cotton", Lexington
Hardcastle, Cheryl Ann, Bowling Green
Harmon, Lyle Scott", Lexington
Harmon, Mona B.··, Chillicothe, OH
Harmon, Myra Leigh, Chillicothe, OH
Harrell, Deborah Annette, Leitchfield
Harris, Anthony Creig, Manchester
Harville, Mary Lou, Uniontown
Hasegawa, Keikov'", Japan
Hassur, Pamela Jov'", Lexington
Helton, Robert H., III, London
Hendren, Harriett Jean, Harrodsburg
Hendrickson, Mark Harold?", Lexington
Herald, Darrell A., Jackson
Hettel, Lauren Jean, Lexington
Hill, Amona Lisa, Plainfield, NJ
Hodge, Stephen Lloyd, Owensboro
Holbrook, Chris··, Soft Shell
Holder, Barry Keith, Jr., Frankfort
Holloran, Daniel Coulbourn, Sturgis
Hopper, Vicki Jane, Barbourville
Hudson, Deborah Lynn", Clayhole
Hughes, Cheryl Lynn":", Somerset
Hughes, Wade M., Frankfort
Hulse, Cynthia Beth?", Lexington
Hurt, Johnny Scott", Pikeville
Hyatt, Martha Helen, Prospect
Imredy, Andrea Veronica, Lexington
Jackson, David Andrew, Frankfort
Jafarzadeh, Tatiana, Lexington
Jamison, Monroe, Lexington
Jarrell, Jackie Dwayne. Dana
Jett, Stephen Howell, Versailles
Johnson, Benjamin Clay, Lexington
Johnson, Lisa Lee, Lexington
Jordan, Rebecca Lee, Ironton, OH
Kahn, Paige Kenney, Lexington
Kane, Timothy Elwin, Aurora, IL
Kanya, David Scott, Lexington
Kaplan, Ronald Saul, Elizabethtown
Keller, Katherine Robinson, Frankfort
Kelley, Lisa Carlie, Cincinnati, OH
Kendrick, Cynthia Lynn, Lexington
Kennedy, Elizabeth Ann, Frankfort
Khayat, Fred Fuad, Lexington
Kirol, Bernard George", New Castle, PA
Kissling, Sarah Fitzgerald, Lexington
Koby, Charles Lawrence, Louisville
Kroger, Elizabeth Ann, Union
Landers, Michelle Coulter, Stanford
Larkin, Lucian Carden":", Glasgow
Lentz, Lisa Ruth, Louisville
Lewis, Linda K., Fort Knox
Looney, Patricia Ann, Louisville
Loucks, Nancy Barrett, Lexington
Lowell, Mary Woodall, Lexington
Lucas, K. Lance, Florence
Lyon, James William, Jr., Ashland
Lyons, Thomas Christopher, Frankfort
Mackey, Libby L. •• , Elizabethtown
Maldonado, Luis Antonio, Ponce, Puerto Rico
Mandelbaum, Marjory Eileen, Lexington
Marsh, Kevin Scottv", Cynthiana
Marshall, Monica Jo'", Sadieville
Mason, William Grant'?", Radcliff
Maxberry, William, Jr. •• , Lexington
McBeath, Patricia Lynn Godfrey"", Lexington
McBeath, Valerie Jean, Radcliff
McCoy, Shana Camille, Munfordville
McCreary, David Ray, Harlan
McGee, John David, Germantown
McGlothlen, Coudon Allon, Des Moines, IA
McLorg, Penelope Ann, Toronto Canada,
Canada
McMurdo, Carol Wehr··, Lexington
Meade, David Clayton", Ashland
Miller, Howard Wilson, Nicholasville
Mills, K. Erin, Reed
Minter, Catherine Ann Laganoskyv",
Lexington
Minton, Sherri Lynnv", Cincinnati, OH
Minton, Susan Ann, Paducah
Mitchell, Cathy Ann, Spottsville
Moore, Charles Robert, Ballwin, MO
Moore, Teresa Jayne", Paducah
Moore, William Jesse, Louisville
Moosnick, Gregory Matthew, Lexington
Moradshahj, Naz'", Iran
Morgan, Robin Michelle, Louisville
Murphy, Brent Alan, Louisville
Murphy. John Douglas, Somerset
Mynear, Daniel Dwayne, Lexington
Nasar, Naheed Syed'?", Lexington
Neal, James Foster, Nashville
Nebiyeloul, Theodros Kine
Neff, Marijana B.·
Nichols, Michael W.··, Munfordville
Noel, William Keith, Florence
Norman, Madonna Jean, Freeburn
Ochsenbein, Johnnye ", Radcliff
Den, Hongslan", Miami, FL
Offenheiser, William
Oppenheimer, Charles David. Ashland
Orr, Michael David, Lexington
Osborne, Sandra Dee, Paintsville
Osenton, Susan Carol. Lexington
Owens, Kimberly Ann, Lexington
Owens, Patricia Lynn, Lexington
Oxnard, John W,
Padilla. Ramon Jr, Radcliff
Page, Bradly Weldon·, Denver, CO
Paige, Kathy Rosezell, Munfordville
Palmer, Gwendolyn. Radcliff
Parrish. William Hockaday". Paris
Pauer, Gyula Istvans ", Lexington
Pechanek, Karin Dimocke ", Endwell, NY
Peden. Tracy Cooke-e. Louisville
Pellegrini. Valerie Jean, Louisville
Petrey, Landman Calvins ", Lexington
Peyton, Mary, Lexington
Pierce, Ralph E.··, Lexington
Pitts, Rhonda Kaye Gilbert, Vine Grove
Plock, Dwight David, Louisville
Porter, Sandra Elaine, Lexington
Potter, William Allen, Raceland
Powell, Barry Cades'"
Press, Lowell Henken, Lexington
Preston, Lucinda Gail, Lexington
Price, Mary Bllens ", Russellville
Rawlings, John Thomas, Jr., Frankfort
Ray, Deborah A" Irving, TX
Raybourn, Carole Ann, Versailles
Razor, Rick Allen, Bethel
Reid, Kyle Freemanv", Champaign, IL
Reucroft, Lisa Marie, Lexington
Richardson, Roxanne, Lexington
Rippetoe, Sandra Elaine, Russell Springs
Robbins. LeRoy A.··, Hartford City, IN
Roberts, Elizabeth Ann Sisks>, Mortons Gap
Robertson, Clint H., Gainesville, VA
Rock, Kristine Dawn, Montvale, NJ
Rosenbalm, A. J., III··, Middlesborough
Rouholiman, Abdol Mohammad, Lexington
Ryan, Perry Thomas, Hardinsburg
Saenz, Monique Antoinette J" Lexington
Sallee, Brett Harley", Louisville
Sanders, Ann Clayton'", Lexington
Schleicher, Charles Owen, Lexington
Schneider, Laura Lee, Lexington
Schrand, J ames Roger, Florence
Schrodt, Christopher Joseph, Louisville
Scisco, Peter Leone, Lexington
Scott, Samuel Alexander, Pittsburgh, PA
Senninger, Tina Marie, Louisville
Sharp, John Albert, Lexington
Shumate, Gregory Scot, Fort Wright
Simmons, Virginia Ashley, Glasgow
Simpson, Cindy J., Georgetown
Smith, Connie Sue, Louisville
Smith, James Aaron, Jr,··, Owensboro
Smith, Randolph Louis, Hampton, VA
Smith, Shirley Ann Hammons", Waynesburg
Southard, Robert Allen, Owensboro
Spencer, Oliver Wade, Phoenix, AZ
Squires, Paul William, Kingmont, WV
Stafford, Shelley Leigh", Kevil
Stern, Thomas A .• Lexington
Stokes, Wheeler Jack, Nicholasville
Stooksbury, Dena Carol, Hopkinsville
Story, Jeffrey Reed, Houston, TX
Street, Tammie Denises ", Corbin
Taaffe, Deborah Marie Kuehne, Lexington
Tao, Cathy Ann, Lexington
Taylor, Cinda Celia, Lexington
Taylor, Clark Jeffrey, Pineville
Taylor, Jeannie Caroline, Lexington
Terry, Dianes ", Lexington
Texas, Lori Ann, Louisville
Thaden, Tracey Jo··, Madison, IN
Theiss, Karen Krieger?", Shelbyville
Thomas, Terrie Suzzette'?", Russell Springs
Thornton, Wilma Kaye"", Lexington
Tilley, Emestines ", Fleming
Travis, Thomas Lee, Glasgow
Traylor, Kimberly Michelle Phillips, Princeton
Treffers, Tamira Suzanne":", Eindhoven,
Netherlands
Tripp, Christiane Renee, Louisville
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Tucker, Raffaella", Vine Grove
Vaughn, Melissa Preston, Knoxville, TN
Virgin, Keith Watson, Grayson
Vittitow. James I., Jr., New Haven
Vogele, David C.·, Lexington
Walls, Deborah Ann, Lebanon
Walls, James Michael, Paris
Ward, David Houston, Louisville
Ward. Donald Lee, Milton
Ward, Matthew Reed, Auburn, AL
Watson, Michelle Combs'?", Ashland
Watts, Douglas Hillerichv", Louisville
Webb, Brian W., New Lenox, IL
Webb, Lori Susan, Louisville
Wegrzyn, Joseph Franklin", Ermine
Wells, Stacy Anne", Nashville, TN
Wesly, Lois··, Lexington
West, Brian Fenton, Radcliff
Wheatley, Lillian Delitba, Louisville
White, Michael Barclay, Perryville
Whitfield, John David", Fort Thomas
Williams, Doug Gerald", Burlington
Williams, Mary Beth, Crestview
Williamson, Betsy J .••• Louisville
Winegardner. David Keith·, Lincoln, IL
Wingate, Diana t.ee-v, Bowling Green
Wingate, Lela Jean'", Bowling Green
Witt, Annettev", Lexington
Wood, Patsy Jean, Glasgow
Worell, Wendy Ellen·, Lexington
Wyatt. Brian Cobb, Paducah
York. Hershael Wallace, Lexington
Zegart, Carey M., Louisville
Bachelor of General Studies
Adkins, Henry Gene", Isonville
Anderson, Richard T. C.··. Lexington
Arnold, Catherine Teresa, Danville
Arnold, Susan Renee, Beattyville
Babaturk, Huseyin Husnu, Nicholasville
Baker. Nathan Wade. Blackey
Barnett. Gary Olen", Lexington
Beal. Richard Cornell. Covington
Blackburn, Gregory D.·, Pikeville
Boone, Larry Daniel. Louisville
Borden, Catherine Holmes, Lexington
Bowen. Vickie Linette, Shively
Bowie. Samuel Paul, Lebanon. PA
Boyd, Mary Clark. Lexington
Brown. Robert Kevin, Greenville
Congleton, Sarah Gunnelle", Barbourville
Dudley. Elizabeth Muir, Louisville
Foley. Frances Kathleen'?", Lexington
Garrett, Danita Kay··, Somerset
Goff, Barry Francis, Bardstown
Hale, Charolette Boggs, London
Hall, Gregory V" Tompkinsville
Hall, Jay Hunter, Whitesburg
Hall, Kevin Terrances ", Crestwood
Harlan. Joe 0.·. Chamblee, GA
Herrington, Mary Chenault", Lexington
Hodskins, James Paul, Radcliff
Hoffman, Stanley Ray, Whitesburg
Hornbeck, Kirk Charles, Louisville
Hutton. Bonnie J .• , Lexington
Isaacs, Melody Ann", Louisville
Kandt, Robert W. ", Lockport, NY
Katz, Gregg Edward, Lexington
Kennedy, Douglas Martin, Lexington
Kirk, Raymond Arthur", Lexington
Lucas, Michael Lee", Wurtland
Majority, Michael Joseph, Whitesburg
Marshall, Phillip Bridges, Georgetown
Martin, Barbara Princess Acree, Eastern
McDonald, Jessie Edna"
McDonald, Todd Anthony?", Louisville
McKenzie, William Shelton, Flemingsburg
Meador, Bruce Lee
Meadows, Lorelei Lyons
Miller, Mark Thomas, Elsmere
Molls, Andrew Paul", Parma, OH
Morris, Steven Scott, Lexington
Naiser, Terri Lynn, Louisville
Nelson, John F. **, Ashland
Ramsey, Scott Keith, Lexington
Rayfield, Kenneth Wayne, Lexington
Sarakatsannis, Stephanie Ann, Fort Thomas
Shine, Lisa Templemanv'", Nicholasville
Shoemaker, Alan Thomas", Lexington
Sims, Hugh Byron, 111*,Lexington
Snarr, John W., Lexington
Stewart, Justice Stanley", Louisville
Stoess, D. Scott", Lagrange
Taylor. Phillip Gowin, Lexington
Taylor, Scott Andrew, Paducah
Trinkle, Evan Jay
Verderber, Charles Jense ", Lexington
Walker, Mark Hansfordv"
Walker, Vickie Lynn, Barbourville
Walp, Michael Dean, Salem, OR
Watson, Allan L., Miami, FL
Webb, Ronald G. "", Columbia
Wigger, Doug Lee" ", Fort Mitchell
Wilson, Donna Jane, Fort Knox
Winer, Alexandra Janice", Lexington
Bachelor of Science
Adams, Thomas Jeffrey, Somerset
Alkhoja, Susan Nabil, Lexington
Allara, Frank Winfred, Jr., Forest Hills
Allen, Scott Randall, Paducah
Ammon, Patricia Kay, Lexington
Arnold, Rustin Ray, Lexington
Austin, Samuel Gower", Hopkinsville
Baker, Teresa Ann", Vine Grove
Baldock, Steven Hugh, Louisville
Ballard, Danny Ray", Campbellsville
Baluyut, Arthur Ramirez, Peru, IN
Bard, Stephen James, Lexington
Barnett, Mark David, Taylorsville
Barrett, Mark Brendan, Louisville
Bass, Gerald Lynn, Louisville
Baylor, George Montgomery, Charleston, WV
Bell, Dennis R., Jr., Lexington
Bell, Mark Alexander, Lexington
Belza, Robert Allen, Louisville
Berling, Michael James", Edgewood
Bertram, Martin Dean, Munfordville
Blanke, David Paul", Cincinnati
Boardman, Barbara Lynn, Severna Park, MD
Bobo, Douglas L.., Henderson
Bodkin, Frank Mount, Bardwell
Bogle, Carol Leay", Louisville
Boone, Joseph Richard, Saint Louis, MO
Borders, John 0.", Somerset
Boyd, Timothy Edward"
Brammell, Timothy Duane", Grayson
Branson, Stephen Allen, Henderson
Breeding, Van Stanley, Isom
Brennan, Gerard Paul", Corbin
Brent, James Marshall", Somerset
Brockman, George Weatherford, IV,
Henderson
Brooks, Mark Emery, Radcliff
Brown, Darryl Nicholas", Lexington
Brown, Thomas Markham, Lexington
Bunch, Gary Milton, Lexington
Burke, Teresa Faye", Paintsville
Burrows, Amy Marie, Louisville
Burton, Michael Leon", Stanton
Bush, David Keith, Ashland
Callihan, Richard Leslie, Jr., Ashland
Cambron, Laurence Delmen, Louisville
Carlin, Richard Bryan", Louisville
Carter, Kenneth Robert, Georgetown
Caudill, Robert Scott, Frankfort
Cazin, Kimberly Fay, Russell
Cerjak, David Michael", Henderson
Clark, Linda Carol", Lexington
Collins, Kevin Lee, Ashland
Cook, Steven Douglas, Brandenburg
Cooper, Betty Jane, Lexington
Cordray, Jon Palmer", Lexington
Cottle, Daniel Lee, Portsmouth, OH
Cox, Vickie Carlton, Louisville
Croley, Steven Wayne, Russell
Davis, Bill, Corbin
Dawers, Nancye Helen, Frankfort
de St. Jorre, Louise", Lexington
De Venuto, Joseph Louis", Louisville
Del.and, Sarah Marie Cadden, Lexington
DeLong, Larry Mark, Van Lear
Dickens, George Randall", Ashland
Dodd, Patrick M.", Bowling Green
Dosch, Keith William, Fort Thomas
Dott, Robert Haag, Louisville
Druggan, Terrance Lee", Lexington
Dunbar, Alisa Duann, Lexington
Dunn, Cathy Ann, Lexington
DuPont, Annette Clara, Lexington
Dutton, Ronald Bradley, Versailles
Eberhart, Edith Clare, Madison, WI
Edwards, Earnest Ashley", Lexington
Elzey, William Charles, Lexington
Engle, Constance Elaine, Morgan Hill, CA
Ennis, Anthony Donald, Louisville
Enochs, Kathryn Elizabeth":", Lexington
Epling, Pearlie Kay, Matewan, WV
Erwin, Phillip Daniel, Jr.", Ashland
Evans, David Howard", Richmond
Ferguson, Sarah Elizabeth, Lexington
Fisher, Charles Franklin, Lexington
Fitzgerald, Jeffrey Lee
Fleischer, Dana Elizabeth", Lexington
Forbes, Douglas MacArthur··, Lexington
Foreman, Clay Shields, Louisville
Foy, Barbara Maddrell, Danville
Fraim, Elliot Preston, Paintsville
Galvin, James Patrick, Jr., Lexington
Garland, Budde Ray", Paducah
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Garten, Lynna Jo, Lexington
Garvey, Mark Jeffery, Louisville
Goggins, Denise Diane", Louisville
Gowins, John Eric, Berea
Griffin, Neal Lloyd, Louisville
Haggard, Mary Ellen Stevens, Lexington
Hail, Mark Edward, Shelbyville
Hamm, Jamie Lynn, Brooksville
Hanks, (i:"'lyson Chichester, III, Louisville
Hansen, Ingrid Alice", Louisvil1e
Hardin, Lucian Bartley, Inez
Harmon, Troy McGee, Lexington
Harris, Dennis Zackery", Augusta, GA
Hasan, Shirinv", Lexington
Hawkins, Brian Louis, Louisville
Hays, Douglas Earl", Lexington
Hensley, Charles David", Cincinnati, OH
Herndon, Leigh Ann", Lexington
Hewlett, Mark Edward", Corbin
Hicks, Len, Bardstown
Hightower, Paul Logan, Lexington
Hill, Philip Donald", Morganfield
Hilton, Janice whelan", Elizabethtown
Holmes, Jana Dawn, Lexington
Howard, John David", Pineville
Howard, Robert Smith, II, Harlan
Huey, Anne Marcele", Walton
Imagi, Yuko, Tokyo, Japan
Ingram, Elizabeth Ann, Danville
Isham, Matthew Albert", Elizabethtown
Jackson, Helena Adams, Hopkinsville
Jackson, Jean Marie, Owensboro
Jackson, LeeAnne", Lexington
Janes, Timothy Brooks", Lexington
Jenkins, Connie Websterv", Lexington
Jones, Diane Kay, Bowling Green
Jones, Mia Edgar, Lexington
Jordan, Mark A., Louisville
Kaelin, Donna Marie", Owensboro
Kareiva, Karen Ann, Lexington
Kee, Anthony Scott, Oldtown
Keller, Rebecca Lloyd, Fort Wright
Kelley, Catherine Leith Turner", Lexington
Keown, Charles Gregory", Bowling Green
King, Diane Louise, Erlanger
Kirk, James Douglas, II, Catlettsburg
Kirk, Ken Eugene, Lexington
Kirol, Bernard George", New Castle, PA
Knowles, Linda Ellen, Lexington
Ledford, Jennifer Ann, Louisville
Lester, Derwin Gerald, Lexington
Levin, Linda Kay", Indianapolis, IN
Long, Karen Holtzclaw", Stanford
Loy, Janet Sue, Columbia
Major, Mark Edward, Somerset
Malkin, Emanuel David Scott, Louisville
Mayerchak, Michael Joseph, Cumberland
McClure, Wanda Lee", Jamestown
McCormick, Carol Hansen, Lexington
McGuire, Paula Leann, Lexington
McKee, William Neil", Dyersburg, TN
McKnight, Steven Douglas", Lexington
McMahan, Thomas Monroe, Elizabethtown
Meagher, Mark H., Louisville
Meece, David Rodney, Somerset
Mehs, Steven M., Sadieville
Meyerratken, Sharon Ann, Crestview Hills
Middleton, Johnny LaRue, Harlan
Miller, Alice Marie, Elizabethtown
Miller, John Edwin, Ashland
Minton, Stephen Craig, Louisville
Mojesky, Sandra Royalty, Bardstown
Moore, Taresa Marie Hays", Lexington
Mudd, Phillip Gregory, Louisville
Murphy, Todd William, Edgewood
Narramore, David Adams, McRoberts
Nielsen, Elizabeth B., Lexington
Nitschke, Karen Sue?", Paducah
Noble, Anthony Todd, Jackson
Norris, Nan Elizabeth, Glasgow
Norris, Scott Alan, Louisville
Nuss, James William, Maysville
Oakes, Rodney Jason, Nancy
O'Donnell, James Robert'?", Johannesburg,
South Africa
Oliver, Grace E. Cox-», Gravel Switch
Olliges, Susan Jude, Plattsburgh, NY
Paige, Carlton Damon, Greenville
Patterson, Kaye Michelle Gilliam, Lexington
Pauley, Robert, Jr., Hardy
Peek, Edith Jo Rodgers, Elizabethtown
Penton, Alice Marie, Louisville
Perkins, Walter Dean, Earlington
Perkinson, Sandra Janes>, Lagrange
Pilger, Jeffrey Michael, Fort Mitchell
Pope, Michael Edward", Barbourville
Poteet, James Conway, Hodgenville
Powell, Christopher Allen"", Richmond
Price, Janet Leigh'?", Lexington
Raione, Elsie Gail Parton'", Lenoir City, TN
Ray, Annmarie, Ceredo, WV
Ray, Wendy Lynn, Greensboro, NC
Rodgers, Ruby Darline", Paducah
Rogers, Denise Ann, Owensboro
Romano, Jennifer Eileen, Louisville
Ross, Dawn Elizabeth", Lexington
Rowe, Louis Paul, Jr., Florence
Rucker, Paul Douglass?",Webbville
Russell, Stephan Christopherv", Paducah
Sales, John Scott, Louisville
Schrader, Shannon Ray, Frankfort
Schulte, John Glenn, Bellevue
Searles, MaryAnn, Flemington, NJ
Sein, Michael, Jackson
Sells, Stephen Freds ", Elizabethtown
Shaut, Mark S., Louisville
Sheen, Vida Dee, Lexington
Shen, Tung", Maryland
Shinozaki, Naoshi, Nikko Tochigi, Japan
Simmons, John David, Owensboro
Sims, Robert Edwin, Flemingsburg
Skonicki, Christopher Robin, Louisville
Sloane, Kelley Anne, Lexington
Slonaker, Deborah Maries>, Lexington
Smith, Randall David, Winchester
Smith, Stephanie Jane, Louisville
Spahn, Gregory Lee, Harrodsburg
Spisak, Stephen Joseph?", Covington
Stilz, Kathryn R. Powers?", Lexington
Stoll, Scott Thomase ", Lexington
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Stormzand, Susan Renees", Lowell, MI
Tamer, Celeste Marie, Middlesboro
Taylor, Alan wade-", Pineville
Thompson, Laura Anne, Paris
Tipton, Kevin Dale", Lexington
Ton-That, Hoa Tran
Tonthat, Lucng"", Lexington
Townsley, Ginger Chuquita, Paducah
Toy, Brian Keith, Henderson
Trail, Patricia Marie Mitchell, Lexington
VanHook Herbert Lynn, Nicholasville
Vincent, Martin Cullen, Greenville
Vogel-Essex, Judith Ellen, Lexington
Warren, Lori Lynn, Louisville
Warren, Samuel Mackenzie, Lexington
Webb, Thomas Richard··, Jenkins
Wellman, Marabeth, Frankfort
Wheeler, Dana Wesley", Ashland
Whelan, Mary Lee, Louisville
Wilkes, Donna Jo, Morristown, TN
Williams, Brian Donnelly, Huntington, WV
Wilson, Dana Pagev", Shelbyville
Wittwer, Ann Elaine, Louisville
Wolz, Glenn Edward, Louisville
Wood, Mervin Gale, Jr., Germantown
Workman, Patricia Todd, Clinton
Wright, Richard, Louisville
Wyatt, Sarah Evelyn, Mayfield
Wylie, Darryl Lynn, Winchester
Yancey, Deborah Lorraine, Lexington
Young, Ralph Duncan, Leitchfield
•
College of Agriculture
Dean: Charles E. Barnhart
Bachelor of Science
in Agriculture
Addington, Kevin Dale", Elizabethtown
A'Heam, Donald Farrell, Cincinnati, OH
Alvey, Jack Linus, Calhoun
Andersen, Eric Paul, Prospect
Appelman, David Robert, Augusta, GA
Armstrong, Kevin Scott, Shelbyville
Averbeck, David Joseph, Edgewood
Barnett. Kelly Elaine Dellinger?", Huntsville,
AL
Barron, Gregory A.··, Eubank
Batcher, Michelle Marie, Paducah
Beam, Lesley V.··. Bardstown
Beaven, Gerard Raymond", Loretto
Begley, Mark J .... Dayton, OH
Bingham, Donna Sue". Kuttawa
Blackburn, Robert Alan, Florence
Bosse, Robert Paul, Louisville
Bracbey, Mary Courtney. Louisville
Brown, Melodie Ruth, Catlettsburg
Brown, Michael Terry, Louisville
Buckingham, Keith Walton", Hopkinsville
Butler, Jill Marlenia, Harned
Carter, Jerry Wayne, Danville
Cassell, Cary Allan, Louisville
Chowning, Gina Marie", Lexington
Clark, Barry Neal, Lebanon
Cogdill, Andrew Eldon", Bardstown
Collins, Kimberly Lynnv", Worthington
Combs, David Wesley, Louisville
Cooper, John Newton", Unionville, TN
Cornett, Sharon Sumner, Hazard
Cottell, Mary Ellen, Mason, OH
Crespo, Mario Alberto, Lexington
Crowe, Gerald David, Somerset
Custer, Carolyn Sue, Horse Cave
Dalton, Timothy Rankin"", Monticello
Danhauer, Mark Joseph, Morganfield
Davis, Edgar E., Monticello
Denham, Thomas Mallory, Maysville
Downs, William Ross, Jr··, Boston
Drury, William Bryanv", Owensboro
Duckworth, Michael Glenn, Cynthiana
DuPont, Annette Clara, Lexington
Durham, Richard Earl", Stanford
Duvall, Ronald E., Jr., Shelbyville
Ebelhar, Kenneth Lynn, Owensboro
Eff, Catha Elaine, Louisville
Evans, Byron Wade, Livermore
Flynn, Mary Elizabeth, Fort Wright
Forshee, Jeffery Joe?", Franklin
Fox, Deborah Lynn", Danville
Frech, Miguel Antonio, Guatemala,
Guatemala
Garrett, Jennifer Lynn, Franklin
Garyotis, Corey L., Finleyville, PA
Gaul, Nancy Ann**, Berrien Springs, Ml
Gettinger, Connie L., Florence
Givens, Eric Drew, Central City
Goggin, Joseph Tate, Danville
Goodrich, Dirk Brlan"", Winchester
Gordon, Denise Ann, Piqua, OH
Graetz, Glenn Stuart, Nicholasville
Greene, Deborah Joan?", Groton, NY
Greenwell, Glenn Lee, Rineyville
Greenwell, James Christopher, Morganfield
Grimes, Linda Kathleen, Lexington
Hagan, Timothy W., Midway
Hahn, Anne Taylorv", Bloomfield
Hall, Daniel Lloyd, Scottsville
Hamilton, Anthony Wayne, Springfield
Hart, Fred Haynes, Princeton
Hasfurder, Lisa Lyn, Eminence
Hatton, Joseph T., Louisville
Hauman, Melinda A., Mount Sterling
Hayden, Ronald Keavin, Owensboro
Heard, Phillip Holton", Louisville
Heidel, Richard Dean, Independence
Hickerson, Keith Todd"", Clinton
Hieneman, Daniel Ray, Greenup
Hill, Wilbur Mark, Jr., Versailles
Hubbuch, Charles Edward"", Louisville
Huber, Cindy E., Hatboro, PA
Huesing, Joseph Edwin, Jr.
Ingram, Ronnie Darnell, Charlestown, IN
Jeffries, Steven Kent, New Castle
Kamer, Carol Frances, Louisville
Kanaly, Thomas Frank, Morganfield
Keene, David Howard, Bardstown
Keeney, Christine Ann?", Paducah
Kennaday, Timothy Perry, Princeton
Kittinger, John Kevin, Russellville
Knifley, Teresa":", Campbellsville
Krechting, Mary S.·*, Independence
Lanham, Edward Leon, Jr., Gravel Switch
Latham, Mitchell Wayne, Albany
Lawrence, William Gordon, Jr., Cadiz
Lee, Edward Scotty, Hodgenville
Loy, Alan Dale, Russell Springs
Maggard, James Paul", Lexington
Magori, Tom David**, Njoro, Kenya
Mann, Randy Leev", Williamstown
Marcum, Stanton Todd, Lexington
Marsh, Robert Dudley, Berea
Martin, Lincoln Wesley, Paducah
Mattingly, Michael Mark"", Lebanon
Mattingly, Richard Aubin, Rineyville
Mattingly, Thomas Wayne, Springfield
McCarty, Debra Faye, Hopkinsville
McCauley, Patricia Lynne, Cynthiana
McCloskey, William Bernard, Ill, Bardstown
McClure, John Rutledge, Jr.*·, Louisville
McCormick, Gary Leev", Ashland
McCracken, Sheri Anns ", Louisville
McCubbin, Mark LaRue, Hodgenville
McGehee, Martha Ann, Brandenburg
McGuffey, Gary Leew, Campbellsville
Mcintire, Charles Bernard, Bardstown
McRay, Julie Marjorie, Springfield
Meade, Mark Alan, Ashland
Medley, Lydia Barber, Springfield
Middendorf, James Thomas, Jr., Edgewood
Miller, Betty Sue, Manchester, OH
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Minor, John Howard, Campbellsville
Mitchell, Douglas Marshall, Louisville
Moore, Eric Robert, Lexington
Morgan, Jeffery Todd", Vine Grove
Mulholland, John Patrick" *, Georgetown
Newcomb, Mark David, Louisville
Newcomb, Terry Glenn, Lebanon
Norman, Doug Andrew, Louisville
Nunley, Vesta Tullis'", Lexington
Orr, Duane Alan, Muncy, PA
Owens, William Joseph"", Owensboro
Parker, Benjamin Rapier, Louisville
Perraut, Dolores M.·, Cynthiana
Phillips, Douglas Andrew", Louisville
Pillow, James Robert, Clinton
Pillow, Lea Ann Craig'?", Versailles
Poole, Ronald Wayne, Taylorsville
Porter, Matthew Christian, Louisville
Price, Sherr! Diane, Liberty
Pulliam, Rebecca Jane, Shelbyville
Raque, Rick A., Louisville
Reynolds, Roy D. "". Rockcastle, CO
Roberts, Katherine Lynn", Georgetown
Roberts, Philip Benjamin, Philpot
Robinson, Bonnie Jean Reid, Georgetown
Roggenkamp, Sally Lewis, North Augusta, SC
Russell, Cynthia Laine, Hopkinsville
Shafer, Brian Christopher"?", Anderson, SC
Shanklin, Donna Reneev'", Elkton
Shartle, Tony Robert, Lexington
Shely, John Alfreds ", Taylorsville
Shepard, Sharon Louise, Marietta, OH
Shewmaker, James M. "", Springfield
Smith, Laurel Ann*·, Louisville
Snead, Linda Diane, Lexington
Sons, Jerry Ray, Cerulean
Stefani, Greg D.·, Cincinnati, OH
Stephens, Theresa M.··, Metropolis, IL
Stratton, Kenneth Ray, Lawrenceburg
Stull, Brian Lee, Sebree
Sullivan, Leslie EIIen, Brooksville
Sutherland, Robert Dean, Bedford
Taghizadeh, A. Marta Susan Sparks, Louisville
Taul, David Lewis, Cecilia
Thomas, Mark Alane", Elizabethtown
Thomas, Sheena Laverne, Russellville
Thomas, Vincent Joseph, Morganfield
Tingle, Timothy Owen'?", Crestwood
Travelsted, James Brent'?", Alvaton
Tubman, Eugenia R. B.·, Centreville, MD
Turpen, Joel Howardv", Nancy
Underwood, Brian Ray, Elizabethtown
Wack, Patricia Bernadette, Lexington
Wade, Steven Ray, Glendale
Wadlington, James Carney", Shelbyville
Wadlington, Michael Joe, Sturgis
Walker, John H., Dayton, OH
Wallingford, Edward Davidv'", Louisville
Weaver, Douglas Paul, Stuarts Draft, VA
Weinberger, Glen Allenv'", Versailles
Wells, Allison Kay, Georgetown
Wells, Walter Scouw, Lexington
Wenninger, James Marcus, Hartford, WI
Whitaker, Carla D., West Liberty
Whitaker, Stephen Hiramv'", Tyner
Whittle, Steven Matthew, Louisville
Whitworth, Paul Mitchell, Shepherdsville
Wilkey, Donald Eugene, Liberty
Willard, Peter Bryanv'", Frankfort
Willett, Gregory Scott, Morganfield
Wise, Neville Townsend", Nicholasville
Witt, Douglass Clay, Paris
Wood, Robert N.··. Louisville
Wornall, Hume Payne, Paris
Wright, Amy Ruth's", Mayfield
Bachelor of Science
in Food Science
Arnold, Robert Alan**, Cold Spring
Bach, Gerald R., Independence
Cain, Judith Anne":", Stanford
Couture, Renee Alison?", Danville
Ewedemi, Adebanjo Olufemi**, Nigeria
Ewing, Karen Kay, Madisonville
Hnat, Kathleen Marie, Pittsburgh
Marsh. Jack Daniel, Cynthiana
Salamie, Gabriel Lewis, S Charleston, WV
Bachelor of Science
in Forestry
Allard, Daniel Patrick'", Lewisport
Bailey, William Robert, Jr.··, Elizabethtown
Baker, Debra Marla", Patriot. OH
Blackburn, Buford Dalev", Georgetown
Blanford, Steven Jerrel, Owensboro
Blythe, Thomas S."", Lexington
Brown, Steven Lloyd, Frankfort
Caudill. Sandra Diana**, Flemingsburg
Combs, Sarah Jane, Louisville
Gentry, David Lynn"
Gough, James A., III, Chicago, IL
Jackson, David", Salyersville
Johnson, Shirlea Ann, Louisville
Jones, Daniel Lee, Mebane, NC
Kayse, Stephen Craig**, Cincinnati, OH
Makowski, Robert Carl"", Lexington
Miller, Michael M.·, Milwaukee, WI
Moss, Stuart Alan?", Oak Hill, WV
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Nevins, Christopher Glenn**, Pewee Valley
Ratliff, Jeffrey Thomass ", Louisville
Renneker, Gerald Paul", Ashland
Rhein, Bradley rames-». Cincinnati, OH
Sheehan. Timothy K.·. Louisville
Smith. Barry Lee, Independence
Whyte. Todd Christopher, Louisville
Williamson, Kenneth Lee", Paintsville
Bachelor of Science
in Landscape Architecture
Collier, Kenneth Hart, Lexington
Crice, Rodney Lynn, Basking Ridge, NJ
Davis. Allen Monroe, Radcliff
Durbin, Mark Lee. Louisville
Feldkamp, Mark Edwin", Louisville
Huron, Sherry J., Maysville
Jansen, Richard Bryan, Florence
McConnell, Edward C.**, Erie, PA
Mettens, Gregory Mark, Fort Thomas
Rutledge, Jennifer Jane, Dayton, OH
Schrage, Kathleen Marie, Louisville
Weber, Richard John. Lexington
College of Engineering
Dean: Ray M. Bowen
Bachelor of Science in
Agricultural Engineering
Adams, Anthony Clay, Burgin
Baxter, Linda Karenv", Glasgow
Darst, Gregory Lynn, Louisville
Henson, Robert Allan, Lexington
Neely, David E.", Somerset
Osborn, Gregory Scott, Charleston, WV
Salamanca, Juan Carlos, Bogota, Colombia
Taghizadeh-Alamdari. Kazemv'", Tehran, Iran
Williams, Todd Greg, Danville
Winner, Presley William". Frankfort
Bachelor of Science in
Chemical Engineering
Ashby, Dale Morris. Baldwinsville. NY
Baker, Todd Alan, Cold Spring
Baliker, Ken Richard, Allentown, PA
Bennett, Steven Johnv", Villa Hills
Bishop, Teresa G.·, Lexington
Boggs, Mark Merdie, Ashland
Boyce, Craig Scott, Lexington
Brown, Paul Edward, Jr.··. Ashland
Chambers, Steven Lin", Paducah
Cooper. Cheryl Jane. Paducah
Copley. Deborah Kay, Lexington
Cox, David Aaron, Lexington
Dalton, Charles Michael, Liverpool, NY
Dickison, David Georgev'", Enon, OH
Dixon, Jonathan Barry, Ulvah
Elswick, Barry Vinston, Flatwoods
Engle, Stanley Earl, Louisville
Erickson, Ronald Dean, Lexington
Felty, Jarvey Eugene, Jr., Greenup
Haeri, Alireza, Iran
Hall, Jeffrey Alan, Calvert City
Haynes, Brian Townsend", Lexington
Hoskins, Darrell Wayne, Lexington
Hugan, Christopher English, Covington
Jackson, Robert Lee, Louisville
Johnson, Susan Lee, Owensboro
Ketron, Donald Joseph", Ashland
Kreger, Philip James, Louisville
Lam, Oi Lor, Lexington
Lee, Edward Won-Kyu, Lexington
Lee, Robin Kendall, Elizabethtown
List, James Victor, Erlanger
Luy, Mitchell Jack, Richmond
Maney, Jerry Russell, Louisville
Maxwell, Nancy Rita, Neptune, NJ
McKenzie, Stewart Kim, Fort Mitchell
O'Nan, Laura Lynnev'", Paducah
Pfeifer, Laura Jean, Louisville
Pitcock, Bartley Dee, Glasgow
Rabe, Paul Anthonyv", Verona
Ramsey, Paul Strange, Owensboro
Redmon, Martin Patrick, Somerset
Scott, David, Bowling Green
Sexton, Karen L., Louisville
Shelman, Logan Clay··, Irvington
Snyder, William Davidv", Russell
Stefanski, Kathleen Frances, Lexington
Surko, Paul Roger":", Taylor, MI
Taylor, Dana Jewell, Tollesboro
Thomas, Gerald Anthonyv", Henderson
Tilley, Henry Robert Lynnwood, Paducah
Vaughn, Michael Dalton, Benton
Voit, William Franklin, III, Lexington
Wilson, William Wayne, Rumsey
Winner, Elizabeth A., Frankfort
Wolford, Mary Paxton, Liberty
Zopff, David Luther'?", Lawrenceburg
Bachelar of Science
in Civil Engineering
Abbaspour, Davoudv", Roodsar Iran
Amato, David Samuel?", Frankfort
Anjumshoa, Massoud'?", Iran
Arafat, Samer Yahya, Nablus, Jordan
Barber, Wesley Theadore, Ashland
Bishop, Deborah Ann, Pleasant View
Boulos, Fouad Issam?", Beirut, Lebanon
Bowling, Anthony Eugene?", Hazard
Campbell, Robert E.··, Hazard
Carnal, Carol Ann, Holden, WV
Carter, Alan Marshall, Utica, OH
Cassady, Lawrence Wayne", Louisville
Castle, Diana Lynn, Paintsville
Choat, David Eric, Eddyville
Colburn, Roger Lee", Calvert City
Coleman, Suzette"", Pikeville
Criswell, Steven Dale?", Frankfort
Cummings, Stephen williamv", Louisville
Djavahersaze, Mohammad", Tabrize, Iran
Dohrman, Stewart Vance, Louisville
Doss, Paul David, Lexington
Edelen, Benedict Ryan"", Springfield
Flynn, Roy", Louisville
Fyffe, Rick S.··, Blaine
Gibson, James Edwin, Jenkins
Gilbert, William Curtis, Vine Grove
Greer, Daryl James, Eddyville
Guarderas, Pedro Jose, Ecuador
Hall, Kitty", Winchester
Hall, Scott Patrick, Richmond
Hamilton, Francis Richard, Ill, Georgetown
Hampton, Jackie, Pikeville
Hamrick, Brasil Ward, Jr., South Charleston,
WV
Hashemian, Seyed Javed?", Iran
Hebbeler, Gary Joseph?", Fort Wright
Howard, Athena Auvil", Parkersburg, WV
Ison, Nellie Kay Cornett, Skyline
Kazunas, Peter L., Louisville
Keller, Douglas James, Lexington
Keyes, Harold Phillip··, Hitchins
Knavel, Jeffrey Maurice, Lexington
Koller, Dewayne Jewellv", Philpot
Lavender, Timothy Rene, Hager Hill
Lindsay, David Fairfax, Maysville
Linville, James Thomas" ", Louisville
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Lockard, James Chapman'?", Hardin
Manci, Anthony Brian", Henderson
Manning, James Edward, Evarts
Mansoorifar, Sussan, Iran
Maynor, Jack Anthony, Louisville
McDonald, Brian David, Lexington
McIntosh, Philip Elbert, Jr.?", Somerset
Meade, Jerry L.•• , Elkhorn City
Meyer, Kelly Roch?", Louisville
Momenpour, Hooshang, Wheelwright
Montgomery, David Bradley", Maysville
Mullins, Daniel Craig?", Jenkins
Mundy, John H ... , Paducah
Murphy, Logan Dewaynev", Wellington
Neeley, Charles Edward", Prestonsburg
Porter, Patty Ann", Pikeville
Presnell, Randall Williamv", Florence
Quinonez, Juan Ernesto, San Salvador, El
Salvador
Rabiee, Ali, Esfahan-Iran
Rahardjo, Oenus'", Bandung, Indonesia
Ramezankhani, Reza", Tehran Iran
Rogers, Robert Leslie, Louisville
Salsman, James Michael'?", Bardstown
Sammons, Hugh", Prestonsburg
Schaub, Charles Patrick?", Lexington
Semones, Robert Terry", Frankfort
Semones, William Perry"", Frankfort
Shafaghi, Siamak, Tehran, Iran
Shaw, Terry Lee", Caneyville
Siahkoohi, Karim Alamdari?", Iran
Slade, Frank Steven", Paris
Smith, Annette Richardson'?", Lawrenceburg
Smith, Clifton Martin, Brandenburg
Smith, Joseph Michael, Louisville
Spyhalski, John H., Florence
Stacy, Gordon Bryant, Lexington
Steioff, Richard Joseph?", Allision Park, PA
Tyler, David P., Lexington
Vago, Grady Lewis'?", Olive Hill
VanBever, Glenn c., Pineville
Waters, Robert David", Huntington, WV
Williams, Thomas W., Harlan
Willis, Howard Markv", Florence
Woolum, Michael Allenv", Frankfort
Wright, Brian Keith", Frankfort
Zimmerman, Albert Hukle, Frankfort
Bachelor of Science in
Electrical Engineering
Allen, John Douglas, Lexington
Alley, Richard Kyle, Salt Lick
Ashby, Kenneth H., Jr., Hopkinsville
Badei, Babak, Tehran, Iran
Barnes, C. David, Jr."", Prospect
Bennett, Edward Clarke, Louisville
Bertram, John Ramon, Huntington, WV
Bertram, Randal Leev", Mount Sterling
Beyke, Maurice Antbony"", Whitesville
Bisotti, Frank Louis, Racine, WI
Blevins, Donald Wayne, Jr., Lexington
Bucher. Lloyd Keith. Richmond
Carroll. Douglas Layne. Louisville
Chrisman. James williamv", Berea
Clarke. David Smith. II. Lexington
Cline, James Lytle, Danville
Cochran. Linn Boyd. Jr., Paducah
Company. Mir Salaheddin", Lexington
Crowe, Donald Edward, Versailles
Curtis. Steven Donnells ", Louisville
Dang, Chinh V.··. Covington
Daniel. James Wade"", Frankfort
Day, Terry Dean, Whitesburg
Dehbozorgi, Hossein, Shiraz, Iran
Duff, Michael Ray, Hazard
Fields, Christina Catherine, Bardstown
Franke, David George?", Frankfort
Geoghegan. Mark Steven. Lexington
Gilliam. Brien Craig", Paducah
Glenn, David Norris. Erlanger
Goff. Mark Bryan":", Central City
Gohmann, Paul Anthony. Jr. ••. Louisville
Goins, Bobby, Democrat
Greene, Winfield Addington, III, Bowling
Green
Greer. Thomas D., Delaware. OH
Haggard. Ricky Alan. Winchester
Hayden, Joseph Jolly, Jr.··. Owensboro
Highley, Paul K., Mount Sterling
Hobbie, Roy Lee", Cincinnati, OH
Hobbs. Bradley Allen. Cunningham
Holtsclaw. Charles Richard, Lexington
Howard, Joseph Neil··, South Shore
James. Brian Ray··, Ashland
Kady, Charbel Melhem, Lebanon
Kalisz, Frank D .• Elizabethtown
Kidd, Michael David. Edgewood
Kunz, Kelly Brians ", Middlesboro
Large, George Timothy". Nevisdale
Lentz, Garry Lee, Elizabethtown
Leung. Wilson Kwok-Wing, Hong Kong
Lloyd, Dallas Wilson··. Burnside
Louis. Georges Mansour. Beirut, Lebanon
Mackin, Terrence Hugh. Worthington, OH
Madi, Roland Elie, Beirut, Lebanon
Malkmus, Jeffrey Stephen", Louisville
Marandi, Amirv'", Tehran, Iran
Masters, Theodore Franklin". Louisville
McDaniel. Paul Johnson. III, Louisville
McDonald, David Wayne, Nicholasville
McSorley, Thomas Joseph. Lexington
Melton. James Earl, Eubank
Minor, Ken R .• Flatwoods
Mitchell, David Kirby. Versailles
Monday, Larry Dane. Charleston, WV
Nevitt, Chris Alanv'", Lexington
Nicolas. Gerald Joseph. Jr., Jeffersontown
Osborne. Carl Wayne, Owensboro
Owens, Douglas Edward. Somerset
Peterson. Bradley William, Lexington
Pike, Jesse William, Morganfield
Porter, Thomas Gregory, Allen
Rickett. John D.··. Monticello
Roe. Mark Thomasw, Anchorage
Sagan, Randall Williams>, Lexington
Sampson. Ronald Lee-«, Guthrie
Sams, William Douglasv", Elizabethtown
Shelton. Richard Wayne
Shippy, David J .•• , Lexington
Sims, Daniel James. Lockport. NY
Skaggs, Steven Douglas, Paintsville
Slone. Eric r.ee-v, Waverly, OH
Slone. Michael Brent, Flatwoods
Smith, David Rayv'", Lexington
Smither, Julie Ann, Frankfort
Smits, John Robin. Jr.··. Lexington
Sontag. Douglas Lee-«, Lexington
Whitlow. Bert Luther", Edmonton
Wolf, Robert Lee", Louisville
Wood. Winston Douglas, Lexington
Young. Robert Elton, Lexington
Zailah, Richard Elie, Beirut. Lebanon
Bachelar af Science in
Mechanical Engineering
Abroy, Hamid Sauartw, Isfahan. Iran
Ahmed. Mohamed Sheikhv'", Lasanod,
Somalia
Aldrich. Shane'?", Paducah
Anderson. Doelan Miles, Danville
Aubrey. Donna Lawson-», Lexington
Azouri, Nagib Antoine, Beirut, Lebanon
Billups, Thomas Clark, Winchester
Buchanan. Jeffery James. Lexington
Buck. Bradford L., Lexington
Burnett. Douglas Wayne. Louisville
Cader, Tahirs ", Bulawayo, Zimbabwe
Caldwell, James Michael. Fort Thomas
Caudill, Anthony Lynn", Waynesburg
Cowan. Jeffrey Cleveland. Winchester
Cunagin, Danny Jackw, Louisville
Day. Claud Franze>, Owensboro
Dietriech, Kevin Michael, Southgate
Donohoo. Gregory Louis", Benton
Eacret, Steven Thomas. Paducah
Edgmon. Lori Lynnv", Paducah
Embry, Scott Edwin. Paducah
Fraley, J ames Franklin, Morehead
Freeman. Paul Gowan, Lexington
Gaio, Osvaldo A., Vina Delmar, Chile
Gauggel, Jeffrey Lynn, Cincinnati. OH
Gerner, Edward Carl?", Fort Thomas
Gerner. Frank Matthew, Fort Thomas
Grimes, Brent Thomass ", Paducah
Haley. James wavne-«, Owensboro
Haynes. Charles Edward", Whitesburg
Hobbs. Bradley Allens ", Cunningham
Holbrook. Alan Zanes ", Lexington
Hunter. William Ronalds ", Lexington
Hurt, Alvin Lloydv", Lawrenceburg
Johnson. Barry Dean-«, London
Jones. Shirrell Leo, Jr .• Loretto
Keeling. Keith Alans ", Lexington
Keller. David Augustine", Harrodsburg
Kelty, Ralph Bertrandw, Springfield
Khader, George Awad, Ramallah, Israel
Kheradmand, Mascod"", Ahwaz, Iran
Kirby. Gary wavne-», Lexington
Kirchhoff, David Paul"", Lawrenceburg
Krebs. Jay Anthony, Edgewood
Lange, Robert Barlv", Florence
Linz, Mark Edward, Lakeside Park
Lockard. David Alexander, Lexington
Love. Timothy Waynev", Glendale
Manei, Lewis Henrys>, Henderson
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Marchand, Larry Joseph, Valley Station
Marsh. Matthew William. Lexington
Mattingly. Todd Davenport", Lexington
Mokhtareizadeh, Alireza
Orangi, Saeed"", Shiraz, Iran
Parlanti, Joseph Victor", Lexington
Parrish. Mary Alice McCartney, Lexington
Porter, Duane Eric··, Catlettsburg
Prather, Kerry Brett, Louisville
Prather, Kevin Brian, Louisville
Ramey, John Charlesw, Catlettsburg
Record, David Allen. Paducah
Revlett, Johnny R.··. Sacramento
Rhodes. Mark C., Louisville
Ringo, Eric David"", Fort Mitchell
Rothman, Joseph Allen, Bonnieville
Ruth. Richard Edward, Louisville
Salamanca, Juan Carlos. Bogota, Colombia
Senninger, Mark Theodore. Louisville
Simpson, Richard O'Neal, Lexington
Skidmore. Mary Margaret, Oak Ridge, TN
Slattery, Allan Patricks ", Frankfort
Smith, Alan Dwight", Lexington
Straight, Holly Jo, Overland Park. KS
Thomas. Harold David's", Lexington
Tirey, Paul Franklins ", Beattyville
Towers. James Brian. Paducah
Van Meter. Kent Rayv'", East View
Weber, Robert Alan, Louisville
Wenzel. Robert Carl. Jr. ", Paducah
White, Ronald Gene, Versailles
Whitson. Jeffrey M .... Fairfield, OH
Willyard. Charles Dale. Jr.>, Cecilia
Wilson. James Michaet-«, Gilbertsville
Wood, Gregory Edward", Lexington
Wright, Douglas William". New Castle, PA
Young. Glenn Scott?", Lawrenceburg
Young. Steven Begley. Lexington
Bachelor of Science in
Metallurgical Engineering
Barth, Michael David, Union
Downs, Kenneth R., Jr.", Ashland
Froedge. Hugh 'rom-e, Tompkinsville
Lankheit, Jean Francese", Florence
Lewis, Edward Clay. Danville
Sherman. Steven Kenneths ", Lexington
Swintosky, John Anton. Nicholasville
Thompson, Karla Jane?", Bowling Green
Bachelor of Science in
Mining Engineering
Allen, Charles Ervine", Lexington
Almon, Benjamin Edward. Dawson Springs
Anderson, Bobby Bruce, Williamsburg
Black, Conley Clay. London
Castle, Diana Lynn, Paintsville
Dixon, Charles Lewis, White Plains
Fields. James Harry. Whitesburg
Hatfield, Stephen. Inez
Justice, Charles R.··, Pikeville
Ledington, John William. Corbin
Lee, Craig Stephen, Lexington
Lemaster. Jimmy Vess
Mosley, Clayton Danielv", Madisonville
Murphy, Logan Dewayne?", Wellington
Preece, Gregory L.., Inez
Quarles. David Allen, Frankfort
Semones. Robert Terry?", Frankfort
Stone, Charles Andrew", Lexington
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Thomas. David Allyn, Madisonville
VanBever, Glenn C.··. Pineville
College of Education
Dean: Edgar L. Sagan
Bachelor of Arts in
Education
Adkins, Angela Dehart
Adkins, Nancy Jo-v, South Shore
Alig, Catherine Ann". Dayton, OH
Alleyne, Sue D.·, Georgetown
Amos. Robin K., Lexington
Armes, Kimberly Hill", Hardinsburg
Ashley, Penny Lees ", Louisville
Baker, Laura L., Cadiz
Ball, Kathleen Rose Daly", London
Banks, Cheryl Ann", Ashland
Barber, Nancy Lee, Lexington
Barr, John McKee. Richmond
Barry, Colleen Anns ", Louisville
Beasley, Cynthia Eileen, Florence
Belanger. Sarah Wicker", Eddyville
Bell, Tommye Jo Owens", Nicholasville
Bell, Virginia M .•• , Lexington
Benford, Lauri Beth", Evansville. IN
Benson, Anita Lynn", Lexington
Bernard, Lynette Page. Louisville
Bernstein, Laura Diane, Saint Louis, MO
Beverly, Sharon Lee, Louisville
Bishop, Adrienne
Bivens, Catherine Ann?", Lexington
Blair, Kimberly Waynene, Buffalo
Bloemer, Sharon M.··, Taylorsville
Bodkin, Debra Nix, Lexington
Bohn, Alexis Jane, Erie, PA
Brooks, Melanie Ann Peavler", Lexington
Brown, Karen Elaines ", Munfordville
Brown, Laura Ann, Prestonsburg
Brown, Rose Baumgardnere ", Upton
Bunning, Laura'?", Carrollton
Burden, Gay Cora", Livermore
Burroughs, Stephanie Lorrainee ", Vine Grove
Call, David Barry, Pikeville
Carroll, Jacquelines ". Versailles
Casey, Alyce W.·, Lexington
Chancellor, Molly Matherly, Mount
Washington
Chenault, Richard Eric", Louisville
Chilton, Lisa Jo, Turners Station
Claxton, Daphne Susan->, Louisville
Clay, Kimbra Lynn, Dayton, OH
Claycomb, Nancy Ruth". Hodgenville
Clore, Amy Miller··, Prospect
Cochran, Kellie Lynn, Lexington
Collins, Vaughnetta R.··, Lexington
Combs, Starr Lawson, Pembroke
Comer, Ann O'Neill, Maysville
Cook, LuAnn, Union
Cooper, Laurie Ellens ", Lexington
Cornett, James Hunter, Beattyville
Cosby, Shannon LeAnn?", Louisville
Crawford, Julia Bunn, Lexington
Crocker, Paula Frances, Lexington
Crouch, Larry", Lexington
Crowe, Christy Jo, Elizabethtown
Crutcher, Clifford Lemont, Lexington
Crutcher, lynne Elizabeth">, Paducah
Cunningham, Revarecia Lynne, Stanton
Davies, Frederica G.·, Lexington
Deal, Debbie Faye'", Somerset
DeMaree, Tracy Carol, Lexington
DeMarsilis, Shelly Christine, Hopkinsville
Denham, Jennifer Lee, Stanford
Dittmeier, Martha Teresa, Pewee Valley
Donovan, Mary Elizabeth, Erlanger
Downs, Amy Louise'?", Louisville
Dull, Nina Suzanne", Warfield
Dunavant, Susan Carol", Owenton
Dunbar, Amy Elizabethv", Louisville
Dunn, Mary Kathleens ", Lexington
Durbin, Carol Marie··, New Haven
Dyer, Susan Carol", Danville, VA
Edgington, Lori Ann, Covington
Elliott, Jane Allyn", Dayton, OH
Ewing, Joseph Gary, Lebanon
Fanelli, Glen Hunt, Crestwood
Feeback, Darla Denise"", Cynthiana
Fennell, Jennie Purserv", Fort Thomas
Fischer, Laura D., Lexington
Fisher, Darrell T.·, Lexington
Fitzgerald, Herman, III, Radcliff
Fogle, Tayna Jean, Lexington
Foster, Michael Tracys'", Monticello
Frakes, Donna Jo Mullins", Lexington
Francis, Tammy, Garrett
Frankel, Patricia Diane, Lexington
Freeman, Marynell Leslie, Lexington
Garrett, Jane?", Lexington
Gibson, Christina Hunt?", Hardinsburg
Gibson, Steven P., Lexington
Giesler, Julianne, Louisville
Graham, Cynthia M., Campbellsville
Graham-Greene, Sherrie Lynn?", Versailles
Hackathorn, Judy Mcl.ean, Barrington, IL
Hackley, Joan Elaine, Crab Orchard
Hadi, Elizabeth Wharton, Springfield
Hagan, Helen M.··, New Haven
Haile, Jeffrey Paul, Henderson
Haley, Mary Elizabeth, Lexington
Hamilton, Laura Rosse", LaGrange
Hamilton, Sharon Pryor, Lebanon
Hammond, Christi Ann, Lexington
Hampton, Lydia Diane, Davidson, NC
Haraway, Deborah R.··, Radcliff
Hardin, Traci Lynn··, Owensboro
Hardy, Anna L., Irvine
Hargis, Sherry D., Nancy
Harman, Allen Theodore, Lexington
Harmon, Lisa Marie, Florence
Hart, Juliet Leighv'", Louisville
Harvey, Mary Katherine, Ned
Hatcher, Claire Renee":", Harrodsburg
Havens, Dollie Anderson, Mount Sterling
Hawkins, Efrem Maurice Rafealv'", Atlanta,
GA
Hawks, Sharon Lee", Flint, Ml
Hayden, Frances Anneuev", Lexington
Hayden, Lee Andrea, Lexington
Hays, William Gano, Georgetown
Heath, Oretta M.··, Somerset
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Herbert, Megan Jean", Nashville, TN
Hermes, Marie Claire, Lexington
Heying, Patti Lynn, Hodgenville
Holloway, Rebecca Jane?", Radcliff
Holmes, Jennifer Lynne", Fort Thomas
Homra, Lisa victorta-«, Fulton
Hurd, Carolyn King··
Hurt, Kimberly Jan'?", Somerset
Ingram, Kathleen Chaney'?", Lexington
Jackson, Donna Griffin, Lexington
Jacobs, Donna Mcblabb"", Cynthiana
Janszen, Mary Beth", Fort Thomas
Johnson, Deborah Ann, Lexington
Johnson, Ernest'?", Bypro
Jones, Jennifer Lynn, Wyoming, OH
Kalb, Christopher Adam, Brooksville
Karaganis, Elaine, Grand Rapids, MI
Keith, Sheila Kay, Paris
Kelly, Beth Aimee", Palos Park, IL
Kilgallin, Lois Jeanine, Catlettsburg
Klaehn, Katherine Anne"
Knight, Kelli Susan"", Xenia, OH
Koonce, Janice Lynne?", Lexington
Kues, Jacquelyn Kay De Prima":", Lexington
Kupets, Kelly Ann, Lexington
Kyker, Katherine Lee, Lexington
Lane, Cynthia Anne, Lexington
Lapinski, Gail Lynnv'", Glasgow
Lassila, Bonnie Clarv'", Henderson
Legere, Charlene Francese, Lexington
Linton, Samra Lee?", Russellville
Linville, Karen Gaylev", Lexington
Littrell, Amy Elizabeth, Lexington
Lykins, Ronald James>, Calumet City, IL
Maggard, Timothy Mitchel, Cecilia
Majors, Robert W.··, Owensboro
Massie, Richard Ray, Paris
Mastrolia, Mark Francis, Prospect
Mattingly, Elaine Marie, Springfield
Mayer, Cheryl Lynn, Ashland
Mays, Cassandra Washington'?", Lexington
McBraver-Chambers, Karen Sue, Raceland
McCoy, Frances Elizabeth, Bardstown
McKay, Michael B.··, Louisville
McNally, Charla Dene, Prestonsburg
McNitt, Christine Beverly", West Newton, MA
Medley, Deborah Langley"", Shelbyville
Meece, Martha Ann, Lexington
Metz, Amy Spears'", Louisville
Metzger, Jayne W., Owensboro
Meyer, Lisa Rae", Lexington
Meyers, Kathleen Marie->, Fort Wright
Miller, Martha Halev'", Pittsburgh, PA
Moore, Cynthia Lynnes ", Gracey
Moore, Lisa Gaye Heady, Owensboro
Morgan, Irene Cecilia", Lexington
Nash, Mary Jo··, Barrington, IL
Neal, Karen R., Owensboro
Neely, loan Elaine, Cincinnati, OH
Neyland, Alan Wayne, Radcliff
Nun, Deborah Lynne, Louisville
O'Banion, Todd D., Owenton
Olmos, Mercedes Josefinav", Venezuela
Overton, Stephanie Kathleen"
Pancoast, Melissa Sue", Dayton, OH
Paris, Dean John, Grand Rapids, MI
Parker, Merri Lynne, Lexington
Parsons, Frances Nan, Pineville
Patrick, Deanna Fays ", Jeffersontown
Pennington, Shawn Suzette", Paris
Perme, Pamela Anne", Louisville
Pfeiffer, Valerie Kay", Louisville
Playforth, Katherine Diane", Lexington
Pogue, Betty Sue, Annville
Pope, James Richard, Perryville
Powers, Deborah Lynn, LaGrange
Prichard, Lorie Abshire, Lexington
Quillen, John Michael'?", Hazard
Ramey, Lisa Kaye", Elkhorn City
Reagan, Deborah Deari-e. Frankfort
Reinhardt, Kenneth 0., Lexington
Revlett, Mary Ann Stewart, Bremen
Reynolds, Kathryn Amy*·, Ashland
Reynolds, Sandra Gayle, Jackson
Reynolds, Tamara Jeanne, Lebanon
Rich, Samuel Barton, Uniontown
Richards, Ramona Lynns ", Verona
Richardson, Leslie Ann, Lexington
Richardson, Roxanne, Lexington
Rickly, Roxanna Lee, Paris
Riffe, Myra Yveuew, Ashland
Riley, Cherryl Lynn, Lexington
Ritchie, David Reynolds", Carlisle
Robinson, Darla Mason, Lexington
Robinson, Dorothy Ellen, Ashland
Robinson, Larry Michael, Lexington
Rocap, Amy Louise, Indianapolis, IN
Rogers, Melanie Ann, Louisville
Ross, Tina Fay, Paducah
Royer, Dale L... , Lexington
Rucker, Janey Deane, Shelbyville
Rush, Sarah Anne", Tompkinsville
Saager, Rebecca A. Gorsica, Stamping Ground
Salmons, Judy, Manton
Sandidge, James Thompson, Jr.", Louisville
Sandknop, Patricia A ... , Radcliff
Sandusky, Sandra Kay", Frankfort
Scates, Theresa Ann Weaks, Fulton
Schmeder, Katherine Mary, Belleville, IL
Schmock, Teresa K., Ashland
Schmock, Tina Rene, Ashland
Schuh, Margaret Ann, Park Hills
Schweickart, Phyllis Ann, Germantown
Scott, Karen Elizabethv", Louisville
Seiferheld, Ann Marie, Louisville
Seivers, Mary Clare McGrath, Lexington
Sellars, Catherine Ann, Lexington
Sellers, Julia Valleau, Lexington
Shaw, Marcie M. Dunn, Lexington
Sherkat, Kelly Elizabeth Johnson, Memphis,
TN
Sholar, Angela Jean, Mayfield
Short, Sarah Bess, Owensboro
Shuck, Kerry Ann, Cincinnati, OH
Shy, Sandra Kaye, Frankfort
Sidebotham, Tamberly R., Lexington
Singer, Laura Anne, Fort Knox
Sipes, Brenda Carol, Winchester
Sipes, Jerry Wayne, Winchester
Skaggs, Joi Dawn, Hodgenville
Skaggs, William Todd**, Sterling Hts, MI
Sloan, Bettie Ann Grew", Nicholasville
Smith, Leisa Carol, Glasgow
South, Cheri Denisev", Lexington
Spalding, Mary Dianev'", New Haven
Spivey, Thelma Louise, Bevinsville
Steutermann, Katheryn Eller Kleinhelter?",
Louisville
Stewart, Teresa E.", Somerset
Sullivan, Lisa Lynn", Louisville
Temple, Melissa Anne, Colonial Heights, VA
Thaxton, Victoria Lynn, Charleston, WV
Thomas, Brenda Bacon", Somerset
Thomas, Judy Carolw, Meadowview, VA
Thomas, Kimberly Ann, Russell Springs
Thompson, Jeffrey Allen, Highland Heights
Thompson, Ronda Goodman", Lexington
Thornberry, Lisa Ann, Elizabethtown
Thurman, Eugenia Kay, Chillicothe, OH
Toth, Eugene Michael, Lexington
Turner, Linda F., Maysville
Tuttle, Diana Lynns ", Sarasota, FL
Twyman, Janet Sue, Radcliff
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Waisman, Andrea Faye, Lexington
Waite, Ila Moening, Lansing, MI
Waits, Jennifer Gayle, Lexington
Walker, Barbara Kayv", Owenton
Walker, Karen D. Moore-", Danville
Walker, Madelyn Christine, Hopkinsville
Walsburger, Anne Rene", Erlanger
Walter, Leslie Allison, Louisville
Ward, Bethel H., Jr.", Lexington
Watkins, Margaret Cain
Watts, Jean Guy", Louisville
Weaver, Rebecca Jean", Elizabethtown
Webb, Paris Elaine, Flatwoods
Webb, Teresa J. French, Campbellsville
Welch, Teresa Gay, Lancaster
Wells, Amy Margaret", Louisville
Wells, Elizabeth Carole", Greensburg
Whelan, Diana Jean, Brandenburg
Wilkson, Barbara Melv", Lexington
Willhite, Kimberly K., Eminence
Williams, Julia Nell, Frankfort
Williams, Marian Evan, Ashland
Williams, Mark Thomas", Tompkinsville
Williams, Ramona Kathryn, Louisville
Williams, Robert Allen, Albany
Williams, Ronald", Radcliff
Winsett, Jamie Lee", Lexington
Wolf, Marcia Lynne, Versailles
Womack, Sherri Kingv'", Lexington
Wood, Susan Redkey Sidebottom, Lexington
Wood, Victor Herbert'?", Radcliff
Woodall, Robin Lee, Elizabethtown
Woods, Lisa Jane", Georgetown, OH
Young, Johnny Thomas, Jr.··, Monticello
Zukof, Julie Kim", Louisville
Bachelor of Science
in Education
Edwards, George William, Sr., Lexington
Fortenbery, James Thomas", Lexington
Stringer, Neil Stanley", Monticello
Wininger, Harriet Harper'?", Louisville
College of Business and Economics
Dean: Richard W. Furst
Bachelor of Business
Administration
Aaron. William Chris", Owensboro
Abel, Laura Estelle, Lagrange
Ackerman, Tommy Lee, Brandenburg
Akin, Bruce Alan". Clinton
Albert, Laura Elaine, Gainesville, FL
Alexander. Alan Boyd, Leitchfield
Allen, Chris S., Louisville
Amburgey, Tracy Scott, Danville
Amerson, Glenn Allen, Satellite Beach, FL
Anderson, Kevin Lamarre, Louisville
Anderson, Neil Brent, Ashland
Anderson, Steve D., Lexington
Angelo, Douglas Charles. Ashland
Armstrong, Mark David, Madisonville
Ashbrook, Pamela Jean, Lexington
Ashby, Laura Kathryn, Hopkinsville
Ashki, Mahin", Lexington
Audia, James S., McLean, VA
Back, Timothy Wayne". Lexington
Bailey, Jeffrey Bennett, Tampa, FL
Baker, Thomas Lynn, Harrodsburg
Baldwin, Lori Nelson, Hopkinsville
Ballard, Charles Robert**, Cave City
Ballard, James Jeffrey, Elizabethtown
Bandy, Gregory Scott, Fort Wright
Baney, Peter?", Radcliff
Banfield, William Shade", Catlettsburg
Barnes, Susan Camille, Hodgenville
Barnett, Robert Jack Keith, Somerset
Barnett, William Owen?", Henderson
Barrett, Brett Mitchel", Bowling Green
Barth, Joseph Patrick, Jr. **, Crestview
Hills
Barton, James Michael", Lexington
Barton, John Scott, Lexington
Baumgartel, Jeffrey Todd, Louisville
Beck, Michael Wayne··, Lexington
Belt, Billy Eugene, Jr., Marion
Bennett, John Hugh, Louisville
Benson, Julia Lee, Bay Village, OH
Birk, Denise Marie, Louisville
Black, Karla Leenell", Richmond
Blair, Gary L.", Lexington
Blakemore, Lisa Michelle", Louisville
Blaydes, Tammy Jo", Greensburg
Block, Donald K., Paducah
Boggs, Sylvia Lynn, Lexington
Bonn, Roger t.ee-, Louisville
Boone, James Howard, Murray
Borders, Russell Scott, Ashland
Bowling, Kathy Yvonne, Mount Sterling
Bowling, William Banton, Jr.··, Pineville
Brandel, Nancy Jo, Paducah
Branham, Danny T., Lexington
Brashear, James Keith", Viper
Bratcher, David Lee, Apollo Beach, FL
Braunecker, Beth Ann, Danville
Brock, Jeffrey James, Harlan
Brougham, Michael Patrick, Owensboro
Brown, James David's", Glasgow
Brown, Laura Lynn, Louisville
Brown, Robert Lee, III, Corbin
Browning, Antoinette Maria", Springfield,
OH
Bryan, Karen Jean, Paducah
Buckner, Mary Cain, Nashville, TN
Burbage, Steven Jerome", Lexington
Burkhart, Sandra t.ee-», Lexington
Burnett, Dianne Elaine, Mascoutah, IL
Burrier, Steve Brennen", Lexington
Burrus, Elizabeth Gay**, Nicholasville
Burry, Barbara Jean, Louisville
Butler, Wendell Ford's, Frankfort
Byington, Michael Montgomery",
Lexington
Cain, Vincent Jeffrey", Louisville
Cain, William Ronald, II·, Somerset
Campbell, Clay White, Louisville
Campbell, James G.·, Louisville
Campbell, Philip westey-«, Frankfort
Campbell, Richard Kent**, Frankfort
Capley, Robert Neil", Lexington
Carden, Michael Scott?", Louisville
Cardin, Kimberly Riley, Elizabethtown
Carpenter, Christopher Allen, Louisville
Carson, Donald Ross, Wilmore
Carter, Gregory Scott?", Lexington
Cash, Ronald Leamon, Albany
Castetter, Cathie Lynne, Cincinnati, OH
Castlen, William Joseph-v, Owensboro
Caudill, Fred Chandler, Lexington
Chadwick, Mark Allan". Independence
Chandler, Lawrence Kelley, Louisville
Chapman, Brian Edward, Ashland
Chedd, Susan Kathleen", Louisville
Cherry, Gregory Wayne", Gallatin, TN
Clan, Karen Susan, Louisville
Clark, Julia Lynne, Owensboro
Clark, Ricky Brian?", Pikeville
Clay, John Daniel?", Danville
Cleary, Johnnie Troy, Louisville
Clephas, Steven Martin, Louisville
Clinard, Lori Lee, Mount Washington
Cloud, Jeffrey Eugenev", Louisville
Cobb, Michael Lee", Owenton
Cobb, Rexford Doyle, Lexington
Cole, Lisa Yvonne, Richmond
Coleman, Byron Reed", Owensboro
Coleman, Michael Thomas, Louisville
Collier, Aaron Bently, Ashland
Combs, Debra Jo, Martin
Conley, Debra Curd, Lexington
Consalo, Frank A.··, Vineland, NJ
Conti, John Jay", N Providence, RI
Coomer, Sharon Elaine, Glasgow
Corbett, Theresa Maria", Fort Mitchell
Corder, Jeffrey Franklin", Louisville
Cornett, Kelley Arms>, Lexington
Corvin, Mark Edward, Vine Grove
Cotton, James Edward, Madisonville
Cox, James Adam", Lexington
Cox, Jennie Lynn, Garrett
Cox, Sherri Lynn", Nicholasville
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Coyle, Karen Patricia":", Lexington
Craft, Virginia Lynn", Frankfort
Crawford, Robert Thomas, Leitchfield
Craycraft, Leslie Ann-«, Lexington
Creech, James Douglasv'", Lexington
Crooks, Keith Leroys ", Hopkinsville
Crowe, Lillian Leonard?", Elizabethtown
Crowell, Jimmie Carlyle, Benton
Crush, Stephen Joseph, Louisville
Curry, William D.··, Harrodsburg
Cusick, William E., Jr., Jeffersontown
Daniels, Mark Richard, Middlesboro
Daugherty, Timothy Brian, Louisville
Davidson, Tamara, Somerset
Day, James Thomas, Jr.**, Madisonville
Deye, Anthony Joseph, Louisville
Dicken, Daniel J.
Difede, Mary Jean, Centerport, NY
Donaldson, Thomas Emory?", Great Falls,
VA
Donohue, Marian Judith, Lexington
Dorsey, Jennifer Ann, Prospect
Dorsey, Victoria Mary, Prospect
Doslak, William Joseph, Lorain, OH
Dotson, John Lewis, Glasgow
Douglas, Tom Allen", Lexington
Downs, Lisa Hamilton, Lexington
Downs, Vonna Lynd, Buffalo
Doyle, Kelly Wayne, Louisville
Duncan, Dana Joev-, Hazard
Dunkle, Curtis Jerome, Roseville, CA
Dunkle, Laura Kathleen, Sonoma, CA
Durbin, Mark Curtis, Lexington
Duty, Marian Woodfordv", Georgetown
Easton, Kevin Lee, Radcliff
Edds, Marc Allen, Owensboro
Ehrler, Joseph D., Shelbyville
Elliott, Pamela Kay, Lexington
Elrod, Leslie Colleen, E Millstone, NJ
Embden, Mark A., Jamaica, West Indies
Engelhardt, Gregoryw, Paducah
Eskridge, Barbara Meade'", Tampa, FL
Estes, Gina Lynn, Louisville
Farrar, Bradley Walter'", Louisville
Feagan, Glenn Daniel, Edgewood
Feger, Christopher Thomas, Louisville
Feinberg, Craig Harry?", Louisville
Finch, Leah Marilyn, Frankfort
Finnie, Rebecca Lynn, Lexington
Fischer, Steven Bevis, London
Fish, Marian Fister, Louisville
Fleming, Kenneth Cclemanv", Louisville
Floore, Scott Thomas" ", Jeffersontown
Flora, Lindsey Lee, Jr.··, Lexington
Fogarty, Matthew Joseph", Clarksville, IN
Fossen, Melani Carol, Lexington
Fowler, Scotty Duane, Crestwood
Francis, Richard A.·, Louisville
Franklin, Ricky Dale'?", Nortonville
Friedersdorf, Melanie, Lexington
Fritz, Mark Harveyv'", Mayslick
Fuller, Lori··, Paducah
Gabbert, Michael Edwin", Lexington
Gadberry, David Wayne, Campbellsville
Gahafer, Roland Bravns ", Lexington
Galante, Frank William, Ridgefield, CT
Garner, David Andrew, Catlettsburg
Garrison, David Lyle, Knoxville, TN
Gaston, Carl Kendrick, Lexington
Geiger, Karen Elaine, Denville, NJ
Gill, David Alan. Ashland
Gilliam. Matthew Holman, Williamson,
WV
Girten, James Anthony, Uniontown
Gleason. Barry Sreohenw, Oakland. CA
Goettl, Brian Thomas, Charleston, WV
Goodman, Cathryn Jo, Lexington
Graham. Carol Dunn. Lexington
Graham. Joe, Jr.··. Lexington
Grant, Matthew Brian. Lexington
Graves. Cynthia Kay, Louisville
Gray, James Glen, Louisville
Gray, Stephan Forst, Prospect
Green, Terry Donald, Mayfield
Greenwell, Jennifer Louise, New Haven
Gregory, George P.··, Louisville
Gresosky, Thomas Xavier, Louisville
Grey, Connie Chartoue-v, Cecilia
Grimm. Jeffrey Dean, Fort Thomas
Grove, Kevin Alexander", Paducah
Hackworth, Jeff A., Cumberland
Hagerty, Robert Allenv", Louisville
Hale, Bradley David, Lexington
Hall, Howard Kent, Lexington
Hall, Todd Douglas, Paintsville
Hamilton, Inez Marie, Springfield
Hamm, Shawn Lanev", Versailles
Hampton, Norma Ann, Lexington
Hancock, Joseph Charles"", Cold Spring
Hankins, Gregory. Lexington
Hankins, Kurt", Lexington
Harrington, Katherine Therese. Louisville
Hartlage, Denis J .• Elizabethtown
Hauenstein, Sarah Katherine", Tell City,
IN
Haunz, Catherine Alice, Louisville
Head, Randy Carl""
Heard, Archibald Baker"", Louisville
Heine, Stephen John, Louisville
Heine, Timothy Allen, Louisville
Heitz, Thomas John, Hamilton, IN
Helton, Michael Alan··, Lexington
Hendren, Richard T., Harrodsburg
Henry, Irene Marie Lieser", Winchester
Henry, Robert Kent, Glasgow
Herbert, Susan Joan. Nashville, TN
Hernandez, Nancy Joseflnav", Cumana,
Venezuela
Higbee, Timothy Miles"", Brandenburg
Higdon, Thomas Deveau", Leitchfield
Higgins, Robert Edward, Cincinnati, OH
High, Anita Louise, Casey Creek
Hill, Linda Kay, Middletown, OH
Hillenmeyer, Ellen Marie, Aberdeen, OH
Hilton, Alan C., Richmond
Hinton, Charles Keithv'", Georgetown
Hisle, Scott Shafer, Lexington
Hollis, William Russell, Louisville
Holt, Allen, Versailles
Hopgood, John Christopher, Morganfield
Hopkins, Jeffrey W., Elizabethtown
Hord, Patricia Joyce, Bloomfield
Hoseclaw, Edward Todd, Somerset
Hotchkiss. Michael F., Oconomowic, WI
Howard, Bruce Ashley, Louisville
Howell, Robert Lan, Jr.··, Lexington
Huffman, David Lee, Lexington
Hummer, William F.··, Bowling Green
Hunt, Timothy Allen, Danville
Hurst, John B.··. Bardstown
Jahncke, Heidi Grace, New Orleans, LA
Jenkins. Donna Darlene, Winchester
Jeter, Philip James, Lexington
Johnson, Dede Tyler, Lexington
Johnson, Eric Wayne?", Burlington
Jolly, Roy C.·, Owensboro
Jones. Donna Jean, Mays Lick
Jones, Mackie Thomas", Versailles
Jones, Vernida L., Lexington
Justice, Dwight Brittain", Frankfort
Kane, Donna Marie, Warren, OH
Kane, Susan Ann", Owensboro
Kearney, Clay Parker, New Orleans, LA
Kelley, William Louis. Bardstown
Kelly, David Charles". Garden City, SC
Kelsey, John Edward", Louisville
Kennedy. James Michael, Lexington
Keuper. William T .... Fort Thomas
King, Jeffrey Alan", Southgate
Klondike, Todd Michael?", Prospect
Knight, Robert A., Manchester
Koch, David Andrew, Louisville
Korosec, Tim John, Lexington
Kowalke, John Dietz", Lexington
Krupp, Jonathan Alan"", Louisville
Kuyk, Joanna Kristin, Charleston, WV
Lally, Maura Frances, Louisville
Lanier, Lisa Kayv'", Lexington
Lansden, James Keith. Paducah
Lapeyre, Pierre Fernand, Jr., New Orleans,
LA
Latham, Julia Ann··, Hopkinsville
Laughlin, Lynda Jo, Lancaster
Layton, Wade Eric, Union
Leathers, Robert Martin, Bardstown
LeBus, Catharine Anne, Campbellsburg
Lee, Ann Michelle, Lebanon
Lee, Douglas Stuart, Louisville
Lee, Ellen Kaye", Lebanon
Leininger, James R., Lexington
Lewis, J ames Roy, Lexington
Lewis, Michael Tbomas'", Owensboro
Linck, Timothy David", Jeffersonville, IN
Lindsay, Michael Hall", Lexington
Littrell, Liza wade-", Lexington
Luckow, James David, Las Vegas, NV
Luginbuhl, Timothy Earl, Cincinnati, OH
Lusardo, Richard Alan. Louisville
Luse, Linda K., Sioux City, IA
Lyons, Julie lvette, Lexington
Lyons, Lucille Wade", Cynthiana
MacDonell, Stephen Theodore'?", Louisville
Mackey, Paul Edwin, Louisville
Madrid, Gloria Jeanne, Vine Grove
Makowski, Alice Jane, Florence
Margaritis, Peter Arris", Lexington
Marmechai, Karakoj, Bangkok, Thailand
Master, James Lee, Fort Wayne, IN
Mattingly, Charles Celestine, III,
Hardinsburg
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Maupin, Deanna Jane", Lexington
McCally, Darrick Brian, Lexington
McCarson, Sheryl Lyn, Crestwood
McCloskey, William Bernard, Ill,
Bardstown
McDearman, Bradley Scott, Louisville
Mcf'arland, Patrick Eugene", Parkersburg,
WV
McGarry, Kevin Paul, Louisville
McGehee, James Gregory", Owensboro
Mcoulre, Charles Chadwell, Ashland
McNally, Marye Lynn, Nashville, TN
Means. Randall David", Lexington
Medley, Belinda Ann··. Elizabethtown
Medley, Charles Michael. Independence
Mehringer, Anthony Kent", Jasper, IN
Mellman, Ellen Debra-e. Indianapolis, IN
Melton, Schoen Alexa, Mount Sterling
Meuth, Christopher Matthewv'", Henderson
Midkiff, Tammy Louise", Radcliff
Mills, Kent Thomass ", Madisonville
Mimms, Carla Ann, Lexington
Mock, Carolyn Sue, Louisville
Moore, Marla Minix'", Owensboro
Morehead, Gregory Todd. Lexington
Moss, Hal Forrest, La Center
Mounce, Danny Allen, Somerset
Muchnicki, Michael Anthony, Willoughby,
OH
Mudd, Louis Patrickv'", Lexington
Mudge, Frederick Norman, Jr., Barrington.
IL
Mullins, Edwin Todd, Villa Hills
Munro, Douglas Frederick, Sao Paulo,
Brazil
Murphy, Joanne, Lebanon
Murphy, Patrick Lee, Paducah
Nail, Sydney Lee, Nashville, TN
Neff, Leslye Ann, Louisville
Neighbors, Shayne Marie, Louisville
Nichols, Kimberly Carol, Lexington
Nickelson, Richard Alan", Mill Springs
Noll, Christopher Joseph, Louisville
Northen, Jeffery Rick, Owensboro
O'Cull, Jeffrey M., Aberdeen, OH
Ogden, Sherry Lynne, Union
Okruhlica, Daniel Joseph, Louisville
Omvig, Paul Joseph", Lexington
Page, Jimmie Dale, II, Farina, IL
Paine, Laura Anne, Louisville
Parker, John Franklin, Jr., Louisville
Parsley, Steven Wayne?", Louisville
Parsons, Alton Ray, Jr., Lexington
Paslick, Mark Alan, Louisville
Paxton, Elizabeth Kay, Greensburg
Peach, Harold Gibbs, Jr., Lawrenceburg
Pearson, Kent David?", Louisville
Perry, David Robinson, Portsmouth, OH
Phares, Karl Manning", Pittsburgh, PA
Phillippi, C. Kenton, Xenia, OH
Phillips, David Michael, Middlesboro
Phillips, Matthew Gregory", Bettendorf, IA
Pinkstaff, James Thomas, Lexington
Pisacano, Lori Sue, Lexington
Pitts. Stephen Scou--, Frankfort
Poe, Kathryn Ann··, Hopkinsville
Pollard, Robin Lynn", Lexington
Pollock, Charlotte Elaine, Frankfort
Powers, Katrine L., Cloverport
Preston, James Warren, Jr., Middlesboro
Proffitt, Blake Lee, Vine Grove
Purnell, Charles Kenneth, Simpsonville
Rabe, Mark Daniel?", Verona
Ramey, Joanne Leath, Water Valley
Ramsey, Cynthia Jean, Madisonville
Ratliff, Katherine Phelps, Sharpsburg
Reed, Robert Dean, II··, Lexington
Reid, Cathy Jo'?", Livermore
Reid, Kelly Ann, Livermore
Reid, Samuel Hall, Jr.··, Danville
Reid, Stephen Lane, Louisville
Reinert, Maurita Ann, Lexington
Rhawn, Tracy Marie", Louisville
Riggs, Suzanna Marie, Roswell, GA
Riney. Gregory Lynns ", Cincinnati, OH
Rivette, Paul M.·, Owensboro
Roark, Elizabeth Jewell", Lexington
Robbins, Stefan Robert" ", Elizabethtown
Roberson, Roger William, Jr.", Versailles
Roberts, Patricia Ann", Elizabethtown
Robertson, Juliet Singleton, Louisville
Rogers, David Winston, Frankfort
Roney, Tanya roan--, Lexington
Ross, David Blair", Lexington
Ross, Jeffrey Lee"", Owensboro
Roth, werona Renee, Somerset
Royse, Julianne's", Flemingsburg
Rumph, Clay Franklin, Madisonville
Rusch, Mary Bethv'", Louisville
Ryan, John Laurence, Louisville
Safreed, Christopher Glenn, Owensboro
Sams, Joseph William"", Shelbyville
Saunders, Mary Ann, Scottown, OH
Schade, Gregory R.··, Lexington
Scheen, Patrick M.•• , Louisville
Schlich, Rudolph Charles, Louisville
Schmetter, Suzanne Ellen, Louisville
Schoenbaechler, Donna Marie", Louisville
Schuler, Timothy Edwardv'", Louisville
Scott, Clay Richard, Jr.", Summersville
Senn, Gregory Alan"", Louisville
Settle, Joy Denise, Glasgow
Shadowen, Todd L.., Hanson
Sheeran, Laura Anne?", Louisville
Shelby, James Ralph":", Louisville
Shepard, Sharon Louise, Marietta, OH
Shephard, Ann D., Madisonville
Shontz, Jonathan David", Louisville
Short, James Harley", Hazard
Silvers, Sally Ann", Bethlehem
Sims, Anthony Joseph, New Haven
Singleton, Keith Antoine"", Radcliff
Smith, Daryl Wayne, Lexington
Smith, David Wyndall, Hl'", Owensboro
Smith, Kimberly Carol, Burkesville
Smith, Randall Keith", Cumberland
Smith, Steven Harry, Owensboro
Smith, Susan Marie, Louisville
Smoot, Michael Kevin":", Ashland
Smyth, Gerald Edwin, Jr., Englewood, OH
Snyder, Damon Wayne, Hartford
Snyder, Janis Kayev", Louisville
Spalding, David Andrew, Lebanon
Sparks, Charles Nicbclse", Greenville
Spoonemore, Lynn Anne,
Standiford, Stephen Dale'", Lexington
Stanley, David Lee, Louisville
Stayton, Sonja L.., Harrodsburg
Stearman, Kathy Lynn, Greensburg
Steele, Jeffrey Clay?", Winchester
Stephenson, Terry Don, Franklin
Stevens, Louis Edward, III··, Cold Spring
Stinson, Stuart Michael, Anchorage
Stivers, Bertram Robert, Manchester
Stone, Melissa Lee"", Owensboro
Storms, John David, Hardinsburg
Stout, Kathryn L., Paris
Stratton, Rhonda Dee, Pikeville
Strobel, Michael Wayne", Louisville
Stuckert, Stephen Vernon, Louisville
Sullivan, Lauri Griffin, Louisville
Survant, George Dorch", Lexington
Swift, Michael P., Winchester
Taylor, Robert James'", Elizabethtown
Terry, Timothy Lynn, Ashland
Thieneman, Brian Alan, Louisville
Thomas, E. Darlene", Fleming Neon
Thomas, Jack Dalton?", Lexington
Thomas, Rene Lynn, Erlanger
Thomas, Roger Wayne, Chattanooga, TN
Thompson, Angela Dawn?", Frankfort
Tigue, Joyce Marie, Henderson
Timmons, Laurie Beths", Lagrange
Trail, Donald Glenn, Jr., Owensboro
Tretter, Joan Teresa, Lexington
Trimble, James Hatcher", Ivel
Troutman, Sandra Lynnv'", Paducah
Truman, Karl Nelsen?", Taylorsville
Tucker, Celeste Marla":", Lexington
Tucker, Jennifer Sue, Lexington
Turner, Gregory Brent, Ashland
Turner, Pamela Lynnev'", London
Underwood, Gary waynev", Nicholasville
Upchurch, Jimmy Foxx, Jr., Albany
Van Dyke, Janice Morgan?", Louisville
Vance, Stephen Wayne, Lexington
Vanderhorst, Brian Jon, Berea
Varney, Mary Anne'?", Pikeville
Vasquez, Beatriz Helena":", Colombia
Vaughan, Leslie Jill, Lexington
Vaught, Donald Ray, Maineville, OH
Vice, Valerie Jane, Versailles
Vick, Robert Wayne, Elizabethtown
Volz, Gary Francis", Prospect
Walker, Barbara Sue", Glendale
Walker, John Alan, Spring Lake Hts, NJ
Walker, Robert Murphy, Lagrange, IL
Wathen, Janet Louise":", Lexington
Watson, Robert Preston, Glasgow
Watson, Suzanne Jo, Lexington
Watson, Wade L., Lexington
Weatherford, Robert Stuart"",
Lawrenceburg
Weber, Mark Gerards ", Maysville
Weisert, Lisa Marie, Louisville
Welliver, Robin Lynne, Lexington
Wells, Timothy Wayne, Hodgenville
West, Bryan Kelthv", Lexington
Westlund, Arnold Eugene, Ill··,
Winchester
Wheeler, Diana Evelyn, Bedford
White, Emily Beth, Charleston, WV
Whitman, Eric T., Louisville
Wilcox, Stephen Lee, Ashland
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Williams, Gary Lee, Frenchburg
Williams, Hayden Eugene'?", Henderson
Williams, John Michael, Harlan
Willmoth, David Long, III, Elizabethtown
Wills, Gregory Lee, Carlisle
Wills, Teresa Ann", Owensboro
Wilshire, David Alan, Fort Thomas
Wilson, Kelley Anne, Marietta, GA
Wilson, Lani Frances, Bel Air
Wilson, Thomas Craigv", Irvington
Wilwayco, Allan Anthony", Franklin
Winkler, Kimberly Sue", Orange, TX
Wise, Neville Townsend, Nicholasville
Womack, Lynne Ellen", Greenup
Wooden, David Eugene, Upton
Woods, Darrell Wayne, Prestonsburg
Yoder, Mark Eugene, Lexington
York, Joseph Lee, Calhoun
Young, Ralph Steven, Elizabethtown
Zacher, Steven Neil"", Somerset




Aaron, Thomas Jeffery, Owensboro
Adams, Charles Clay, Jr,", Somerset
Adams, John Kelly", Louisville
Allard, John Joseph, Lexington
Archer, Lisa", Louisville
Back, Debra Jo··, Frankfort
Barker, Steven Elliott'", Shelbyville
Batts, Sandra Ann'", Lexington
Bauer, Daniel Louis, Louisville
Baxter, Leda Michele, Lexington
Beidleman, Deborah Ann, Lexington
Benton, Philip 5., Wheaton, IL
Bickett, Kenneth Raymond, Jr. •• ,
Owensboro
Blackburn, Jonda Lous ", Pikeville
Blanford, Joseph Michael", Owensboro
Blanton, Leslie Rene, Lexington
Blood, Kathleen Marie, Toledo, OH
Bond, Paula Jean, Lexington
Bowling, Karen 5., London
Boylan, Kimberly Annv'", Cincinnati, OH
Bradford, David Thomas>, Bardstown
Breetz, Robert Gregory, Jr., Louisville
Breslin, Michael Francis, Jeffersontown
Brown, Ronald Lucas, Nicholasville
Bullard, Kelly Ann, Logansport, IN
Bunch, William Thomas, Winchester
Burke, Janice Ann, Villa Hills
Burrier, Steve Brennen, Lexington
Burris, James David, Frankfort
Buttram, Kathryn McNeill·, Lexington
Cable, Susan Lynn", Campton
Caldwell, Sandra Marie", Lexington
Campbell, Gail Louise, Louisville
Campbell, Joanna Neal", Louisville
Carrico, Patrick Flanagan, Louisville
Cavenee, Alaric xenr--, Lexington
Clark, Joseph Charles, Bardstown
Clark, Mary Elaine, Elizabethtown
Clem, Charles Edward, Nicholasville
Coffey, Michael Wayne", Columbia
Combs, Carl Salyerv", Lexington
Combs, Clarence Glen", Hazard
Coots, Harold D.··, Morgantown
Cosgriff, Brian Kurtv", Lexington
Cox, Terri Ann, Hodgenville
Cox, William Preston, Jr.··, Lexington
Crane, Terri Lynne, Louisville
Cummins, Marlene, Lexington
Davis, Franklin Neil", Owensboro
Davis, James Ellis, Cave City
Davis, Sandra Gibson, Lexington
Davison, Donald Ross", Louisville
Dillman, Mary Jo?", Louisville
Duncan, Gregory Walter", Lexington
Duncan, Maury Helen?", Louisville
Ellinger, Stacia Ann, Lexington
Elliott, Phillip Lee, Mount Sterling
England, Beverly Jo, Madisonville
Erickson, Paula Fay Schmidt, Sullivan,
MO
Ewen, Katherine Elizabeth, Hazard
Ferguson, Dorothy Lou, Bowling Green
Fitzhugh, Amy Louise":", Owensboro
Ford, Dedra Renee, Campbellsville
Freeman, Keith Martin, Lawrenceburg
Funk, Lisa Mary, Lexington
Furnish, James William, II··, Lexington
Gayhart, James Lee", Lexington
Geoghegan. Darrell Eugene, Mount
Washington
George, Mark Nicholas", Louisville
Gilliam, Thomas Allen, Forest Hills
Gooch, Jeffrey Bryans>, Stanford
Gordon, Carroll Halliday, Madisonville
Gould. Scott R., Louisville
Graft. Nancy Wells, Louisville
Gray, John Kevin, Frankfort
Green. Donna Susan", Lebanon
Hachtel, Timothy Lee--, Lexington
Hackett, Catherine S.··, Danville
Hagan, Timothy M., Owensboro
Hall. Russell Clay, Jr., Lexington
Hamm, John Alfred, Ashland
Handloser, Susan Ann, Danville
Harned, Deana Sue, Elizabethtown
Harney, Thomas M.··, Lexington
Harper, Kimberly Layne. Mount Sterling
Harris, Danny Michael", Pikeville
Hawkins, Isannah?", Elkhorn City
Hayden. Pamela Kaye. Monticello
Hayden, Suzanne Marie, Owensboro
Haydon. Paul Anthonys ", Bardstown
Hays, Jennifer Case", Lawrenceburg
Higdon, Phillip Lee, Owensboro
Hiles. Jerry Wayne, Lexington
Hisle, Kent David, Lexington
Holbrook, Hayden Dyke, Catlettsburg
Holsclaw, Laura Lynne. Lexington
Hoosier, Don Edwin's", Lexington
Howard, Jasper Alan'?", Pineville
Hudson, Robert Devin, Owensboro
Hudson, Timothy Barr?", Owensboro
Humphrey, William Bruce, Morganfield
Hunt, Rhonda Felice?", Morgantown
Hutchins, Cynthia Simpson, Bardstown
Jesse, N. Bennettv'", Louisville
Johnson, Jorenev", Jeffersonville, IN
Johnson, Paul Sheldon", Pikeville
Johnson, Thomas Alan, Owensboro
Joseph, Marguerette Hardin'?", Muskogee.
OK
Kaestner, Gary William", Jeffersontown
Kauffman, John Morris, III, Saint Joseph.
Ml
Kelder, Paul Daniel, Lexington
Kennedy, James Edward"', Columbus, OH
Kington, Charles Allenv'", Madisonville
Kirk, Tyrone Curtis, Burkesville
Knoblett, Jay Scott'?", Lexington
Kruger, Robert Sellers, McArthur, OH
Lamar, Johnny Ray", Paducah
Lambros, James Thomas", Pikeville
Lang, Elizabeth Barton, Frankfort
Langlois, Kim Annv", Lexington
Langston, Kirt Allan, Paducah
Lawson, Rhonda Lynn, Lexington
Layne, David Andrew, Ashland
Leal, Constance Jean, Lexington
Lee. Lai Mee Remick?", Hong Kong
Lee. Stan?", Lebanon
Lo, Kwai-Lun Desmond":", Hong Kong
Long, Daniel Albright, Jr.", Lexington
Long, Susan Parker. Lexington
Lykins, Michael Brlanv", Ashland
Lyons, Melanie Anne. Tompkinsville
Mallory, Gary Alan, Maysville
Marler, Cheryl Lynne, Hardin
Marsee, Dale Robert. Franklin
Marshall, James Wolford, Henderson
Martin, John Gregory, Medina. OH
Martin, Keith Edward, Owensboro
Mason, Frank Alan, Lexington
McCulley, Steven Edward?", Owensboro
McDonald, Joni Renee, Louisville
McGaughey, Robert Johns>, Lawrenceville.
IL
McGilIem, Shelley Elaine", Lexington
McIntosh, Kevin Mark. Lexington
McKenzie, David Bingham, Louisa
Mcbleil, Kathleen Anne, Prospect
Milburn, Colleen Marie Meiners, Louisville
Miles, Carla Jane, Saint Francis
Miller, Vanessa Lynns ", Lexington
Mills, Kenneth Edward'?", Lexington
Mistler, Thomas Joseph, Edgewood
Mizelle, Scott Payne, High Point, NC
Moll, Philip Dresels ", Louisville
Moon, Diane Cynthia, West Palm Beach,
FL
Moore, William Harold's", Columbia
Morris, Susan Feustel, Lexington
Mueller. Michael John, Basking Ridge, NJ
Neel, Malcolm E., III··. Henderson
Neel, Valerie Loyce, Henderson
Nelson, Lisa Ann .... Louisville
Oliva, James Elliott", Louisville
O'Mary, Melissa Ann", Louisville
Osborne, Christina Louise?", Louisville
Osborne, Jeffrey Walker, Louisville
Osborne, Kenneth Bryan, Louisville
Owens, James Blakev", Frankfort
Partin, Sidney Ann. Bardwell
Petzold, Lisa Jean, Lexington
Price. David Robert, Louisville
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Pustinger, Alex Paul, Henderson
Reid, David Alvin'", Lexington
Remington, Linda Kay, Louisville
Reynolds, Jennifer Ann, Owensboro
Rhea, Roland Clark, Jr. •• , Russellville
Robinson, Sandra M.··, Lexington
Rutledge, Kathy Rickman. Lexington
Ryan, Phillip Daniel, Lexington
Sallee, William Edward, Jr., Lexington
Sander, Todd Eugene, Fort Thomas
Scalf. Russell Fred, Jr.", Louisville
Schreiner, Karen Lynn, Lexington
Schroeder. Scott Elliot, Satellite Beach, FL
Smith, Billy Lou, Shepherdsville
Smith, Gary Alan"", Princeton
Smith, Leonard Micbaele", Russellville
Smith, Lowell Edward"", Elizabethtown
Smith. Sandra Louv", Lexington
Smith, Vandra Faye, Russell
Smithson, Mark Andrew, Owensboro
Snyder, Sherman Dean, Lexington
Solomon, Godwin U.·, Nigeria
Solomon, Stephen Ray, Calvert City
Spradlin, Clay Dwain", Sitka
Stallings, Rebecca Sue, Louisville
Stockwell. Todd E., Lexington
Stoess, Ray H., Jr.", Louisville
Sullivan, Karen Maureen, Louisville
Sypek, Edward William, Winchester
Szymanski, Mark Alan'?", Gilbertsville
Tate, Samuel Price", White Sulphur
Springs, WV
Tattershall, Linda Jean?", Lexington
Taylor, Gregory Louis. Louisville
Taylor, Imogene", Lexington
Terreo, Richard Stephen":", Ashland
Terry, Darryl Morton, Versailles
Thomas, David Allan", Danville
Thompson, Denise Ann, Louisville
Thompson, Donna Jean":", Ashland
Thompson, James Michael"", Louisville
Thorpe, Thurston Keith, Lexington
Tichenor, Kim Elaine, Louisville
Troop, Mark Sullivan?", Madisonville
Tucker, Steven A., Radcliff
Tunks, Yvonne, Lawrenceburg
Turner, Flora Gladys, Harlan
Underwood, Thomas E., Jr., Hopkinsville
Van Dyke, Julie Ann, Louisville
Vibbert, Lue Bllen'", Beaumont
Ward, Louise Harrison", Lexington
Watkins, Kathryne Leah, Lexington
Webb, Pamela Lynn, Lexington
Webber, Carolyn Leigh, Bowling Green
Weidner, Larry Lee", Louisville
Wessling, Saralea, Harrodsburg
Whitaker, Charles Scott", Owensboro
Wiley, Steve M.··, Lexington
Williams, James Michael", Paintsville
Williams, Janie L., Lexington
Williams. Leslie L., Morehead
Wilson, David Russell, Ill, Henderson
Woods, Richard Raymond, Louisville
Wright, David wavne-«, Lexington
Wright, Kendra Sue, Fairfax, VA
Zoll, Deborah Kaye Newsom, Lexington
Bachelor of Science in
Business and Economics
Bradford, David Thomas, Bardstown
Duncan, Scott Michael, Lexington
Ferguson, Todd Dryden, Lexington
Harkins. Cynthia J., Lexington
Hazle. William Thomas", Hodgenville
Lambert, Bert Raymond, Lexington
Maynard, David Neal", Turkey Creek
Otto, Thomas M., Fort Thomas
Phillips, David Johnson, Hull England
Sapp, Kenna J0, Danville
Smith, Harry Alcide, III·, Lexington
Williams, Darrell Lane, Lexington




Ligon, Herbert Arnold, Jr. •• , Madisonville
College of Pharmacy
Dean: Joseph V. Swintosky
Doctor of Pharmacy
Adams, Margaret Angela, Lexington
Blue, Donna Rae, Lexington
Campbell, Kay Suzanne'?", Lexington
Clifton, G. Dennis":", Lakeview, OR
Crafton, Laurav", Madisonville
Graves, Terrie", Winder, GA
Higgins, Dan Bedster". Bowling Green
Hobbs. Stuartv", Bardstown
Markowsky, Susan Joan, Syracuse, NY
McConkey, Deborah Lynn, Fairview, IL
Nicks, Harold Lyle?", Bowling Green
Pruemer, Jane Marie?", Teutopolis, IL
Teller, Madelyn Beth, Aberdeen, NJ
Walthour, Jeffrey Michael, Cincinnati, OH
Bachelor of Science
in Pharmacy
Adams, J. Starr Johnson, Lexington
Adiele, Jonah Chimezie, Aba Imo State,
Nigeria
Adkins. Lanny Ross, Pikeville
Allen, William Paul", Louisville
Ballard, Joe David, Winchester
Banks, Pamela Sue", Annville
Blue, Donna Rae, Lexington
Bourne, James Keith, Lancaster
Bozarth, Kevin Mark, Lewisport
Bozzay, Susan Diannev", Huntington, WV
Brandon, Johnna Kay, Murray
Cartmill, Darrell Wayne, Winchester
Chase, Katherine Laws'?", Bowling Green




Delap, Cindy Sue Owens?", Lexington
Duff, Eddie, Booneville
Eberwein, Kip A.", Lexington
Edwards, Mark Scott, Danville
Bnzweiler, Mary Elizabeth, Camp Springs
Forsythe, Mary Elizabeth?", Greenville
Frederick, Wade Bartley, Owensboro
Fulkerson, David Brice, Calhoun
Garrison, Melissa J ... , Paris
Gentry, Brenda Kaye", Bowling Green
Giordano, Judith Ann, South Williamson
Goodman, Jay P., Fort Lauderdale, FL
Gullett, Steven Paul'?", Flatwoods
Haddad, George Andrew, Jr., Charleston,
WV
Hardy, Linda Maurine, Wickliffe
Harrer, Judith Mari, Cynthiana
Henderson, Martha Jill, Greensburg
Higgins, Dan Bedster"", Bowling Green
Hinkebein, Dale Frank, Louisville
Hislope, Johanna Clancy, Lexington
Hislope, Michael D., Lebanon
Hugg, Arney c.••, Frankfort
Johnson, Helen, Lexington
Johnstone, Sarah Beaumont", Berea
Kays, Dwana S. "", Bardstown
Lewis, Anne W.·", Frankfort
Lynn, Kimberly Jo, Florence
Mahan, Susan Renee Coke'?",
Lawrenceburg
Mantick, Neal S., Pittsburgh, PA
Martin, Beverly Pettit"", Louisville
Mason, Sherry Leigh Montgomery'?",
Greensburg
Mattingly, David R., Morganfield
Mayfield, Lawrence Shelton, Kingsport,
TN
McConkey, Deborah Lynn, Fairview, lL
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McCrocklin, Richard Wayne?", Beaver
Dam
Morgan, David Douglas, Hoskinston
Narramore, George Edward, McRoberts
Newcomb, Bradley Douglas, Princeton
Nicholson, Shelia Joycev", Stanford
Osborne, Norman Scott, Drift
Ousley, Clara Jean, Manton
Perkins, Jeffrey Robin, McDaniels
Powers, Roger Lynn, Williamsburg
Pullins, W. Leanne, Berea
Raines, Richard, Columbia
Renshaw, W. Randall, Hopkinsville
Rollins, Laura B., Charleston, WV
Rouse, Jeffrey Taylor", Owensboro
Rouse, Rhonda Lawler, Horse Cave
Russell, Elizabeth Rebecca Mann,
Hopkinsville
Sabharwal, Surinder S., Lexington
Schwartz, Lisa Anne, Erlanger
Shacklette, Thomas Jeffrey, Brandenburg
Shaw, Sue Ann Williams, Campbellsville
Sheldon, Steven Earle", Owensboro
Shuster, Patricia Charles", Horse Cave
Sledge, Deborah Lynn, Louisville
Southall, Francis W., Jr.?", Lebanon
Stewart, Melanie Kylev'", Aberdeen, OH
Sublett, Donald Anthony, Ashland
Tapp, Kim Lee, Louisville
Taylor, Durran Hourtganv", Finley
Teller, Madelyn Beth, Aberdeen, NJ
Trautwein, Susan Lurlene, Owensboro
Walthour, Jeffrey Michael, Cincinnati, OH
Waters, Mary Patricia, Carbondale, lL
Willsey, Neil Andrew, Louisville
Woolums, Linda Wayne, Versailles
Wright, Ronald Wayne, Stearns
Yuen, Sui-Hang, Hong Kong, Hong Kong
College of Nursing
Dean: Marion E. McKenna
Bachelor of Science
in Nursing
Aines, Peggy Denise". Lexington
Allen, Phyllis Bryson, Lexington
Ames. Ellen Su, Flemingsburg
Bashaw, Sherian Marie", Louisville
Berger, Pamela McCoy". Lexington
Birdsong, Kim Deanna, Cadiz
Black, Anna Schram"
Blanton, Sandra Lynne Craft, Lexington
Booth, Nancy Kayv", Lexington
Breeze, Phyllis Ann, Mount Sterling
Breithaupt, Terri Ann, Ludlow
Bruce, Valerie Ann. Cumberland
Brunker, Catherine Ann Begley, Cynthiana
Buckley, Mary Elizabeth Morgan,
Louisville
Burris, Catherine Jo, Vine Grove
Callis. Amy Vaneta, Owensboro
Carman, Joan Arlene. Lancaster
Chronister, Ann Elizabeth, Wellsville, OH
Clark, Kimberly Jean", Ashland
Cornelison, Edna Wilson", Richmond
Cornelison, Patricia Ann Bogan"",
Richmond
Dunaway, Linda K. Smith, Flemingsburg
Edwards, Ginny L., Memphis, IN
Endicott, Elizabeth Jean, Lexington
Evans, Diane L., Louisville
Fassas, Nancy Schock?", Lexington
Flock, Linda H.··, Louisville
Foley, Brenda Land, Richmond
Foster, Marsha Lena Howell, Lexington
Fryman, Tonya Gayle, Mays Lick
Goodin, Cheryl Jeanv", Floyds Knobs, IN
Greenwell, Mary Jane
Grosskreutz, Gail Lynne?", Marietta, GA
Hadley, Kathryn Laine weus-, Franklin
Haley, Vicki Lynn, Maysville
Hamm, Mary Elizabeth, Ashland
Haner, Mary Elizabeth, Louisville
Hauser, Ann Patricia'?", Sellersburg, IN
Hawley, Laurel Ann Beavin"",
Hardinsburg
Hibbs, Linda Gale, Lexington
Hynson, Laura Ann Mussman, Lexington
Jackson, Elizabeth Anne?", Beaver Dam
Jones, Anna Morris", Lexington
Jones, Cynthia Lee, Louisville
Kelley, Vicki Lynn, Bowling Green
Kiper, Cynthia Anne, Louisville
Kline, Tricia Lynn?", Murray
Korb, Grace J. Kelly'?", Lexington
Lewis, Alta Stonev"
Lewis, Mildred Macie Hughes, Frankfort
Lockard, Dianne Elaine, Lexington
Loughrige, Donna D., Lexington
Mallory, Helena Garnetta Taylor?",
Cynthiana
Mattone, Kathleen, Lexington
Mauney, Delores Irenev", Lexington
McDaniel, Anna Marie Yoder", Paris
McDowell, Lori Anns ", Fort Thomas
McIntyre, Christine J. Roodv'", Lexington
McLaughlin, Allis Mcl.ane, Lancaster
McNabb, Linda Ellen Rogers, Owingsville
McPherson, Martha Jane Proffitt,
Richmond
Medbury, Jill Million, Richmond
Melton, Catherine Lewis Hubbard,
Campbellsville
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Miller, Christy Yvonne Wells, Owingsville
Miller, Mary Jayne Whalen'?", Winchester
Montgomery, Mary Runyon
Moore, Julie Marie, Fort Thomas
Mulholland, Karen Ann, Georgetown
Newman, Anna E., Lexington
Post, Judith Ann Doe", Georgetown
Preston, Song Pok Kimv'", Flankylin,
China
Rexroat, Frances Rose Gevedon?",
Frankfort
Riddlemoser, Mary B., Lexington
Robison, Dorian Deev", Lexington
Roehm, Anna Louise West, Lexington
Roehm, Roger Lee, Lexington
Rose, Kathy Jo Wilson, Cynthiana
Sallman, Nancy Lee Sereda, Lexington
Sandler, Judith Ann Henriottv", Lexington
Simpson, Cinda Jo Crawford, Lexington
Smith, Marilyn Stratton?", Louisville
Stephens, Opal Stacy, Georgetown
Swinford, Marilyn Peak'?", Lexington
Taylor, Connie Gail, Lexington
Teter, Charles Ray, Jr., Lexington
Thornton, Margaret Maryv", Louisville
Tuck, Carolyn Thelma, Bowling Green
Vice, Tamera Leanne'?", Lexington
Vires, Betty Ann Florian
Walker, Palyce Lib'?", Wartrace, TN
Watson, Cynthia Ann Sallee, Lexington
West, Karen Sue Fields, Nicholasville
Wilson, Anna Lee Bolton, Midway
Wise, Jo Ann, Pittsburgh, PA
Woolery, Rita Sue Stoker, Lexington
Zalaznik, Franketta R.··, Lexington




Ashki, Hamid, Tehran, Iran
Buchanan, Lindsay W., Hazel Green
Cranfill, Michael C., Lexington
Crocker, Kelly Glenn, Franklin
Culligan, Michael M., Naperville. IL
Dennen, Mark E., Prospect
Dixon, Charles Matthew", Paducah
Downs. George Dwyer. Boston
Dwellen, Jeffrey T.·. Louisville
Edgin, Curtis Arthur. Somerville, NJ
Enge, Robert Thomas" ", Nashville, IL
Forston, Wayne C.··. Lebanon, PA
Gass, Larry Steven, Lexington
Ginocchio. Michelle Ann, Lexington
Green, Shelton Lee, Louisville
Guyon, Scott Lee**, Lexington
Haase, Jeffrey Lee, Clarkston, MI
Hahn, Kenneth Carl, Louisville
Hay, Michael Ccnrad'", Morehead
Hinkel, Jeffrey William, Lexington
Leary, Theresa Lynns ", Louisville
Lee, John Roy", Lexington
Lewis, William Hunter, Hopkinsville
Marsh, Harry Allen, Lexington
Maurelli, John Stephen, Owensboro
McDonough, Michael Joseph, Lexington
McKee, Mary Haas, Mendon, MI
Meyer, Robert H., Louisville
Morris, Lewis Vincent, Lexington
Nettleton, Bruce?", Lagrange
O'Leary, Theresa Ann
Pantoja, Enrique L., Louisville
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Pearcy, James R., Jr.", Mayfield
Piersons, Donald wayne", Corning, NY
Planck, Jere Wesley, Prospect
Pollock, Roger W., Owensboro
Porter, Darrell Wayne, Louisville
Putney, Moseley Littlepage, 111,Louisville
Ruckman, James Thomas, Lexington
Sallade, Markham David, Winfield, WV
Sarver, Scott Alan, Louisville
Schutz, Brian Lee, Indianapolis, IN
Smith, Michael Leland, Lexington
Smith, Thomas S., Bardstown
Thorne, John Philip
Tune, Brian Leonard, Lexington
Warren, Steven Richard":", Louisville
Yeager, Mark F., Louisville
College of Allied Health Professions
Dean: Joseph Hamburg
Bachelor of Health Sciences
Abraham, Julie Lynn'?", Louisville
Austin, Anna Kay?", Owensboro
Brown, Paulette, Louisville
Bunnell, Carol Lynn, Fern Creek
Bursch, Donald Edwards"
Butler, Marcia Kathryn, Union Lake. MI
Clare. Helen Marie, Taylor Mill
Colley-Vago, Violet D.··. Grayson
Cooper, Mary Elizabeth", Ashland
Cooper, Paula Marian's", Louisville
Costelle, Joan Marie". Louisville
Dailey, Linda Lou Moore", Frankfort
Diaz, Hector B.·
Downing, Janet Lowe'", Maysville
Drury, Kelly Lynne, Louisville
Duncan, Deborah Lou Dobbins", Erlanger
Duncan, Lee A.·. Lexington
Edwards, Cheryl Ann "", Paducah
English, Roger Allen", Owensboro
Forde, Kathleen Marlev'", Middlesboro
Garner, Tracey Lynn, Henderson
Gilbert, Morris Kentons'?", Louisville
Glasgow, Susan Celeste**, Milltown
Goodridge, Sherryn Leigh?", Cropper
Greer, Sandra Lee'?", London
Grumbach, John Eric" ", Paducah
Haynes, Susan Reta", Owensboro
Helm, Diana Marie, Pittsburgh, PA
Hendrickson, John Kevin, Pineville
Henley, Janet L.•• , Paducah
Hicks, Linda Webb
Hollan, Janice Carrol, Mayfield
Hull, Mark Robert, Lexington
Joseph, Neva B. Herring?", Radcliff
Kavanaugh, Christine Eyer, Lexington
Kennedy, Peri Jean'?", Rockport
Lane, Ruth Ellen?", Richmond
Lile, Gay Lynn, Central City
Loftus, Brian Martin, Louisville
Lord, Charisev", Owensboro
Marksberry, Larry Gene, Lexington
Marsee, Sharon Elizabeth", Franklin
Mauzy, David Bruce'?", Beechmont
McCartney, Robert Harold, Voorheesville,
NY
McHargue, Margaret Ada", Frankfort
McHugh, Edward Russell, Jr.··, Maysville
Mills, Howard Thomas, Jr. •• , Hiseville
Murphy, Kathleen Mary, Flossmoor, IL
Napier, Marlene", Westchester, OH
Oberst, Alison Marie, Owensboro
Pennington, Tom Alan"", Madisonville
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Pirtle, Jenna Haynes" ", Brandenburg
Purdon, Melanie Patricia, Lexington
Ralph, Polly Annv", Hartford
Reckelhoff, Linda Marie?", Lexington
Riddle, Opal Jeenv", Louisville
Riffe, Felicia L. Walton·, Gary, IN
Riggs, Kathryn Lynn"", Roswell, GA
Shipp, Brenda Sue Moore'?", Frankfort
Skelton, Mimi Joyce", Somerset
Slayden, Samuel Hodge", Covington
Smith, Douglas E.··, Somerset
Soard, Sherry Marie, Lexington
Stempfly, Deborah Ann", Stanford
Swinford, Sarah G., Paris
Taylor, Mary Beths ", Lexington
Thacker, Vickie Marie", Lawrenceburg
Tharp, William Humkey"", Louisville
Thomas, David Elias'", Louisville
Timaji, Teresa Kay Smith":", Murray
Tincher, Rebecca Anne, Frankfort
Warnick, Laura Leah", Elizabethtown
Whitlock, Roger Brian?", Somerset
Wilson, Jennifer Leigh", Pineville
Wilson, Melindav", Bowling Green
Wingate, Jan Marie", Mount Sterling
Wright, Cynthia Carol?", Stearns
College of Home Economics
Acting Dean: M. O'Neal Weeks
Bachelor of Arts in Housing
and Interior Design
Arnold, John Bradley, II, Lexington
Barnes, Danny Neil, Henderson
Bell, Julie A.IlI, Rochester, NY
Dian, Patricia Lynn, Owensboro
Bozarth, Susan Rice, Midway
Clouse. C. Dean, Corbin
Crabtree, Lisa Gaye, Glasgow
Crew, Donna Lynne", Louisville
Cronebaugh, Margaret E.··, Blanchester,
OH
Daugherty, Rita Diane", Danville
Dugger. Pennilu M., Lexington
Dunn, Kimberly Rose", Louisville
Estepp. Paula Rene, Lexington
Flowers. Mary Bess, Russellville
Greer, Linda Lisa, London
Hemmings, Jane Allen Ward", Nashville,
TN
Kirsch, Alice Ann Owens. Nicholasville
Lefevers. Susan Dianne". Lexington
Lovelace, Susan Elanine", Ashland
McKinlay, Mary Virginia", Lexington
Meyers, Karen Sue, Ashland
Oberle, Janet Elaine, Worthington, OH
Parr, Twilla Dawn, Lexington
Peeler, Donna Jo··, Madisonville
Pickerill, Mary Kathryn?", Lebanon
Ratliff, Linda Webster, Lexington
Rohleder, Timothy J .•• , Louisville
Shoemaker, Karen Lynn, London, OH
Soroosh, Ramina"", Lexington
Stephens, Alva Hermine, Lexington
Wilson, Susan Kay, Lexington
Bachelor of Science
in Dietetics
Brown, Sarah Kay, Harrodsburg
Denney, Lynn Louisew, Lexington
Dhere, Nalini P. Ashok Jigjinni
Fraley, Ramona Denise, Owingsville
George, Jacqueline Coury, Lebanon
Gorbandt, Cynthia Jo, Louisville
Harned, Virginia Lynnv'", Lebanon
Junction
Hogan, Susan Jane, Worcester, MA
Lacy, Joseph Anthony, Lexington
Ledford, Julie Ann, Winchester
McCauley, Michael S., Fort Thomas
McCormick, Elizabeth Carol, Winchester
Roberts, Linda Irene Larson, Potter, NE
Schmitt, Paul Edwardv'", Louisville
Schweiger, Mary Frances, Prospect
Walters, Jacqueline R., Danville
Whitmer, Shelley Ann", Owensboro
Bachelor of Science
in Family Studies
Bennett, Lisa Gayle", Cincinnati, OH
Cox, Debra A., Campton
Darby, Lisa Cheryl Streble", Brandenburg
Freibert, Patricia Louise'?", Louisville
Fulk, Barbara Gail", Louisville
Galik, Barbara Ann, Lexington
Gardner, Teresa Jones, Simpsonville
Hackworth, Mary Jo, Allen
Heilbron, William M.·, Richmond
Hill, Lisa Annv", Corbin
Hobson, Carol Napier, Lexington
Horine, Becky Bradley", Lexington
Howle, Cassandra Lynne, Paducah
Jones, Susan Johnstone", Lancaster
Langseth, Elizabeth Marie, Rineyville
Lillie, Cynthia LeEtta··, Battle Creek, MI
McDonald, Denise Lynnv", Louisville
Miller, Joyce Lees ", Owensboro
Morris, Kimberly Lynn, Lexington
Nowacki, Janice Marie, Louisville
Ostern, Jane Ellen Coppinger, Lexington
Ramsey, Jill Denise, Lexington
Sisken, Diana Ruth, Lexington
Sluder, Tamra Dawn, Erlanger
Smith, Tracy Lu, Lexington
Specker, Denise Wyrick, Lexington
Tedder, Karen Sue McGuire··,
Harrodsburg
Thornberry, Jennifer K., Henderson
Tingle, Pamela Gay, Versailles
Wagers, Lise Ruth Blackburn", Manchester
Wright, Kimberly Cecil, Bardstown
Wright, Sharon Lynn Haun, Lexington
Wyatt, Susan K., Louisville
Bachelor of Science
in Home Economics
Adams, Alesia J .• , Lancaster
Allman, Wanoka Lee, Charleston, WV
Ashby, Kathy J., Henderson
Bowling, Sue Ann", Hopkinsville
Boyd, Maurine Kay, Louisville
Bush, Karen Lynne", Frankfort
Carr, Frances Yvonne", Falmouth
Clements, Avalon Denise Elmore,
Elizabethtown
Currier, Joyce Girouard, Lexington
Daniel, Elizabeth English"", Brandenburg
Deetz, Alison Frances Boyerv".
Ridgewood, NJ
Dobbs, Sherie Colleen", Lexington
Donley, Laura Elizabethv", Louisville
Dooley, Dana Lee, Russell
Edger, Dana Ruth, Lexington
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Eigel, Susan Renee, Louisville
England, Margina Carol, Wheatley
Ginn, Lisa Kay, Milton
Grannis, LouAnn, Cynthiana
Graves, Lea Carol, Hopkinsville
Greene, Isobel Davidson'?", Lexington
Hager, Kathryn Louise", Louisa
Hughes, Janet L.., Lexington
Ingram, Donna Carolyn", Frankfort
Jacobs, Vicki, Kewanee, IL
Janes, Craig Alan, Campbellsville
Jernigan, Beth, Lexington
Johnson, Lee Ann, Perryville
Knapke, Diana Michelle, Carlisle
Kuster, Ellen Bennett, Cynthiana
Lawrence, Rosemarie, Dry Ridge
Lewis, Laurie Lisbeth, Charleston, WV
Liles, Melissa Carrel, Greenup
Lynch, Leslie Diane", Elizabethtown
Maddox, Cassandra", Louisville
Meredith, Lisa Ann, Glendale
Miller, Melissa Meeks, Brandenburg
Monson, Amy Lynn Combse ",
Independence
Muncy, Mary Christine?", Richmond
Owens, Kimberly Anne, Fort Thomas
Page, Susan L.•• , Bowling Green
Paine, Carole Ann"", Fort Thomas
Patterson, Kimberly Ann, Lexington
Pelfrey, Stephanie Marie··, Lexington
Plumb, Laura Marie"", Louisville
Ramey, Sabrina Lorrainev'", Phelps
Rapier, Ann Taylor, Bardstown
Riesenweber, Sara E.·, Saint Joseph, MI
Sampson, Rhonda Lee, Louisville
Shackelford, Tamara L., Lexington
Smith, Laura Lee, Lebanon
Smith, Melanie Ann, London
Spahr, Deborah Sue, Magnolia, OH
Steiner, Janice Marie, Elizabethtown
Steinmacher, Susan Marie'", Louisville
Stinnett, Yvonne Marie, Lewisport
Thompson, Alisa Lynette, Burkesville
Tichenor, Terri Lee, Louisville
Todd, Diana Lynn, Sebree
Bachelor of Science in
Human Development
and Family Relations
Bender, Brenda Estill, Lexington
Denham, Karen Lynn, Fern Creek
Kanouse, Laurie Kay, Lexington
Mattingly, Valerie Anne, Lexington
Smith, Cheryl Lynn Cunningham,
Louisville
Ward, Martha Ann"". Paintsville
College of Social Work
Dean: S. Zafar Hasan
Bachelor of Arts
in Social Work
Adams. Kimberly Leslie Donaldson",
Brandenburg
Bennett, Joel Dean", Monticello
Black, Elizabeth Ann, Lexington
Bowlds, Ruth Graverv'", Lexington
Burrus. Susan Gail, Lexington
Chambers, Maureen Ann, Louisville
Childs, Daniel Reuben?", Lexington
Coffman, Olivia M.• Stanford
Coleman, Norma Jean", Lexington
Conley, Michelle Jean", Ashland
Drexler, Julie, Charlottesville. VA
Dunn, Michael James, Pittsfield, MA
Elrod, Richard B.··, Lexington
Hall, Barbara Ann··. Kenmore. NY
Hallard, Jane R., Watchung, NJ
Heller, Theresa Annv", Lexington
Hodges, Julian A., Jr., Lexington
Holbrook, Susan E. **, Lexington
Holmes, Parvin wamellv'", Tuskegee, AL
Houge, Joyce Miller", Lexington
Hyder, Lou Ann Bishop", Cincinnati, OH
Johnson, Leigh Ann··, Saint Albans, WV
Keller, Amy L., Edgewood
Kelsey, Judy Kay, Louisville
MacConnie, Barbara Grace", Louisville
McFayden, Mary Gray, Lexington
Mead, Helen Elise, Erie, PA
Miller, Evelyn Camille, Kingsport, TN
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Mitchell, Jacqueline Renee, Jeffersontown
Moss, Carri Bethv", Lexington
Nail, Robin Lanette, Owensboro
Nicholson, Ruth Ann, Lexington
Rice, Edward Ancil, Lexington
Scott, Bltina Elizabeth, Paris
Smith, Janet Mae, Lexington
Smith, Lori Ann, Danville
Steele, Laura R.·, LaGrange
Taylor, Vanessa G.·, Magnolia
Tenorio, Patricia A., Lexington
Vincent, Judy Ann, Hodgenville
Wethington, Carol Lynn"", Hodgenville
Wheeler, Sheila webb", New Lenox, IL
Wilson, Robert Alvin, Lexington
Woodard, Joan C., Lexington
College of Communications
Acting Dean: Herbert N. Drennon
Bachelor of Arts
Allen, Robert Harrison, II, Louisville
Alonso, Maria Josefa, Lexington
Amonett, Angelia Faye", Paducah
Anderson, Rebecca L.; Lexington
Avril, Sarah Lou, Cincinnati, QH
Babkes, Elyse Fran, Louisville
Baker. Christopher Dale. Carlisle
Baker, William Russelle**, Fort Knox
Barber, Cathy Angela, Bladensburg, MD
Beeler. Denise Michelle", Lexington
Bingman, Sharon Kellie, Myrtle Beach, SC
Blieden, Andrew M., Louisville
Boggs, Kenneth Dean, Ashland
Booth, Cecil Anne, Anchorage
Bourke, Julia Ann, Louisville
Bowie, Miles Johnv", Richmond Hill, NY
Box, Jeanne Marie, Cynthiana
Bracken, Sheri Elaine, Hopkinsville
Brady, Joseph Michael, Flaherty
Brooks, Antonio". Radcliff
Brown, Sherry Delores, Versailles
Bush, Marcel Elaine, Lexington
Butler, Paul Richard, Old Hickory, TN
Caldwell, Sheila Ann, Lexington
Carpenter, David Weller, Louisville
Caudill, William Riley", Franklin, IN
Chapman, Robert willoughbys ",
Harrisburg, PA
Cherry, Susan Ann, Stanford
Chiara, Lori Ann, Lexington
Clark, Karen Ann", Louisville
Clem, Saundra Jean, Lexington
Clements, Susan Hardy, Lexington
Cline, Barbara Loretta, Saint Albans, WV
Combs, David Carter, Frankfort
Comer, Denise Marie", Bardstown
Compton, Lisa Kay, Ironton, OH
Conley, Kathryn Gibson, Carlisle
Cornett, Carol Ann, Hazard
Cothran, Barry Duane, Paducah
Crow, Charles Richards, Chesapeake, VA
Crumpler, Robin Elizabeth, Louisville
Current, Timothy Barrett, Frankfort
Dabson, Deniese, Nicholasville
Daley, Corinne Marie, Louisville
Davie, Jan Audrey, Coxs Creek
Demarest, Ann Michele, Lexington
Denham, Timothy Albert", Louisville
Denning, Jeffrey Paul, Minford, OH
Devereux, Julie Ann", Lexington
Dobyns, Dana Lee, Ashland
Doss, Jeffrey Thomas, Hopkinsville
Dory, Vicki Lynn", Louisa
Drury, Nicholas Eugene, Louisville
Dye, Janice Ann", Louisville
Eaton, Terry Lou", Louisville
Edwards, Beverly June, Lansing, IL
Ellis, Charles Jeffrey", Danville
Elsen, David Robert", Anchorage
Erb, Michele Joanne", Villa Hills
Evans, Paul Duane, Frankfort
Fannin, Karen Ellen, Frankfort
Ferguson, Carrie Louise, Roanoke, VA
Fischer, Janet Frances", Columbus, OH
Flynn, Maureen Claire", Petaluma, CA
Fogle, Thomas Gary, Holy Cross
Fugate, David James", Louisville
Fulcher, Mary E., Louisville
Gerstle, Patricia Anne, Louisville
Gibbons, Joel Stanley, Lexington
Gildersleeve, Marion A., Hudson, OH
Gill, Kathleen Ann, Gates Mills, OH
Gillen, Martha Sue", Pittsburgh, PA
Ginn, Angela T ... , Radcliff
Girdler, Joseph Steven, London
Goren, Anthony Lee, Louisville
Green, William Mark", Lebanon
Grose, Glenna Pauline, Louisville
Hackney, Diane Lynn, Beckley, WV
Hall, Ashley Jane, Louisville
Hall, Carey Dewitt, Lexington
Hall, Carol Ann, Lexington
Hauke, Melissa Ann, Sardinia, OH
Hayes, Carol Lynn, Lake View, SC
Heard, Sallie Bissell, Louisville
Heavrin, Rubye Rachel, Brandenburg
Hendren, Willis Lee, Lexington
Hendricks, Suzanne Ellzabeth'",
Frederiksted, St Croix, United States
Virgin Islands
Henry, Jean Leigh", Taylorsville
Hershiser, Mildred Katherine, Bloomfield
Hills, MI
Hils, Andrew Clement, Edgewood
Holmes, Carolyn Lee", Louisville
Hood, Margaret Ann, Ashland
Hord, Derrick C.", Bristol, TN
Howell, Vida Lee, Canton, NC
Hutcherson, John Kelley, Versailles
Jackson, Jenny Sue", Lexington
Jackson, Karen Jackson, Corbin
Jones, Reinette Florence", Paris
Jones, Shawn Avery, Chicago, IL
Jones, Timothy Lee, Stamping Ground
Kaiser, Robert Lee, Lexington
Kegley, Mary Ellen", Louisville
King, Steven Russell", Bardstown
Kinney, Jacqueline Theresa, Florence
Knauf, Nancy Elaine", Fort Thomas
Kraft, Kristine Elizabeth, Crestwood
Kunkel, John Joseph, Florence
Kwasny, Kathleen Stacey, Huntington, WV
Lanier, Lisa Kay?", Lexington
Leach, Tom Jesse", Paris
Leindecker, Diana J0·, Lexington
Lepping, John Theodore, Louisville
Lombardo, Joy, Lexington
Lowe, Jennifer Lee, Lexington
Lowry, Megan Ann··, Louisville
Lowther, Steven Wayne, Nashua, NH
Malthouse, Dean Patrick", Louisville
Mansfield, Glynn Raymond", Irvington,
NJ
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Marshall, Paul Milton", Hopkinsville
Martin, Earl Franklin, Ill, Hartford
Martin, Gregory Scott, Lexington
Martin, R. Marfa", Louisville
Marzan, Henry, Columbia, SC
Mayfield, Jacqueline Denise", Owensboro
McCarty, Gregory L., New Castle
McGinnis, Edward C., Jr. .. , Dayton, OR
McNeese, William Brian, Lexington
McVeigh, Rebecca Lynn, Wilmore
Meredith, Kevin Benedict, Louisville
Metzger, Daniel John, Fort Wright
Meyer, Carol Lynn, Louisville
Miller, William Keith, Lexington
Minard, Michelle, Bowling Green
Montgomery, Christopher L., Louisville
Mudd, David G., Louisville
Mudd, Dominic Jerome, Louisville
Mueller, Laura Ann, Fort Mitchell
Murphy, Ann Patricia", Louisville
Murphy, Carla Gay", Lexington
Newberry, Steven Walker, Hiseville
Nicolas, Ladonna Marie, Jeffersontown
Northern, Cathie Ann, Warsaw, VA
Oates, Orner Jennings, II··,Madisonville
Oliver, Dana Ann, Louisville
Olson, Amy Kathleen, Vero Beach, FL
Omera, Timothy Shawn, Erlanger
Omohundro, Leslie Renee?", Lexington
Orton, James Lewis", Owensboro
Osborne, Katherine Lynn, Lexington
Osborne, Susan Blizabethv", Louisville
Owens, Mary Anne, Versailles
Patterson, David Scott, Newark, OH
Patterson, Kathleen Karr, Harrodsburg
Patterson, Michael Lee", Louisville
Patterson, Rebecca Faye, Louisville
Penland, Raymond Scott, Louisville
Perry, Linda Ann, Lexington
Perry, Mary Katherinev", Lawrenceburg
Petit, Mary Kathleen, Lexington
Phillips, Katrina Lynn, Lexington
Phillips, Lisa Rae, Lexington
Phillpott, Eric R., III, Somerset
Poteet, Melinda", Jonesville, VA
Pratt, Leah Dawn'", Lexington
Radin, Wendy Jeanene, Shelbyville
Ragland, Ruth Marie", Mount Sterling
Reinstedler, Nancy Carol, Louisville
Renfro, Mark Steven, Louisville
Rogers, Juliana Mclntyre"", Roseville, CA
Sagan, Valerie Ann"", Lexington
Salehli, Melissa Ann", Frankfort
Salvino, Frank Walter, Radcliff
Sanders, Susan Aileen, Nicholasville
Savage, Michael Curtis, Versailles
Shameia, Sandra Jean, Lexington
Shaw, Alison Leigh, Lexington
Shearrow, John Wurster, Louisville
Shell, Deanna, Lexington
Shumer, Daniel Luis, Glen Rock, NJ
Smith, Darren Bertram, Louisville
Smith, Edward Robert, Elizabethtown
Spangler, Kelly Lynn, Lexington
Stach, Mark Alan, Huntington, WV
Staker, Jennifer Ellen, Portsmouth, OH
Staton, William Linn, III, Lexington
Stein, Roddy Marker?", Louisville
Stephens, Yvette Andrea, Lexington
Stone, Susan Gail, Lexington
Sutherland, Patricia Perry, Bardstown
Tackett, Gena Dee, Lexington
Tanner, James Gilbert, Nicholasville
Tate, Carol Robbie, Norton, VA
Tate, Toni L. .. , Frankfort
Taylor, James Ransom, Louisville
Terrell, Patsy Ann", Barlow
Timmering, Lisa Marie, Louisville
Traughber, Shirlee Rochelle, Mayfield
True, Bobby Knox, Jt.?", Bedford
Van Hoose, Richard Scott?", Louisville
Vidal, John M., Lexington
Wallace, Laura Carolyn, Louisville
Wallace, Lisa Anne, Frankfort
Wearren, Elizabeth Annev", Louisville
Weber, Matthew Price, Louisville
Weller, Karla Kay, Owensboro
Wheatley, Charles Robert, II", Covington
Whisenant, Peter William", Parrish, FL
White, Mark Alan, Lexington
Whitehead, Ronald Mark", Louisville
Williams, Laura Lee
Witt, Tracie Ann, Lexington
Wolfinbarger, Allison Kay", Beattyville
Workman, Mary jean-», Lexington
Young, Harlin Gene, Jr., Louisville
Zettler, Christopher Robert, Louisville
Zorn, Nancy Baruccov", Sayville, NY
Bachelor of Science
Barringer, Paul Martin't ", Lexington
Black, Robert L., Long Valley, NJ
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Bryan, Brenda Ann, Louisa
Coyle, David Thomas, Lexington
Dupont, Bernadette Sarah, Lexington
Griggs, Thomas Lewis", Lexington
Hudson, Timothy James, Henderson
Lee, James K.··, Lebanon
McGaw, Terri Lea, Stone Mountain, GA
Miller, Margaret A., Frankfort
Mutters, John Leslie", Ashland
Nicholas, Nicholus S., Owensboro
Reeves, Michael Ray, Florence
Rogers, Lorie J .• , Sonora
Stephens, Michele Annette, Verona
Stratton, Hank, Madisonville
Sturgeon, Malvaria Jane Smithv",
Lexington
Thomas, Sheena Laverne, Russellville
Van Hook, Ben Jeffrey, Nicholasville
Wise, Katherine Lea", Lexington
College of Fine Arts
Dean: Richard C. Domek, Jr.
Bachelor of Arts
Adams, Josephines ", Los Angeles, CA
Adcock, Laurie Jude, Jeffersonville, IN
Allex, Ronald K., Hayward, CA
Altman, Kerri Marie?", Louisville
Asher, Lisa Rene, Butler
Bingham, Leslie Ann, Lexington
Botner, Jerry Wayne, Winchester
Brumagen, Kelly Lin, Morehead
Brumfield, Kevin Thomas". Lexington
Cahill, Kathleen Joans ", Fort Wright
Cassady, Charles Kevin", Louisville
Coldiron, Jill Lynn, Covington
Collopy, Robert Allenv", Covington
Culligan, Jenine Elizabeth, Lexington
Cunningham, Shannon O'Bryan"",
Lexington
Downing, Elizabeth Clay··, Lexington
Effinger, Mary Lou Teresa, Louisville
Embry, Jacqueline Hilliard, Memphis, TN
Fiehrer, Lucia Marie, Cincinnati, OH
Gough, Thomas Edward, Lexington
Greenwood, Judith Ellen, Lexington
Grizzell, Sally Ann, Lexington
Hall, Lana Sue?", Lynch
Handley, Carolyn Williams, Elizabethtown
Harden, Walter C.··, Campbellsville
Harris, Larry A.··, Portland, IN
Hatfield, Claudia K.··, Maysville
Henrickson, Clark Thayer, Lexington
Huffer, Leslie K., Lexington
Jones, Lisa Blanding, Lexington
Kimball, Debbra S.··, Elizabethtown
Krohmer, Kimberly Marie, Bellevue
McDearman, Michael A. •• , Louisville
Mellin, Gregory Paul, Lexington
Milburn, Mona Maria, Lexington
Morey, Thomas Mitchell", Mobile, AL
Phillips, Patricia Ann", Oneida, TN
Shakun, Clifford Jeffrey"", Atlanta, GA
Sluss, Kevin":", Lovely
Soard, Celeste Donicew, Lexington
Strippelhoff, Barbara Anne McFadden,
Georgetown
Swisher, Paul Morris, Lexington
Thrasher, John Cecil, Henderson
Vance, Karen Suzannev'", Middletown
Walls, Beverly Ray, Lancaster
Whitehouse, Tamara Lee", Crestwood
Williams, Barry John, Independence
Wright, Nadine Helen. Lombard, IL
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Bachelor of Fine Arts
Crossen, Julia Beth, Lexington
Eisenmenger, Michael Dale, Louisville
McGee, Kathryn Wolfe", Lexington
Bachelar af Music
Cravens, Andrea Lee. Bowling Green
England, Kimberly Jo Raine, Radcliff
McSwain, Nan Gabbert, Owensboro
Moses, Richard Brian, Williamsburg
Powell, David Wayne"", Winchester
Savage, Kent Arthur, Nicholasville
Sturm, Bernard Brians ", Huntington, WV
Bachelor of Music in
Music Educatian
Barker. Mary Catherines ", Franklin
Bennett, David Wayne, Owensboro
Blevins, Timothy Dalev", Brandenburg
Boulden, George Robert, III··, Cynthiana
Ehnle, Tamera Reneev", Lexington
Hoyt, Janet Eileen, Lansing. MI
Landrum, Vivian Ethel", Louisville
Morrison, Brian Lee. Philpot
Sears, Dean Wade, Radcliff
Welch, David Alanw, Louisville
Graduates with Hanors
Students are graduated "With High Distinction" who attain a standing of 3.6 or higher for at least three years.
Students are graduated "With Distinction" who attain a standing of 3.4 to 3.6 for at three years.
A student who has spent only two years at the University may receive either of the above honors if he or she attains
a standing of .2 higher than the three-year requirement.
Students eligible for these awards are identified by the white braided cord worn on the left shoulder.





Day, James Albro, Jr.
de St. Jorre, Louisev"
Delaney, Teresa Ann"
Delap, Cindy Sue Owens-"
Demarest, Ann Michele
Duncan, Deborah Lou Dobbins"










































Howard, Robert Smith, II
Hutcherson, John Kelley
Hyatt, Martha Helen























Manning, J ames Edward
Martin, Earl Franklin, III
Mattingly, David R.
Mattingly, Todd Davenport"






































Ashley, Penny Lees "























































Pitts, Rhonda Kaye Gilbert
Pitts, Stephen Sccttv"
Porter, Thomas Gregory
Pullins, W _ Leanne















Sandler, Judith Ann Henriottv"




























Tilley, Henry Robert Lynnwood
Towers, James Brian
Toy, Brian Keith










Westlund, Arnold Eugene, III··
Wheeler, Sheila Webb"
Wilson, Kelley Anne





























Bourne, J ames Keith
Brockman, George Weatherford, IV
Brooks, Melanie Ann Peavler"
Brown, Laura Lynn














































































































































Mills, Howard Thomas, Jr.··
Minton, Susan Ann











Peek, Edith Jo Rodgers




























Stilz, Kathryn R. Powersv"
Storrnzand, Susan Reneev"
Stuckert, Stephen Vernon









Wagers, Lise Ruth Blackbum'"












Wood, Mervin Gale, Jr.
Wood, Victor Herbertv"
Woolums, Linda
Wright, Sharon Lynn Haun
Yuen, Sui-Hang
Zopff, David Luther""
Degrees for those students whose names are not denoted with asterisks will be awarded "with honors" if required scholastic
standing is attained.








































































Hassur, Pamela J 0··



























Students eligible for these awards are identified by the braided blue and white cord worn on the right shoulder.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
In 1957 the Board of Directors of the University of Kentucky Alumni Association estab-
lished awards to be presented annually to members of the University teaching and research
staffs who, during the preceding two-year period on campus, had achieved distinction in writing
and/or research and teaching.
THE RECIPIENTS OF THE 1984GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
Professor Dibakar Bhattacharyya, Chemical Engineering Department. College of Engineering
Professor Joseph L. Fink III, College of Pharmacy
Associate Professor Daniel L. Fulks, Accounting Department, College of Business & Economics
Professor Mike Zalampas, Jefferson Community College, SW
THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
The award is made to one man and one woman of the graduating class of the University
of Kentucky each year and to one other person who is not a student of the University. who
need not be a graduate of any college or university I but who shall have some interest in or
association with or related to the University of Kentucky, official or otherwise, of a nature
to make this form of recognition obviously appropriate.
RECIPIENTS OF THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS FOR 1984
Bernard M. Johnson-Citizen
Jennifer Anne Dorsey-Graduating Woman
James Glen Gray-Graduating Man
THE WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD
In 1975 Mr. William B. Sturgill, Chairman of the Board of Trustees at the University of
Kentucky, established a $2,000 award to recognize annually the member of the graduate faculty
who has made the most outstanding contributions to graduate education at the University of
Kentucky.
RECIPIENT OF THE TENTH WILLIAM B.STURGILL AWARD
George A. Digenis
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This charge and the pledge which
follows were written by Dr. Frank L.
McVey, President of the University of
Kentucky from 1917to 1940.
Charge to the Graduating Class
On this Commencement day you stand in a new relation to the Univer-
sity, to the State and to Life. The University that has given you of its store
of learning looks upon you as its sons and daughters. The State now con-
ceives of you as citizens, well prepared to do your part in the government,
development and guidance of the Commonwealth.
If what you have learned while here has given you larger intellectual
interests, and widened your powers of understanding, the University feels
a part of its duty done, and if in the doing character has become your
possession and a part of your moral fiber, the State is satisfied with its
investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach problems with open
minds, to set aside prejudice in your judgment of men and affairs. It hopes
that you will shun evil in all its forms and be ready to strive for what is
right.
May you have in your declining years, material comfort, the respect
of your fellow citizens, the feeling of work well done, and a spiritual and
intellectual interest in human life.
Meantime, the University's honor is your honor. In your acts and deeds
you now reflect your heritage. To your fellow man, the University is
measured by your character, by your deeds, by the company you keep.
It is in this spirit that the University calls upon you to be true to the larger
things of life, to be men and women of courage, integrity, sympathy, and
gentleness.
By granting of the degree you have been admitted to the fraternity of
letters, and to the larger fellowship of the University. It is right and fit-
ting that you should stand and solemnly raising your right hand repeat
this pledge with me:
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The Pledge
In the presence of this audience, citizens of the Com-
monwealth and membersof the University, with strong sense
of my responsibility, I promise to hold my degreeso no Joss
will come to it through my holding, to regard it as a claim
upon my loyalty to Alma Mater and to pledge myself to the
service of God and my fellow man.
In Testimony of your conduct and purpose, the University Senate
recommending, the Board of Trustees of the University has confer-
red upon you the Diploma of the University of Kentucky, confirmed
and acknowledged by the Great Seal of the University.
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